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Abstract 

This thesis is concerned with the link layer design of indoor (IrDA) and outdoor 

infrared links, as well as the performance of the higher layers of two major Wireless 

Personal Area Network (WPAN) technologies: IrDA and Bluetooth. 

Recent advances in wireless technology have made it possible to put networking 

technology into small portable devices. During the past few years, WPAN 

technologies have been the subject of a tremendous growth both in research and 

development. Although many studies have been conducted on wireless links to 

address different issues on physical and link layers, wireless communications are still 

characterised by high error rates because of the frequently changing medium. On the 

other hand, performance studies of the higher layers are also very important. In this 

thesis, for the first time, a comprehensive study of the interactions between the higher 

and the lower protocol layers of IrDA and Bluetooth has been carried out to improve 

the overall system performance. 
Mathematical models for the link layers are introduced for the infrared systems: 

infrared data association (IrDA) and free space optics (FSO). A model for the IrDA 

(indoor infrared) link layer is developed by considering the presence of bit errors. 

Based on this model, the effect of propagation delay on the link throughput is 

investigated. An optimization study is also carried out to maximize the link 

throughput. FSO (outdoor infrared) links are often characterized by high speed and 

long link distance. A mathematical model for the FSO link layer is also developed. 

Significant improvement of the link throughput is achieved by optimizing the link 

parameters. 

Based on the link layer model, the performance of the IrDA higher layers 

(transport, session and application layers) is investigated. First, a mathematical model 

of TinyTP (transport protocol) is elaborated and subsequently verified by simulations. 

The effects of multiple connections and available buffer size are investigated. The 

throughput at the TinyTP level is optimized for different buffer sizes. Subsequently, 

the session layer, including Object Exchange (OBEX) and IrDA Burst (IrBurst) 

protocols, is studied and modelled. The derived mathematical model is verified by 

simulation results. A set of protocol parameters and hardware selection guidelines is 

proposed to optimize the overall system performance while also keeping the hardware 
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requirement to a minimum. Finally, two rapidly developing IrDA applications, IrDA 

financial messaging (IrFM) and IrDA simple connection (IrSC), are studied. IrFM is 

investigated by comparison to other digital payment technologies, while the 

performance of IrSC is compared in two different technical approaches. 
In order to improve the throughput and minimize the transmission delay for the 

Bluetooth data applications, a systematic analysis is carried out for the Bluetooth 

Logical Link Control and Adaptation Layer Protocol (L2CAP). L2CAP is layered 

above the Bluetooth link layer (Baseband) and is essential to Bluetooth data 

applications. A simple and intuitive mathematical model is developed to derive simple 

equations for the L2CAP throughput and the average packet delay. The derived 

throughput equation, which is validated by simulations, takes into account bit errors 

as well as packet retry limits. Finally, a number of easy-to-implement performance 

enhancement schemes are proposed, including the optimum use of the protocol 

parameters. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

In recent years there has been a rapid increase in the use of mobile and portable 

computing devices. The progress in technology has addressed the issues of high unit price and 
low data rate, thus driving significant growth in the popularity of wireless devices. Wireless 

personal area network (WPAN) communications, including IrDA and Bluetooth, are 
increasingly used to reduce the inconvenience of wired connections and to provide local area 

connectivity for portable computing devices. Laptops, personal digital assistants (PDA's) and 

mobile phones are becoming ever more popular and ever more powerful with multimedia 

capabilities. This increase in mobile computing has led to a greater demand for wireless data 

connectivity with comparable service level to that of wired networks [1][2]. 

In the field of wireless communications, radio frequencies (RF) and infrared (IR) optics 

are competing transmission technologies that are being considered as complementary 

transmission media [3][4]. Radio communications have a long transmission range and are 

typically transmitted omnidirectionally. Because of this, radio is preferred when user mobility 
is of prime importance. However, most of the radio frequency bands need operation licenses. 

The limited license free bands (i. e. 2.4 GHz, 5 GHz) are used by many different technologies 

(i. e. Bluetooth, Wi-Fi). Thus, the interferences between devices using different radio 
technologies can be severe [ 108] [109] [110]. Infrared is preferred when point-to-point links of 
high capacity are necessary and when international compatibility is required [3][5]. Infrared 

communications have the advantages of high available bandwidth, low component power 

consumption, worldwide license-free operation and inherently high security. However, unlike 

radio, most of the infrared communications require a line of sight (LOS) transmission path 

which restricts certain applications. In addition, the transmission power is limited by the eye 

safety regulation [6]. Thus, the infrared transmission range is relatively short compared to that 

of radio. 
Infrared links are widely implemented as the solutions for both indoor short distance and 

outdoor long distance wireless communications [9][10]. In order to develop a universal 

standard for indoor infrared communication, the Infrared Data Association (IrDA) was 
formed in 1993 by major IT companies. IrDA has worked steadily to establish specifications 
for a low cost, interoperable, and easy-to-use infrared communication technology. The 

resultant, IrDA 1.0 protocol standard [39], first released in 1995, specifies point-to-point 
directed half-duplex links with a data rate up to 115.2 Kbit/s and a range up to 2 metres using 
the standard serial port interface. Version 1.1 [40] of the protocol supports data rates up to 4 

Mbit/s using additional hardware with a recent extension to 16 Mbit/s. Nowadays, infrared 
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data communication technologies as defined by IrDA ship in millions of devices each year 
[11]. A large amount of work has been carried out to address different issues of the IrDA 

physical layer. In order to achieve high overall system performance, it is however essential to 

optimize the other layers of the IrDA protocol stacks and ensure that the lower layer is 

efficiently utilized by the higher layers. 

Besides indoor infrared communications, outdoor infrared communications are also under 

rapid development. High available bandwidth, world wide license-free operation and 
deployment simplicity ensure that free space optical (FSO) systems (outdoor infrared) are one 

of the most promising approaches for addressing the emerging broadband access market and 
its "last mile" bottleneck [12]. Such robust systems, which establish communication links by 

transmitting laser beams directly through the atmosphere, have matured to the point that off 

the shelf products are now available [13]. In recent years, numerous FSO products have been 

set up. Available systems offer capacities in the range of 100Mbps to 2.5Gbps, and 
demonstration systems report data rates as high as 160Gbps [14]. Since the signal to noise 
(STN) ratio of the FSO links is significantly affected by the frequent changing weather 

conditions [3][5], one of the biggest challenges to FSO is the relatively low link operational 

availability compared to that of the radio links. The FSO systems however can be designed to 

be more resilient to low STN radio and achieve higher throughput by optimizing link layer 

parameters according to the real time link parameters. 

Bluetooth is a standard for short range, low power, and low cost radio communication. 
Although originally envisioned as a cable-replacement technology by Ericsson in 1994 [15], 

embedded Bluetooth chips are now widespread in numerous types of devices. They include 

portable devices (PC's, PDA's, mobile phones), data peripherals (mice, keyboards, joysticks, 

printers), and audio peripherals (headsets, speakers, stereo receivers). In 1998, Ericsson 
joined forces with other international companies to form the Bluetooth Special Interest Group 
(SIG). Joint work by the SIG members allowed the Bluetooth vision to evolve into open 
standards to ensure rapid acceptance and compatibility in the marketplace. Bluetooth 

technology is already supported by over 2100 companies around the world [106]. The 

resulting Bluetooth specification, developed by the Bluetooth SIG, is open and freely 

available for developers worldwide. Recently, based on the Bluetooth Specification, IEEE 
WPAN standard 802.15 has been developed [7][8]. Besides the voice applications (i. e. 
headsets), Bluetooth technology is increasingly used as a method for data exchange (i. e. file 

exchange, Internet). The Bluetooth Logical Link Control and Adaptation Layer Protocol 
(L2CAP) bridges between the Bluetooth link layer (Baseband) and data applications. In order 
to improve the performance of the Bluetooth data applications, it is very important to study 
and optimize L2CAP layer. 
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The thesis is primarily concerned with the design issues on the data link, transport, 

session and application layers of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 

Open System Interconnect (OSI) seven-layer reference model. 

Data link layer design is very important as it can minimize physical and link layer delays 

and increase the efficiency for the information transfer that will utilize the considered infrared 

and radio links. The performance link layer may be measured by the link throughput 

efficiency (also known as link utilization) and the packet delay. Throughput efficiency 

expresses the time portion of the total period during which the medium successfully transfers 

information between stations. It takes into account all significant factors that affect 

performance, including (a) the packet transmission time, (b) the medium access mechanism, 

(c) the transmission control passing scheme, (d) the transmission errors introduced by the 

wireless medium, (e) the acknowledgement delays and (f) the retransmission delays. Packet 

delay expresses the average time for a packet to be transmitted from the source to the 

destination. It takes into account various delays, including (a) the medium access delay, (b) 

the transmission delay, (c) the propagration delay, (d) queue delay and (e) retransmission 

delay. 

Besides optimizing the physical and link layers, having efficient high level protocols is 

equally important to communication systems. The design of higher layers must make sure that 

they are compatible with and interact effectively with lower layers. Additionally, the higher 

layers should have minimum protocol overhead, as well as keeping the hardware requirement 

to a minimum. In this thesis, the higher layers of IrDA and Bluetooth are studied by 

examining (a) the high level buffer sizes, (b) the packet processing delays, (c) the high level 

throughput efficiency, (d) the optimum data packet sizes, (e) the packet retransmission 

timeouts and (f) security. 

1.2 Statement of the problems 
Link layer design must minimize physical hardware latency delays and minimize the link 

protocol delays such as medium access, link turnaround and packet retransmission. An 

efficient link layer should have high link utilization while minimizing the transmission error 

at the same time. Increasing the amount of data which can be transmitted before reversing 

link direction will reduce the relative link layer overhead and reduce the frequency of link 

turnaround, thus tending to increase throughput. However, increasing the data size also 

increases the packet error probability, thus increasing the number of retransmissions and 

decreasing throughput. In order to efficiently utilize the IrDA physical link, it is essential to 

model and optimize the IrDA link layer. By using a similar approach in modelling the IrDA 
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link layer, a robust FSO link layer can be designed to increase the link operational avalaiblity 

and improve the link throughput. 

In contrast to the studies devoted to the lower layers (physical and link) of IrDA and 
Bluetooth, the number of studies on higher layers is limited. In order to achieve high overall 

system throughput and low transmission delay, it is important to examine the interaction 

between lower and higher layers. 

Most of the published IrDA and Bluetooth link layer evaluations focus on link layer 

performance by assuming that data packets of infinite size are always ready to transmit and 
that there is a single application operating. In reality, higher layers offer finite size packets to 
lower layers and may manage multiple applications simultaneously. For instance, TinyTP 

(IrDA transport layer) allows multiple applications to operate the IrDA link concurrently [44]. 

OBEX (IrDA session layer) operates in a similar way to a `stop and wait' protocol and has a 
finite maximum packet size [45]. In order to provide a higher level of transmission reliability, 
higher layers may also implement separate error retransmission schemes and packet timeout 

timers, such as the Blutooth L2CAP layer [104]. These features of higher layers restrict the 

use of lower layer. Thus, the analysis of the link layers cannot be directly applied to model the 
behaviours of the higher layers. In order to have accurate analyses on the overall IrDA and 
Bluetooth system behaviours, it is important to develop new mathematical models to include 

various characteristics of the higher layers as well as taking the lower layers into account. 

1.3 Outline of research work 
This work focuses in particular on the efficient link layer design of the indoor (IrDA) and 

outdoor (FSO) infrared communications, as well as the higher layer performance of two 
major WPAN technologies: IrDA and Bluetooth. The following summarises the main 
components of the research in the thesis: 

(a) Link layers of IrDA and FSO 

" In order to examine the performance of IrDA IrLAP protocol (link layer) operating 
at Gbit/s data rates, a mathematical model is developed by including the effect of 
propagation time. Based on the model, optimization equations are derived for the 

window and frame size for any given bit error rate (BER). The effect of 

propagation time and minimum turnaround time on throughput at different data 

rates has been studied. 

" By applying a similar approach in deriving the IrLAP throughput equation, a 

mathematical model for the full-duplex FSO links is developed using the 
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Asynchronous Response Mode (ARM) of High-level Data Link Control (HDLG) as 

the link layer protocol. Subsequently, optimum window and frame size are obtained 

to maximize the link throughput by using a numerical method. In order to apply the 

optimum values, a simple adaptive real time algorithm is developed. 

(b) Higher layers of IrDA 

"A comprehensive mathematical model for IrDA Tiny Transport Protocol (TinyTP) 

is derived by considering multiple IrDA application connections and taking the 

underlying IrDA protocol stacks into account. The accuracy of the model is verified 
by simulations. An optimization study is carried out for the system. Several 

optimization equations for IrLAP window and frame sizes are derived and later 

validated. 
The IrDA session protocol Object Exchange (OBEX) is analysed and a 

mathematical model is developed to derive the throughput equation for OBEX. In 

order to improve the system performance, optimum OBEX packet size and IrLAP 

link parameters are studied. The optimum equations for window and frame are 

derived for both individual and simultaneous optimizations and then verified by the 

exact numerical approach. 

To tackle the OBEX inefficiency in transmitting large size objects, a new session 

protocol IrDA Burst (IrBurst) is proposed and developed by IrDA. The 

performance of IrBurst and OBEX is compared. 
A comprehensive analysis of IrDA Financial Massaging (IrFM) is carried out. 
Important issues in designing the digital payment system are examined for the IrFM 

system. Special attention is given to the IrDA connection procedure. Several design 

guidelines are provided on link data rate, IrDA turnaround time and the Exchange 

Station Identification (XID) sending interval. The guidelines aim to achieve fast 

IrDA connections while keeping the hardware requirements to the minimum. 
IrDA Simple Connection (IrSC) is a protocol dedicated for fast connection and 
instant data transmission between IrDA devices. In this work, two technical 

approaches (IrSC1 and IrSC2) for IrSC are investigated. Simple equations for 

calculating the transmission delay for the unchanged IrDA standard, IrSCI and 
IrSC2 are derived respectively. The transmission delay of different approaches is 

examined and compared. The advantages and disadvantages of IrSCI and IrSC2 are 
discussed. 
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(c) Higher layer of Bluetooth 

A systematic analysis for the Bluetooth L2CAP protocol is carried out. The 

throughput equation of L2CAP is derived by considering the effect of the Baseband 

layer and taking into account the presence of bit errors. The ma*iematical model is 

then veriitea by the simulation. Bluetooth protocol parameters are optimized 

including the effects of the Flush Timeout and L2CAP Packet data unit (PDU) size. 

" An inclusive analysis is carried out for the average packet delay for Bluetooth 

Baseband ACL packets and L2CAP PDU's. Precise yet simple delay equations are 

derived by including all the possible network activities. Based on the developed 

delay model, the delay of six different Baseband packets is examined. The average 

delay of DH packets (without FEC protection) and DM packets (with FEC 

protection) is investigated and compared. 

1.4 Thesis outline 
The thesis consists of the following parts: Chapter 2 discusses infrared and Bluetooth 

connectivity, as well as giving an overview of the relevant body of literature. Chapter 3 

studies the link layer of both indoor and outdoor infrared. Chapters 4,5,6 study the IrDA 

higher layers including transportation, session and application layers. Chapter 7 studies the 

throughput and the average packet delay of the Bluetooth L2CAP layer. Finally, Chapter 8 

concludes the thesis and gives suggestions for future research. 
In particular, Chapter 2 provides background information to the thesis including an 

overview of indoor wireless communication technologies, free space optics, IrDA and 
Bluetooth data communication protocols. It presents the special characteristics of the infrared 

and the radio medium and discusses the design challenges of the higher layer protocols. 
Finally, this chapter reviews the research that has been carried out in the area of infrared and 

Bluetooth communications. 
Chapter 3 presents link layer mathematical models for high speed infrared links (both 

indoor and outdoor) by using the "window transmission time" model. The link layer 

throughput equations are derived by including the presence of bit errors and propagation 
delay. Optimization study is carried out for both link layer models. The optimum equations 

are derived for the window and frame size. The effect of propagation delay is investigated for 

the high speed links. Finally, a real time adaptive algorithm is developed and presented for the 

adaptation of optimum window and frame size. 
Chapter 4 presents the IrDA transport layer TinyTP and describes the details of TinyTP 

functionality. It examines the TinyTP performance by developing a mathematical model 

which allows derivation of the TinyTP throughput taking into account the lower IrDA 
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protocol stacks. Simulations are carried out to examine the accuracy of the model. The 

TinyTP receiver window size and the IrLAP window and frame sizes are optimized for the 

maximum throughput for any given BER. The effects of IrLAP turnaround time and the 

receiver buffer size are investigated for the 16 Mbit/s IrDA links. 

Chapter 5 investigates the IrDA session layer: OBEX and IrBurst. An analytical model is 

developed for OBEX. Based on the model, the OBEX and link layer parameters are optimized 

which maximizes system throughput for any BER. The optimization analysis is verified by 

comparing the results derived from the exact algorithm. The effects of maximum OBEX 

packet size and OBEX turnaround time on throughput are examined for different link data 

rates. Subsequently, the detailed operation of IrBurst is analysed. Finally, the performance of 

OBEX and IrBurst is compared. 
Chapter 6 studies the IrLAP connection procedure and derives the link connection delay 

for different IrDA applications. It then examines the performance of IrFM by considering the 

major performance factors of a digital payment system such as connection speed, security, 

reliability, simplicity and interoperability. The IrFM is also compared with other competing 

or potential technologies. To compare the performance of two different technical approaches 

to the new application IrSC, simple equations are derived for calculating the transmission 

delay for the unchanged IrDA standard, IrSC 1 and IrSC2 respectively. Finally, the 

disadvantages and advantages of IrSCI and IrSC2 are discussed based on the analytical 

results. 
Chapter 7 presents the detailed properties of the Bluetooth Baseband and L2CAP layers. 

A comprehensive mathematical analysis is then carried out. The L2CAP throughput equation 

and the delay equations to calculate the Baseband packets and L2CAP PDU are derived from 

the analysis. The mathematical analysis is verified by simulations. To examine the 

performance of the Bluetooth system, numerical results are presented based on the derived 

equations. Bluetooth device design guidelines for choosing appropriate Flush Timeout and 
L2CAP PDU size are provided. 

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and proposes directions for future research in the field of 
infrared and Bluetooth connectivity. 
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Chapter 2. Background 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides background information to the research presented in the thesis. The 

outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 2.1 provides an overview of wireless 

communications and compares IR and RF transmission media. Section 2.2 describes indoor 

wireless connectivity and presents current standards for WLAN and WPAN. Section 2.3 

provides an overview of the IrDA and Bluetooth protocol stacks. Section 2.4 gives an 
introduction to the FSO systems. Section 2.5 discusses the design challenge of infrared link 

layers, while section 2.6 discusses the design challenges of the higher layers of WPAN. 

Section 2.7 presents the advantages and disadvantages of mathematical modelling and 

computer simulation techniques that evaluate the performance of communication systems. 
Section 2.8 presents the performance metrics used to evaluate the system performance. 
Finally, the related researches carried out by other researchers are reviewed in section 2.9. 

2.2 An overview of wireless communications 

Ubiquitous access to information characterizes whole new kinds of information systems 
in the 21s` Century. This is enabled by rapidly emerging wireless communications systems, 
based on radio and infrared transmissions, and utilizing such technologies as wireless area 

networks, personal communications systems, cellular telephony, etc. Wireless 

communications are transforming the way people use computers and other personal electronic 
devices at work, home, or when travelling. 

Wireless networks are divided into four main categories: wireless personal area networks 
(WPAN's), wireless local area networks (WLAN's), wireless metro area networks (WMAN's) 

and wireless wide area networks (WWAN's). Based on the transmission range, wireless 

networks can be divided into two broad segments: short-range and long-range. Short-range 

wireless networks are confined to limited areas, i. e. buildings, manufacturing plants or family 

houses. These networks are often operated over either the infrared spectrum or the unlicensed 

spectrum reserved for industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) use. For short-range wireless 

networks, the data rates are often relatively low [18]. WPAN's and WLAN's belong to this 

category. Long-range networks continue where WPAN's and WLAN's end. Connectivity is 

typically provided by companies that sell the wireless connectivity as a service, i. e. cell phone 

services, cellular data services. These networks often cover large geographical areas such as a 

metropolitan area, a state or province, or even an entire country. The WMAN's and WWAN's 

are in this category. As given in [33], the transmission ranges and functionalities of different 
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wireless technologies are illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1 Wireless technologies categorized by range 

Wireless communications can be carried out through two different media: infrared (IR) 

and radio (RF). Both IR and RF have certain strengths and weaknesses which make them 

more suitable for certain wireless environments and applications. Table 2-1 compares the 

strengths and weaknesses of IR and RF media for wireless communications [57][59]. 

Strength Weakness 

1. Very high data rates possible 1. Low mobility (LOS path required) 
2. Low power consumption 2. Power output limited by eye safety 
3. No regulation on infrared spectrum regulation 

IR 3. Low cost 3. Susceptible to noise from ambient light 
4. Inherent high security as LOS path is sources 
required 4. Half duplex for IrDA (indoor infrared) 
5. Good immunity to electrical interference links 
6. No multipath fading 5. Multipath dispersion can limit data rate 

1. Long transmission range 1. Frequency spectrum use is highly 
2. High level of mobility regulated 
3. No LOS path needed 2. Frequency spectrum has high level of 

RF 4. Full duplex communications capability congestion 
5. Frequency division multiplexing, and 3. Susceptible to electrical interference 
spread spectrum modulation techniques 4. Security concerns due to signal leakage 
possible 5. Low maximum data rates 

Table 2-1 Infrared versus radio 

Infrared-The IR spectrum offers virtually unlimited bandwidth capable of accommodating 
high data rates [19][20]. As a line of sight (LOS) path is required by the directed IR systems 
(both IrDA and FSO links), good security is inherently provided and the security issue is 

much simplified. There is also no operation license requirement for the infrared systems. 
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After years of development and standardisation, indoor infrared components are cheap, easy 

to build and universally compatible. The free space optics (FSO) systems (outdoor infrared) 

exploit the high available infrared bandwidth and provide solutions to the `last mile' 

bottleneck issue with very high capacity links [21]-[23]. The power output of the IR 

transmitters is limited by the eye safety regulations [24], thus, the IR systems have a relatively 

short transmission range. For diffuse IR links, multipath dispersion from wall and ceiling 

reflections can limit the maximum data rate. IR wireless is suitable for low cost, low power, 

short-range and low mobility systems with high data rates and inherent high security [9][19]. 

Radio-RF has a long transmission range and can be received omnidirectionally. RF 

communication systems can have powerful transmitters with very sensitive receivers, thus 

providing a large transmission range with signal radiating in all directions and passing 

through walls and objects. Additionally, it is easy to design full-duplex communications for 

RF systems. Many different techniques can be used for channel multiplexing including 

frequency division multiplexing (FDM), time division multiplexing (TDM) and code division 

multiplexing (CDM). However, RF systems are restricted by the highly congested and 

regulated RF spectrum. Radio transmissions are regulated worldwide and require government 
licensing. The ISM radio bands are an exception to the licensing rule. United States and 
Canada allocate ISM bands at 902-928 MHz, 2,400-2,484 MHz and 5,725-5,850 MHz [4][16]. 

They are called the 900 MHz, the 2.4 GHz and the 5 GHz ISM bands respectively. The 2.4 

GHz ISM band is allocated worldwide but some countries allocate slightly different ISM 

bands of 900 MHz and 5 GHz [17]. Higher frequency ISM bands can achieve higher data 

rates. They however require more elaborate electronics and are subject to higher interference 

from other radio sources [108][109][110]. To avoid licensing, indoor wireless 

communications often utilize the ISM bands. RF is preferred for applications where high user 

mobility over long ranges in varying environments is required. 

2.3 Indoor wireless communications: WPAN and WLAN 

WPAN and WLAN are the two network technologies for indoor wireless communications. 

WPAN's are small wireless networks that typically extend to 10 metres or less. Because of 

their limited range, WPAN's are used mainly as cable replacement technologies for data 

synchronization and connectivity for devices that are close to each other. 

In contrast to WPAN's, WLAN's provide wireless connectivity over a local area of 

approximately 100 metres between the access point and the associated clients. Today's 

WLAN's are based on the IEEE 802.11 standards and are referred to as Wi-Fi networks. This 

section provides an overview of the indoor wireless network technologies. Two basic types of 
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wireless topologies are introduced. 

2.3.1 Topologies 

There are two types of indoor wireless communication topology: ad hoc networks and 
infrastructure networks. The most basic wireless topology is consisted of a set of stations, 

which recognize each other and are connected via the wireless media in a peer-to-peer 
fashion. This form of network topology is referred to as an ad hoc network as shown in Figure 

2.2. In an ad hoc network, the mobile stations communicate directly with each other. Not 

every mobile station is able to communicate directly with every other station due to the range 
limitations. 

'+rýý__ý 
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Figure 2.2 Ad hoc network 

The infrastructure network topology is shown in Figure 2.3. It is a basic ad hoc 

environment with a component called an access point. The access point provides a local relay 
function for the stations. All stations have to communicate through the access point and do 

not communicate directly since all frames are relayed between stations by the access point. 
The access point may also provide connection to other networks. With the help of the access 
point, it is possible to provide a wider range of services (e. g. wireless Internet access). 
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Figure 2.3 Infrastructure network 
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2.3.2 WPAN technologies 

IrDA and Bluetooth technologies are the prevalent WPAN technologies today (Figure 

2.4). IrDA technology utilizes the license free infrared spectrum to provide directed wireless 

connectivity up to 2 metres. The IrDA standards support half-duplex links with a maximum 

data rate of 16 Mbit/s [37]. A new IrDA physical layer standard that supports data rates up to 

100 Mbit/s is currently under development. Bluetooth technology operates in the 2.4 GHz 

unlicensed frequency band and has a typical transmission radius of 10 metres [38]. Currently, 

Bluetooth products are based on the standard version 1.2 at a data rate of I Mbit/s. The 3 

Mbit/s Bluetooth 2.0+ Enhanced Data Rate (EDR) standard has been proposed and products 

using the new standard are expected to appear on the market soon. 
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Figure 2.4 The typical WPAN applications. WPAN provides wireless connection between 

devices within a short distance (up to 10 metres). 

In the future, WPAN applications that require higher data rates may adopt the emerging 
high bandwidth Ultrawideband (UWB) technology. UWB provides high bandwidth by 

transmitting at very low power across a broad frequency spectrum. The UWB physical 
interface specification, IEEE 802.15.3a, is under development by the IEEE, and a competing 

specification is under development by an industry working group called the multi-band 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) Alliance (MBOA). Initial UWB 

products with data rates of 100-480 Mbps are anticipated in early 2006 [33]. Future versions 
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are expected to have data rates of up to 1 Gbit/s. However, although the U. S. Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) has approved a large amount of spectrum for UWB in 

the U. S., there are regulatory and regional policy issues outside the U. S. 

ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4) [25] wireless technology also fits in the WPAN category. It is 

optimized for low-bandwidth niche applications such as instrumentation and home 

automation. 

2.3.3 WLAN technologies 

The IEEE 802.11 family of protocols, also called Wi-Fi, is the dominant WLAN 

technology being widely implemented into various WLAN products. IEEE 802.1 lb was the 
first commercially successful WLAN technology. It operates in the 2.4 GHz frequency band 

at 11 Mbit/s [26]. By implementing a different data modelation method, data rates were 
increased to 54 Mbit/s with 802.11 g in the 2.4 GHz band [28] and 802.11 a in the 5 GHz band 

[27]. Today, "dual-band" Wi-Fi access points and client network adapters that support various 

combinations of 802.1 la, b, and g are common. Highly integrated, single-chip solutions that 

are smaller and require less power have enabled new designs and applications. 
In addition, new standards address Wi-Fi network security. Wi-Fi Protected Access 

(WPA) and 802.11 i (or WPA2) focus on user authentication and encryption. WPA2 employs 

next-generation Advanced Encryption Security (AES) encryption [29]. The upcoming 
802.11 a standard addresses quality of service (QoS) [29]. QoS enables the prioritization of 
latency-sensitive applications such as voice and multimedia. The next-generation WLAN 

standard is IEEE 802.11n, which is currently being defined. 802.1 ln will be backward 

compatible with 802.11 a, b, and g, and will provide data rates in excess of 100 Mbps. The 
802.11n performance increases by adopting new Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output (MIMO) 

radio technology, wider radio frequency channels, and improvements to the protocol stacks. 
MIMO enables higher data rates by increasing the number of antennas and the used radio 
channels in a wireless device. 802.11n is scheduled for IEEE ratification in mid-2006. 

2.4 IrDA and Bluetooth standards 
The following sections present background information on the IrDA and the Bluetooth 

protocol stacks. 

2.4.1 IrDA protocol stacks 
The IrDA protocol stacks are a layered set of protocols running on devices using short 

distance wireless indoor point-to-point infrared communications. By extending the stack 
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model presented in [57], the IrDA protocol stacks are illustrated in Figure 2.5. A brief 

description of the IrDA protocol stacks is as follows: 

Application 
Layer 

Transport 
Layer 

Applications: IrFM, IrSC, etc. 

IrLMP 
Information Access 

Service 
(LM-IAS) 

w 
m 
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TinyTP 
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Data Link Layer 

Physical Layer 

IrDA Link Management Protocol (IrLMP) 

IrDA Link Access Protocol (IrLAP) 

Serial Infrared Fast Infrared Very Fast Infrared 
(SIR) (FIR) (VFIR) 

Figure 2.5 IrDA protocol stacks 

Physical Layer (IrPHY): IrPHY defines a half-duplex, point-to-point, narrow angle (30° 

cone) infrared physical layer operating over a distance of up to 2 metres at speeds of 9.6 
Kbit/s to 16 Mbit/s [39][40][41]. IrPHY includes the optical transceiver, and deals with 
shaping and other characteristics of infrared signals including the encoding of data bits. 
Framing data such as begin and end of frame flags (BOF's and EOF's) and cyclic redundancy 

checks (CRCs) are also considered to be part of the physical layer despite being often 
implemented in software. Transceivers with data rates of below and above 4 Mbit/s employ 
16-bit and 32-bit CRC respectively, [39] and [40]. 

IrLAP (IrDA Link Access Protocol): IrLAP is the IrDA link layer protocol. It is based on 
High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC) and Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) with 

extensions for some unique characteristics of infrared communications [42]. By using 

mechanisms including error detection, retransmission and low-level flow control, IrLAP 

provides reliable data transfer. 

IrLMP (IrDA Link Management Protocol): IrLMP provides support for multiple software 

applications or ' entities to operate independently and concurrently, sharing the single 

communication channel provided by IrLAP between the transceivers [43]. 
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IAS (Information Access Service): IAS is normally considered as a part of IrLMP. It 

provides "yellow pages" of services on a device [43]. For instance, when a mobile phone 

wants to launch an IrFM application, it will first consult the IAS to obtain the IrFM 

information from the Point of Sale (POS). 

TinyTP (Tiny Transport Protocol): TinyTP is a simpler version of TCP which serves as the 

transport layer for the stack [44]. It provides flow control on a per-IrLMP-connection basis to 

ensure end to end data transmission fidelity. 

OBEX (Object Exchange): Running on top of TinyTP, OBEX is a session protocol designed 

to transmit data objects between resource-limited devices [45]. It has been adopted as the 

object exchange framework for wireless transports including IrDA and Bluetooth. 

IrBurst (IrDA Burst protocol): IrBurst is an alternative session layer protocol dedicated for 

high speed large volume information transfer over IrDA links [47]. OBEX is designed for 

small object exchange, while IrBurst is optimized for sending large volumes of data. 

IrFM (IrDA Financial Messaging): The IrFM Point & Pay Profile contains detailed 

consumer usage models, terminal and mobile client implementation guidelines, architectural 
definitions [46] for sending and receiving payment and transaction record information 

between Personal Trust Devices (PTD) and a financial terminal such as a POS. The IrFM 

standard defines the core protocol commands, as well as the services used in different 

payment scenarios. 

IrSC (IrDA Simple Connection): Proposed by the members of IrDA, IrSC is a protocol 
dedicated for fast connection and instant data transmission over IrDA links. A typical 

application is to fast download pictures from digital cameras or mobile phones to TV set-top 
boxes or digital TV's, and display the pictures on TV screens. 

2.4.2 Bluetooth protocol stacks 
The Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) developed and published the Bluetooth 

Specification [104]. By deriving from the Bluetooth standard [104], Figure 2.6 illustrates the 

Bluetooth protocol stacks. The Bluetooth wireless specification includes radio (physical) 

layer, link layer and application layer definitions for product developers. 
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Bluetooth Radio: By using spread spectrum technology, the Bluetooth Radio layer defines 

the requirements for a Bluetooth transceiver operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. The 
Bluetooth radio accomplishes spectrum spreading by frequency hopping in 79 hops displaced 
by 1 MHz, starting at 2.402 GHz and finishing at 2.480 GHz. 

Baseband: The Baseband layer lies on top of the Bluetooth radio layer in the Bluetooth 

stacks. It manages physical channels and links apart from other services such as error 

correction, data whitening, hop selection and Bluetooth security. The Baseband protocol is 

implemented as a Link Controller, which works with the Link Manager for carrying out link 

level routines such as link connection and power control. The baseband also manages 
asynchronous and synchronous links, handles packets, as well as carrying out paging and 
inquiry to access the Bluetooth devices in the area. The baseband transceiver applies a time- 
division duplex (TDD) scheme. 

LMP (Link Manager Protocol): LMP is used by the Link Managers for link set-up and 

control. LMP is responsible of managing connection states, enforcing fairness among slaves, 

power management and other management tasks. 

HCI (Host Controller Interface): HCI provides a command interface to the Baseband Link 

Controller and Link Manager, and access to hardware status and control registers. 
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L2CAP (Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol): L2CAP supports higher level 

protocol multiplexing and the conveying of quality of service information. It also provides 

optional error retransmission, segmentation and reassembly, and per application flow control. 

RFCOMM (Radio Frequency Communications protocol): RFCOMM provides emulation 

of serial ports over the L2CAP protocol. The protocol is based on the ETSI standard TS 

07.10. 

SDP (Service Discovery Protocol): SDP provides a means for applications to discover which 

services are provided by or available through a Bluetooth device. It also allows applications to 

determine the characteristics of those services available. 

TCS (Telephony Control Protocol Specification): TCS provides telephony services. 

AT (Attention) commands: AT commands are used to control mobile phones and modems 
in the multiple usage models. In Bluetooth, AT commands are based on ITU-T 

Recommendation V. 250 [102] and ETS 300 916 (GSM 07.07) [103]. 

2.5 Free space optics 
Free Space Optics (FSO), also known as outdoor infrared, is an optical technology and a 

simple concept involving the transmission of voice, video and data through the air using laser 
beams [49]. FSO represents one of the most promising approaches for addressing the 

emerging broadband access market. 
FSO requires light, which can be focused by using either light emitting diodes (LED's) or 

laser diodes. The use of lasers is a simple concept similar to optical transmissions using fibre 

optic cables; the only difference is the medium. For FSO, the medium is air instead of 
fibre/glass. FSO offers many advantages when compared to fibre. It is a zero sunk costs 

solution. As opposed to fibre, FSO can be redeployed if a customer moves or cancels service. 
The installation of FSO is done in a fraction of the cost and time compared to that of fibre. 

Therefore, FSO links allow service providers to accelerate deployment of network 

connectivity as well as extending the reach of the high optical capacity to anyone who needs 
it. FSO delivers high bandwidth optically without the need to purchase expensive spectrum 
licenses, distinguishing itself clearly from the RF wireless technologies. Currently, FSO is 

capable of offering data rates up to 2.5 Gbit/s [21][22]. 

Depending on the type of the network which the FSO link belongs to, many different link 
layer protocols can be put on the FSO links including Ethernet data link or High-Level Data 
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Link Control (HDLC) protocols. One of the most popular link layer protocols used on FSO is 

HDLC [48], which has been widely implemented. The question is how well can HDLC 

perform at high speed considering the presence of bit errors and accounting for the 

propagation delay between the end users. In this thesis, the HDLC performance over FSO is 

to be studied by considering the physical characteristics of FSO links. The basics of the FSO 

systems are discussed in the following sections. 

2.5.1 Principle of infrared transceivers 

The principle of the FSO technology is relatively simple. It is based on connectivity 
between IR transceiver units, each consisting of an optical transceiver with a laser transmitter 

and a photon-sensitive receiver to provide full-duplex and bi-directional transmission 

capability, as shown in Figure 2.7. Each FSO unit uses a high-power optical source, plus a 
lens that focuses the transmitted light through the atmosphere to the receiving lens. The 

receiving lens focuses the light to a high-sensitivity receiver via optical fibre. Positive- 

Intrinsic-Negative (PIN) photodiodes or Avalanche Photodiodes (APD's) are commonly used 
in the receiver to produce an electrical current proportional to the incident optical power. 

Optical wireless systems share several characteristics with fibre optics. Optical wireless 

solutions commonly use the same optical transmission wavelengths as fibre optics-850nm 

and 1550nm. Optical wireless and fibre systems use the same components such as lasers, 

receivers and amplifiers. Some systems include fibre connections inside the transmission link 

heads, to separate electronics and optics. 

Similar to fibre optics, FSO systems also target the high bandwidth telecommunication 

market. While fibre optics can be used over longer distances, optical wireless targets shorter 
distances (up to a few kilometres) due to the variability of the terrestrial atmosphere as a 
transmission medium. 
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Figure 2.7 Basic wireless infrared link 
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2.5.2 Laser safety and classifications 

FSO systems are typically designed to be eye-safe, which means that they pose no danger 

to people who might happen to encounter the laser beam. Laser eye safety is classified by the 

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), which is the international standards body 

for all fields of electrotechnology. While the IEC is an advisory agency, its guidelines are 

adopted by the regulatory agencies in most of the countries. A laser transmitter that is 

completely safe when viewed by the unaided eye is designated IEC Class 1. 
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Figure 2.8 The light absorption of human eyes 

The eye-safe limits vary with laser wavelength. The FSO hardware currently on the 

market can be classified into two categories - systems that operate at a wavelength near 800 

nm and those that operate near 1550 nm [14]. Laser beams at 800 nm are near-infrared and 

therefore invisible, yet like visible wavelengths, the light passes through the cornea and lens 

and is focused on a tiny spot on the retina. This is illustrated in the diagram on the right side 

of Figure 2.8, which applies for visible and near-infrared wavelengths in the range of 400 to 

1400 nm. The collimated light beam entering the eye in this retinal-hazard wavelength region 
is concentrated by a factor of 100,000 times when it strikes the retina. Thus, at 800 nm the 

retina could be permanently damaged by some commercially available optical-wireless 

products before the victim is aware that hazardous illumination has occurred. In contrast, the 

diagram on the left schematically shows that laser beams at wavelengths greater than 1400 

nm are absorbed by the cornea and lens, and do not focus onto the retina. Because of these 

biophysical properties of the eye, wavelengths > 1400 nm are allowed approximately 50 times 

greater intensities than wavelengths near 800 nm [50]. 

2.5.3 Challenges of FSO at the physical laver 

A number of factors can significantly degrade the FSO performance [ l0][ 131, such as 

various weather conditions, temporary blockage of the LOS path, etc. The major challenges 
for the design of the FSO physical layer are presented below: 

Fog: Fog substantially attenuates visible radiation, and it has a similar effect on the near- 
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infrared wavelengths that are employed in laser communications. Similar to the case of rain 

attenuation with RF wireless, fog attenuation only partially impedes the transmission for 

optical wireless, because the optical link can be engineered in such a way that an acceptable 

signal power will be received for a large fraction of the time even in the presence of heavy 

fog. Laser communication systems can be enhanced to yield even greater availabilities by 

combining them with RF systems. 

Physical Obstructions: Laser communication systems that employ large receiver optics will 

eliminate temporarily obstruction concerns from objects such as birds. 

Aligning Stability: Aligning stability in commercial laser communication systems is 

achieved by two methods. The simpler, less costly method is to widen the beam divergence so 

that if either ends of the link moves, the receiver will still be within the beam. The second 

method is to employ a beam tracking system. While more costly, such systems allow for a 

tighter beam to be transmitted allowing for higher security and longer distance transmissions. 

Scintillation: Performance of many laser communication systems is adversely affected by 

scintillation on bright sunny days. Through the use of a large aperture receiver, widely spaced 
transmitters, and finely tuned receiver filtering, downtime due to scintillation can be avoided. 

2.6 Challenges in the design of the infrared link layers 

The properties of the infrared medium make the design of wireless protocols more 

challenging than cable networks. Several issues in the protocol stack design have to be 

addressed differently if the infrared medium is utilized at the physical layer. The IR medium 

exhibits the following challenges: 

Half-duplex operation: For an IrDA communication port, IR transmitter and receiver are 
installed next to each other to minimize equipment cost. When a station transmits an IR signal, 

a large fraction of the signal leaks into the reception circuit. Usually, the power of the 

transmitted signal is orders of magnitude higher than the power of the received signal. As a 

result, the leakage signal has higher power than the received signal, making remote signal 
detection very difficult while transmitting. Thus, it is impossible for a station to receive data 

when it transmits. The nature of the half-duplex operation degrades the performance of IrDA 

links. 
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Minimum turnaround time: Due to the leakage of the IR signal, the receiver circuitry needs 

a minimum Turn Around Time (TAT) to recover after the transmission ends. Thus, a 

transmitting station is able to receive data after a TAT time period when its transmission ends. 

As a result, all participating stations must wait a TAT delay after the transmission finishes 

before initiating a new frame transmission to ensure that all stations are able to receive the 

new frame. The effect of TAT delay can be significant for high speed links. TAT should be 

taken into account in the design of IrDA link layer protocols. 

Full-duplex operation: In contrast to IrDA, FSO systems often provide full-duplex 

capability to have high link efficiency. However, depending on the type of link layer protocol 

used in the system, the advantage of having full-duplex capability may not be utilized 

effectively. This issue is highlighted when a link layer protocol with error 
detection/retransmission function (i. e. HDLG) is employed. When one station detects 

transmission errors in a frame, it should inform the sender (i. e. by sending a NACK) 

immediately to stop the sender transmitting any new data frames and retransmit the erroneous 
frame. However, the station may be currently engaged in sending other data, which can cause 

a long delay in sending the NACK. Additionally, other delays, including turnaround and 

propagation time, can further reduce the efficiency of full-duplex links. 

Channel errors: In wired networks, the probability of errors is very small. A low bit error 

rate (BER) is expected and an immediate frame acknowledgment is meaningless. In contrast, 
IR wireless channels may have high BER, resulting in a much higher frame error probability. 
To cope with frame errors, IR and radio wireless link layer protocols may utilize an 
immediate acknowledgement (ACK) frame, which follows every data frame transmission. If 

the ACK frame is not received, the transmitter reschedules the data frame for retransmission. 
ACK frames may result in significant overhead, especially when followed by considerable 
TAT delays, as in IrDA systems. In order to minimize the ACK frame overhead, infrared 

wireless link layer protocols may choose to acknowledge a number of data frames using a 

single ACK frame. They may also employ smaller frame sizes to decrease the frame error 

probability [52]. Another alternative is the implementation of Forward Error Correcting (FEC) 

codes. Infrared link layer protocols should be efficiently designed to minimize the total delay 

of data frame retransmissions, ACK frames, frame overheads, TAT delays. 

2.7 Challenges in the design of the WPAN higher layers 
In order to maximize the system performance, designing efficient higher layers is as 

important as optimizing the physical and link layers. Many issues need to be addressed for the 
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WPAN higher layers: 

Compatibility: In order to efficiently utilize the link bandwidth, the higher layers must be 

perfectly compatible with the lower layers. The design of high layers with necessary 

compatibility involves: 

(a) Free and quick communication with the lower layers; 

(b) Acquisition of all the information available on the lower layers; 

(c) Understanding of the capability of the lower layers so that the higher layer will not feed 

more data and try to accomplish more tasks than the lower layer can cope; 
(d) Ablility to shut down, pause or save current applications at anytime since the WPAN ad 
hoc connections could have link breakage without any warning. 

Security: The transmission medium in a wired network can be physically secured leading to 

manageable access control of the network. Wireless networks, especially RF networks, are 

more difficult to secure since the transmission medium is open to anyone within the 

geographical range of a transmitter. Thus, they are prone to malicious interceptions. Wireless 

access should include encryption and authentication in order to accomplish data privacy. 
Efficient and simple-to-use security schemes must be incorporated in wireless network 
designs to minimize the chances of unauthorized access. While encryption of wireless traffic 

can be achieved, it is usually at the expense of increased cost and decreased performance. The 

vulnerability of the wireless links has been identified in several studies [53][54] and a number 

of solutions have been proposed [55][56]. 

Efficiency: In order to achieve high throughput efficiency, the overhead of higher layers 

should be kept at a minimum while ensuring that the overhead carries all the necessary 
information. Higher layers should also effectively manage the channel multiplication for 

various applications. With regard to the channel multiplication, separating the signal and data 

transmission into different logical channels could be an excellent design for large content 

transmission [47]. Additionally, the size " of higher layer packets should be optimized 

according to the available buffer size and the maximum frame size of the link layer. 

Connection speed: The transmission delay includes connection time and data transfer time. 

In reality, some applications of WPAN do not need to transmit large data packets and demand 

a very short connection time (i. e. IrFM applications). In such cases, fast connection 

establishment is likely to play a more important role than fast data transfer. In order to speed 

up the connection establishment, the traditional connection procedures of WPAN may be 
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simplified on specific occasions. For example, the fast IrDA connection procedure [42] can be 

used when one IrDA station is at the fixed location. 

2.8 Performance modelling of communication systems 
Data communication systems, including different protocol layers, can be very complex 

with numerous factors and system parameters affecting the performance of the whole system 

[57][58]. Modelling and analysis of data communications protocols is essential in determining 

the factors that affect the system performance and in optimizing parameters to maximise 

performance. 
The benefits of modelling are: 

" Performance evaluation of a particular aspect of a system can be made without physically 

implementing the real system 

" Intuitive understanding of the system operation and the dominant factors that affect 

performance can be obtained 

" Evaluation of different parameter values can be obtained in order to provide optimum 

performance under specific conditions 

" Issues of protocol design that affect performance can be highlighted and possible protocol 
design improvements can be tested and evaluated 

" Recommendations can be made to system designers for obtaining optimum system 

performance 

There are two principal methods for performance modelling of communications systems: 

mathematical modelling and computer simulation [51]. 

Mathematical modelling: A mathematical model consists of one or more equations that 

express system performance, such as throughput, as a function of physical parameters, such as 
link distance or bit error rate, protocol parameters, such as frame size, window size, buffer 

size, and system parameters, such as number of devices. Mathematical techniques including 

probability theory, statistics, queuing theory and stochastic process modelling are often used 

to develop a mathematical model of a system or a protocol layer. Based on the mathematical 

model, analytical graphs can be produced to show how the system performance changes with 

the modifications of different system parameters. These graphs are very useful for protocol 
designers since analytical results can be easily reproduced once the mathematical model is 

developed. The benefits of using mathematical modelling are: (a) analytical formulae are 
developed to model the behaviour of a specific feature of a system (b) an intuitive 

understanding of the dominant factor and relationships that affect performance are obtained. 
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In order to develop a mathematical model, it is necessary to make assumptions and 

approximations obtain manageable mathematical derivations. Since computer simulation 

modelling accurately predicts system performance as explained in the next section, 

mathematical models are usually validated by comparing analytical results and simulation 

results. 

Computer simulation modelling: Computer simulation requires the development of 

software programs that accurately mimic the behaviour of a communication system under 
different conditions. In simulation, one can artificially model any part of the network, such as 

access points, different protocol layers, amount of traffic, etc. The computer program 

emulates the behaviour of every station independently and produces very accurate results 

because it replicates the behaviour of the real system. Simulation models usually involve few 

or no constraints. The software model is used to monitor the performance results of 

throughput, delay, collisions, or any other performance metrics while changing different 

parameters. This enables designers to determine the results of various configuration settings. 

Computer simulations are generally event driven where an event is a time dependent 

occurrence such as a packet arrival or a timer expiration. Each event in simulation processes 
has a particular simulation time `tag' association. This allows events of different devices in 

simultaneous processes to have the same simulation time although executed sequentially in 

the computer program. The main advantage of simulation models is that detailed information 

and output statistics about the performance can be obtained even for very complex 

communication systems with few or no constraints. The computer simulation processes can 
however take a considerable amount of computing time depending on the system complexity 

and the type of output statistics required. In addition, the output results may not give the same 

level of intuitive view of performance as mathematical models since the dominant factors 

affecting performance are difficult to determine. 

The major simulation tools, including OPNET [34] and NS2 [35], do not provide 

simulation modules for the IrDA protocol stacks and only provide the simulation modules for 

Bluetooth Baseband through a software patch. 
In this thesis, two sets of MATLAB simulation program are developed and presented for 

the IrDA and the Bluetooth protocol stacks respectively. The dedicated simulation programs 

are separated into different modules for each of the protocol stacks. The programs emulate the 

environment of the physical layers and the protocol stacks operating on top of them. The 

details of the programs are provided in Chapters 4 and 7. 
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2.9 Performance metrics 
The adequate metrics to evaluate the performance of an information exchange system 

depend on the user applications as well as the characteristics of the traffic that the system is 

expected to carry [59]. The traffic presented to the system is typically called the offered load. 

If the offered load contains time insensitive data, such as file transfer, email and web 
browsing, the communication system should focus on maximizing the rate at which data can 
be sent through the network. If the offered load contains time sensitive data, such as encoded 

speech and video, the communication system should focus on minimizing the delay of 
delivering the data to the destination since significant delay variations for the time sensitive 

packets are often not acceptable. The following is a brief discussion of the widely accepted 

performance metrics [57][58][59], which are utilized in this work: 

Throughput: Throughput is defined as the number of information bits that can be transmitted 

through the network per second (bit/s). For the time insensitive data, network designers as 

well as implementers aim to maximize system throughput in order to achieve a better 

performance. Delays in delivering specific data are however of secondary importance. 
Throughput usually expresses the performance of a particular information exchange system 
and is also referred to as utilization. It specifies the actual performance of the system. 
Throughput is typically compared to the data rate to express the performance degradation 
introduced by different communication protocol behaviours, such as packet headers, 

retransmission delays and transmission errors. 
This work examines the performance of the WPAN communication systems at different 

layers by evaluating the throughput efficiency, also called normalized throughput, which 
expresses the percentigc of the total time that the system is utilized to deliver the offered load. 
For instance, if the average packet size is / bits, the average time to transfer a single packet is 
T seconds, and C bit/s is the data rate of the channel, then the throughput efficiency is given 

l by 
TC 

Delay: The delay of a system specifies the time needed for information data to travel from the 
source to the destination station. Furthermore, the average packet delay is defined as the 
average time spent by a packet from the instant the packet enters the transmission buffer until 
the time it is correctly received. Users are particularly interested in the delay which the 
system delivers their information data to the destination. Delay is more important where time 

sensitive data is involved. Types of delays in communication systems are [60]: 

" Access delay arises when a transmitted packet is not correctly received at the destination 
due to a packet collision, or when the shared wireless medium is currently used by other 
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stations or applications. Packet collisions take place when several stations access the 

shared medium. Since the transmission is often controlled by the master for WPAN 

technologies, the probability of having packet collisions is very small. In reality, waiting 
for other stations or applications before accessing the shared medium is the major access 
delay and it is studied in Chapter 7 for ßluctooth protocols. 
Retransmission delay is due to packet retransmissions that arc triggered by transmission 

errors. A number of protocols carry out packet retransmission if the transmitted packet is 

not correctly received at the destination. Transmission errors arc more likely when a 

wireless medium is utilized by other sources and may significantly degrade the system 

performance. This work considers retransmission delays due to transmission errors for the 

IrDA and the ßluctooth protocols in Chapters 3,4,5 and 7. 

Propagation delay is the time needed for the signal to travel between the source and the 

destination stations. In Chapter 3, propagation delay is included in the link layer 

mathematical modelling for the IrDA and the FSO high speed links. 

Queuing delay often occurs in the packet switching WAN's. When a packet reaches a 

packet switching device, it may have to wait on a queue if more packets wait for the 

intended destination. Queuing delay accounts for the time a packet spends on a queue in a 

packet switching device. Since the thesis only concerns simple network topologies and 

the queuing delay is very short in such networks, this work therefore does not consider 

queuing delays. 

Robustness against channel transmission errors: The wireless network is time-varying and 

error-prone compared to the wired network. Ambient noise can significantly degrade 

performance and make the link between two stations unusable for short periods of time. It is 

important to have a protocol that is robust against transmission errors [57][59]. 

Additional metrics can be used to evaluate the performance of wireless communication 

protocols. They arc however out of the scope of the work presented here. These arc: 

Fairness: A communication system is fair if it does not exhibit preference to any single 

station when multiple stations arc trying to access the channel. This results in fair sharing of 

the bandwidth. This definition can be biased when traffic with different priorities is handled. 

When multimedia traffic is supported, fairness is defined as being able to distribute 

bandwidth in proportion to the time allocation of each station. 

Power Consumption: Most portable devices have limited battery power, hence, it is 
important to conserve power and provide some power saving features. For a large scale ad 
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hoc network (i. e. ZigBee network), it is also important to ensure the fairness of power 

consumption for each station. 

2.10 Related research 
2.10.1 Research in infrared wireless system 

Numerous studies have been carried out to address different problems of IR systems, 

especially the design of physical and link layers. The major challenges of designing the IR 

physical layers are different for the indoor and the outdoor systems. In many indoor infrared 

transmission environments, there often exists intense ambient infrared noise, arising from 

sunlight, incandescent lighting and fluorescent lighting. Fluorescent lighting, especially from 

the fluorescent electronic ballasts [61][62], is considered to be the biggest noise source among 

the three noise sources. The rapid fluctuations of the optical power produced by fluorescent 

lights manifest itself as interference [63]. This interference has different intensity and 

bandwidth characteristics depending on the type of lamp that produces it [64]. However, for 

the outdoor IR systems (FSO), the frequent change of atmosphere is the biggest challenge for 

the design of the FSO physical layer. A FSO signal propagating through the Earth's 

atmosphere is subject to attenuation and distortion due to absorption by aerosols, scattering by 

particles such as fog and atmospheric turbulence. All three conditions can significantly reduce 

the amount of light energy that is received [83][84][85]. However, the effects of various noise 

on the IR systems, either from other light sources or from the change of atmosphere, can be 

alleviated by choosing the appropriate modulation scheme, increasing the signal strength, or 

applying the forward error correction scheme [61][62][64][83][84][85]. Additionally, other 
issues of designing the IR physical layers including different modulation schemes for high 

speed links [88][89][90] and eye safety [24][86][87] have also been addressed. 
Besides physical layers, the studies of link layer performance improvements and 

evaluations have also been undertaken to address different infrared link layer issues. The 

performance of infrared point-to-point and point-to-multipoint connectivity can be measured 
by the link utilization. IrDA link layer IrLAP is based on the widely used HDLC protocol and 

utilizes the Go Back N (GBN) Automatic Error Request (ARQ) scheme. The performance of 

the GBN ARQ scheme is studied in [66][67]. In [68][69], Bux derived an analytical model 

that evaluates HDLC performance using a concept named window transmission time (WTI) 

that derives the time to transmit a data `window'. Subsequently, Boucouvalas [70][73][82], 

Barker [76][77], Vitsas [71][72] and Ozugur [74][75] extended the work by conducting their 

analysis on the specific area of IrDA links. Based on the concept of WTT, an analytical model 
for the IrLAP performance was developed in [76][77]. The WTT IrLAP model was employed 

to study the effect of minimum turn around time on the link throughput in [78]. An IrLAP 
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simulator was developed by using the OPNET simulation tool. It was used to validate the 
WTT IrLAP analytical model derived in [79]. A C++ IrLAP simulator was developed in [80]. 

This simulator was employed to study the effect of minimum turn around time when the link 

data rate increases to 4 Mbit/s and the IrLAP window size increases to 7 frames. 

The performance improvement of replacing the IrLAP GBN ARQ scheme with a 
Selective Reject (SREJ) ARQ scheme is presented in [81 ]. This paper concludes that the GBN 

ARQ scheme is good enough for IrLAP due to the significant turn around delays arising from 

switching the IR transceivers between the transmitter and the receiver. The effects of 

extending window size to 127 frames for the 16 Mbit/s data rate is studied in [82] using the 

WTT IrLAP analytical model. This work questioned the effectiveness of increasing window 

size to 127 frames and advised the implementation of optimum IrLAP window and frame size 
for the high bit error rate (BER) environments. Based on [78][82], by taking the first 

derivative of the throughput equation, Vitsas derived equations which allow easy calculation 

of the optimum values for the IrLAP window and frame size parameters in [71][72]. Results 

indicated that significant improvement on the link throughput can be achieved if the optimum 

values are implemented in the high BER environments. The optimum equations for the IrLAP 

window and frame size were also confirmed by simulations. 
The IrDA link layer research carried out so far focused on relatively low link data rates 

and it assumed the propagation delay is small enough to be ignored. However, IrDA links are 

expected to evolve to higher data rates since the infrared spectrum offers virtually unlimited 
bandwidth. In fact, IrDA has already set up a SIG dedicated to drafting a new physical layer 

supporting the link data rate as high as 100 Mbit/s. Thus, it is worth examining how well 
IrLAP performs at higher data rates for backward compatibility and also what the optimum 
link layer parameters for any BER should be. For high speed IrDA links, the important IrLAP 

parameters expected to affect the system performance are the minimum turnaround time, the 

average bit error rate and the propagation time. This thesis extends the WTT mathematical 

model of IrLAP presented in [78] by including the effect of link propagation time, and 

examines the performance of IrLAP operating at Gbit/s data rates. 
Although many studies have been conducted on the physical layer of FSO, so far no 

systematic evaluation has been carried out for the full-duplex FSO links at the link layer level. 

HDLC is a widely implemented link layer protocol, which operates on top of the physical 
layer of FSO links. Bux provided an analytical model that evaluates HDLC performance in 

[68][69]. However, the study was carried out by assuming wired networks are the 

transmission medium. How well can HDLC perform for the high speed FSO links? In this 

work, based on the mathematical model of IrLAP, the special characteristics of the FSO links 
(i. e. full-duplex, long distance) are added to the model and the performance of HDLC over 
FSO is investigated. Subsequently, the HDLC parameters are optimized for the FSO links. A 
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real time adaptation algorithm is proposed to apply the optimum parameters to infrared 

systems according to the estimated instant error rate. 

In contrast to the studies devoted to the IR physical and link layers, only a limited number 

of studies on the higher layers have been carried out. In [91], Tourrilhes presented a novel 

approach to the use of TCP/IP applications over IrDA links. The paper proposed a new 

scheme that enables the use of the IrDA communication stacks by various applications (i. e. 

Internet browsers) in a transparent fashion with minimum overhead. In [92], a study of OBEX 

(IrDA session layer) was carried out to search for a suitable OBEX packet size to optimize the 

OBEX performance. However, the paper focused on the OBEX protocol by assuming all the 

other IrDA layers add only overheads to the OBEX packet. In fact, the effects of other layers 

can be significant and the behaviour of other layers should be considered in the analysis. In 

order to improve the performance of the whole system, it is important to examine the 

interaction between the lower and higher layers. Additionally, most of the IrDA system 

evaluations focus on link layer performance by assuming that data packets of infinite size are 

always ready to transmit and that there is a single application operating [73][76][77][82]. In 

reality, higher layers offer only finite size packets to lower layers and may manage multiple 

applications simultaneously. For instance, OBEX operates in a similar way to a `stop and 

wait' protocol and has a finite maximum packet size [45]. TinyTP (IrDA transport layer) 

allows multiple applications to operate the IrDA link concurrently [44]. In this thesis, the 

IrDA higher layers (transport, session and application) are investigated. Protocol parameters 

and hardware selection guidelines are proposed to maximize the overall system performance 

while also keeping the hardware requirement to a minimum. 

2.10.2 Research in Bluetooth system 
Soon after the release of the Bluetooth specification, Bluetooth attracted a high level of 

attention from both manufacturers and researchers. In recent years, a large number of digital 

devices have had been equipped with Bluetooth chipsets for wireless communication needs in 

an ad hoc fashion [104] and [106]. Motivated by the demands of `hand-free' and `cable-free' 

conversation from cell phone users, the first major Bluetooth application was the short range 

wireless headset. After the successful introduction and development of the Bluetooth headset 

(voice application), applications for information exchange between Bluetooth devices (data 

application) have been gradually accepted and used. These applications are considered to be a 

complement to the predominant technology-IrDA. Nevertheless, as a relatively new 

technology, Bluetooth faces many challenges and problems. Numerous studies have been 

carried out to address various Bluetooth issues including radio frequency (RF) interference, 

security, Baseband packet size adaptation, Baseband throughput analysis and transmission 

error evaluation. 
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Since WLAN utilizes radio frequency technology and also targets short range wireless 

communication, Bluetooth is often compared to WLAN technology and studied in the context 

of the WLAN and Bluetooth network coexistence. The most widely implemented version of 
WLAN - IEEE 802.1 lb operates in the same frequency band (2.4GHz) as Bluetooth. IEEE 

802.11b uses Direct Sequence spread spectrum technique as the physical layer, while 
Bluetooth employs Frequency Hopping. Although 802.1 lb and Bluetooth use different spread 

spectrum techniques, the RF interference is significant in the heavily loaded coexistence 

environment [ 107] [108] [109] [110]. Despite critiques of the relative low capacity compared to 

WLAN, Bluetooth has its own unique applications and market due to the low chipset price 

and power consumption. Bluetooth is now widely recognised and has been recently 

standardized by the IEEE organization with the name of IEEE 802.15.1 WPAN. 

Because Bluetooth uses RF technology and operates in the unlicensed ISM frequency 

band, Bluetooth communication is potentially vulnerable to interception and thus needs extra 

attention to ensure security. Rise [I I I] claims that all computer attacks are a combination of 

one or more of the following improper conditions: validation, exposure, randomness, and 

deallocation. Rise's resulting taxonomy is the Validation Exposure Randomness Deallocation 

Improper Conditions Taxonomy (VERDICT). In [112] and [113], the authors analysed the 

security scheme used by the Bluetooth system and demonstrated the security vulnerabilities of 

Bluetooth by using VERDICT. Additionally, a Bluetooth configuration management was 

proposed to mitigate the vulnerabilities of the Bluetooth piconets. 

Two types of logical transports are supported by the Bluetooth Baseband layer: 

asynchronous connectionless (ACL) and synchronous connection oriented (SCO). The 

Baseband uses different packets to transmit information for different types of transports. 

Different Baseband packet types have different payload lengths, error resistance abilities and 

use different numbers of time slots, as presented in [114][115]. A real time packet adaptation 

according to the instant error rate can improve the link throughput considerably [116]. 

A few Baseband analytical models are presented in [117][118][119][120][121][122]. 

Valenti, in [117], derived an analytical expression for the Baseband throughput as a function 

of channel error rate for the 6 different types of Baseband packets. In [118] and [119], the 

authors employ a signal capture model to derive the Baseband throughput. The throughput is 

evaluated by not only considering the transmission error rate but also including the effect of 
different Bluetooth network topologies. Zurbes examined the Bluetooth throughput 

performance in the existence of a large number of Bluetooth networks-piconets in [120]. 

In [123][124][125][126], additional Bluetooth issues are investigated. The power fairness 

problem for Bluetooth piconets is addressed in [123]. In [124] and [125], the performance of 
the transport protocols including UDP and TCP over Bluetooth piconets is evaluated. To 
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solve the disconnect issue when the Bluetooth devices move between piconets, a handoff 

scheme is presented in [1261. These issues are however out of scope of this thesis. 

The situation of the research conducted on Bluetooth is similar to that for IrDA. There are 

only limited studies of the higher layers of Bluetooth. A crucial issue is to examine the 

important interaction between the lower layer (Baseband) and the higher layer (L2CAP). 

L2CAP protocol is layered over the Baseband [104]. L2CAP bridges the data applications and 

the Baseband by providing services including channel multiplexing, error retransmission, 

packet segmentation and reassembly. In this thesis, the Bluetooth L2CAP layer is examined in 

detail. The throughput equation of the L2CAP layer is to be derived by considering the 

presence of bit error. 

Since short transmission delay is crucial to many applications (i. e. video, audio), it is 

important to examine the packet delay for the Bluetooth networks. In 

[129][130][131][132][133], authors studied Baseband ACL packet delay by applying 
different traffic scheduling algorithms to the Bluetooth network. These papers addressed the 

problem of designing efficient and fair polling schemes that would achieve very low end-to- 

end packet delay. A number of polling schemes was proposed and their performance was 

compared. However, in these studies, ACL applications are considered as the only network 

activity. In practice, a Bluetooth network may be used by other applications (i. e. headphone) 

and may support other activities (i. e. sending beacon trains). In Chapter 7, a more realistic and 

comprehensive analysis is given for the Baseband ACL packet and L2CAP Packet Data Unit 

(PDU) delay. 

2.11 Summary of the Chapter 

This chapter presents an overview for various wireless technologies. Two major WPAN 

technologies, IrDA and Bluetooth, are discussed in detail. The ISO OSI reference model and 

the protocol stacks of IrDA and Bluetooth are briefly introduced. An introduction to the FSO 

technologies is also provided. 
This chapter also provides a methodology for the research work carried out in the thesis. 

The challenges and unsolved problems of designing the infrared link layers and the higher 

layers of WPAN are discussed. In order to evaluate the performance of a communication 

system, two approaches can be used: mathematical modelling and computer simulation. The 

advantages and disadvantages of both approaches are compared. The performance metrics, 

which are used in the analysis to evaluate the system performance, are presented. Finally, the 

chapter reviews the relevant body of literatures that are carried out in the area of infrared and 
Bluetooth systems. 
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Chapter 3. Enhancing Infrared Data Link Layer by Including the 

Effect of Propagation Time 

3.1 Introduction 

The performance of the IrDA links is affected by a number of factors: the half-duplex 

operation, the time required to reverse link direction, transmission errors introduced by the 

wireless medium and the propagation delay especially when high speed data rates are 
implemented. In contrast to the IrDA links, the FSO links often provide full-duplex 

capability. Depending on the type of link layer protocol used in the FSO system, the 

advantage of having full-duplex capability may not however be utilized effectively. This issue 

is highlighted when a link layer protocol with an error detection/retransmission function (i. e. 

HDLC) is employed. Additionally, the FSO links are also affected by transmission errors and, 

more significantly, by the propagation delay since the link distance of a FSO system is much 
longer than that of IrDA. 

IrLAP drives the IrDA hardware and implements a Go-Back-N retransmission scheme to 

cope with transmission errors at the link layer. For the FSO systems, different link protocols 

can be implemented depending on the network configuration. One of the most popular link 

layer protocols used on FSO is HDLC, which has been widely implemented in products. This 

Chapter addresses different design issues on infrared link layers for efficient operation. The 

IrLAP protocol over the IrDA links and the HDCL protocol over the FSO links are studied 

and optimized respectively. 

The outline of this Chapter is as follows: Section 3.1 describes the IrLAP layer, the 

parameters it negotiates for efficient link operation and the IrLAP frame structure. In section 
3.2, a mathematical model that evaluates the IrLAP throughput by calculating the average 

window transmission time is developed. Section 3.3 derives and validates the optimization 

equations for IrLAP window and frame size to maximize the throughput of the IrDA link 

layer. Section 3.4 presents a number of result graphs to evaluate the IrLAP performance at the 

Gbit/s data rates. Section 3.5 describes the properties of the Asynchronous Response Mode of 
HDLC as the FSO link layer. The throughput formula of the FSO link layer is derived in 

section 3.6. In section 3.7, an optimization and evaluation study of the FSO link layer is 

carried out. Finally, section 3.8 proposes an adaptive system for the real time adaptation of 
the optimized link parameters. 
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3.2 IrLAP layer 

The IrLAP design is based on the High level Data Link Control (HDLG) and Simple Data 

Link Control (SDLC) protocols [11]. The functions of IrLAP include device discovery, link 

establishment, data exchange and error recovery [42]. IrLAP stations operate in two modes: in 

the Normal Disconnect Mode (NDM) during the contention state and in the Normal Response 

Mode (NRM) during the connection state. During the contention state, a station advertises its 

existence along with the physical and link layer parameters it supports during the information 

exchange procedure to all stations within its transmission range. IrLAP assigns primary and 

secondary roles in NDM. One of the participating stations is assigned the primary role and all 

the other stations are assigned the secondary roles. Any station may claim to become the 

primary station but only one wins the contention. In NRM mode (connection state), only the 

transmissions to or from the primary station are permitted. If a secondary station wishes to 

communicate with another secondary station, it does so through the primary station. In NDM 

mode, communicating stations determine the best connection capability that can be supported 
by both stations. The following parameters are negotiated during NDM mode: 

a) Data rate (C). This parameter specifies the transmission rate of the IrDA stations. 
b) Maximum turn around time (T,,,,, ). This parameter specifies the maximum time period a 

station can hold the transmission control. IrLAP specifies that T,,, 500ms for data rates less 

than 115.2 Kbit/s but smaller values may be agreed for the 115.2 Kbit/s or higher data rates. 

c) Frame size (lw). This parameter specifies the maximum size of the data field of any 

received Information frame (1-frame). IrLAP supports a maximum data size value of 2048 

bytes (16 Kbits). 

d) Window size (WThis is the maximum number of unacknowledged I-frames a station 

can receive before it has to transmit an acknowledgement. The transmitting station may 

request an acknowledgement before the window size is reached. IrLAP specifies that IV,,.,, has 

an upper limit of 7 for the data rates of less than 4 Mbit/s and 127 for the data rates of 4 

Mbit/s and 16 Mbit/s. 

e) Minimum turn around time (tia). This is the minimum time required to reverse link 

direction. 

Parameters (b), (c), (d) and (e) are negotiated and agreed independently for each station. 
However, both stations must agree and use the same data rate (parameter (a)). 

Figure 3.1 presents the IrLAP frame structure. A frame consists of the START flag, the 
IrLAP packet, the frame check sequence (FCS) field and the STOP flag. The FCS field 

contains a 16-bit CRC for data rates lower than 4 Mbit/s and a 32-bit CRC for the 4 Mbit/s 

and higher data rates. 
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Figure 3.1 IrDA frame structure 

STOP (8 bits) 

IrLAP specification defines the following frame types: 

a) Unnumbered frames (U-frames): U-frames are used to transmit the link management 
information. They are used to exchange connection data, to discover and initialize secondary 

stations and to report procedural errors that can not be recovered by retransmissions. The IrSC 

SIG proposed a technical approach to use the U-frames for data transmission (to be discussed 

in Chapter 6). 

b) Supervisory frames (S-frames): During the information exchange procedure (NRM mode), 

S-frames are used to report frame sequencing errors, to acknowledge correctly received 
frames and to request an acknowledgement from the transmission peer. 

c) Information frames (I-frames): I-frames carry information data to the remote station during 

the connection state. I-frames are sequenced to ensure that they are received in the correct 

order. 
Every frame has a control field. The control field contains a frame identifier, which 

determines the frame type and includes the P/F bit, which is used to pass the transmission 

control. The control field of I-frames (Figure 3.1) contains a send sequence number (Ns), 

which is used to number the I-frames to be transmitted. The control field of I-frames and S- 

frames also contains a receive sequence number (Nr), which is used to indicate the expected 

sequence number of the next I-frame. The control field of S-frames and U-frames contains the 

command/response code (X) of the frame. SIR and FIR specifications define an 8-bit control 
field. Ns and Nr occupy 3 bits each and cycle through values from 0 to 7 which means the 

maximum window size is 7. VFIR specification extended the length of the control field to 16 
bits for the 4 Mbit/s and 16 Mbit/s data rates. In the 16-bit control field, Ns and Nr are 7 bits 

each and cycle through values 0 to 127 which means a maximum window size of 127 is 

supported. 
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The control field always contains the P/F bit, which serves as a token passing between the 

communication peers. When it is set by the primary station, it is the poll (P) bit. When it is set 

by the secondary station, it is the final (F) bit. When the P/F bit is set (value of 1), the link 

direction is reversed. Primary sets the P-bit to solicit a response or sequence of responses 

from the secondary. When the secondary receives a frame with the P-bit set, it responds by 

transmitting one or more frames. The secondary sets the F-bit of the last frame it transmits to 

reverse link direction and returns transmission control to the primary station. The secondary 

stations therefore have transmission control only when they are transmitting frames to the 

primary station [42]. 

IrLAP also employs a P-timer to force the link turnaround. The P-timer is assigned with 

the maximum turn around time (Tm,. ) agreed between the two stations during the contention 

state (NDM). As Tmax stands for the maximum time the station can hold transmission control, 

the station starts the P-timer when it receives a frame with the P/F bit set and stops the P- 

timer when it transmits a frame with the P/F bit set. Expiration of P-timer indicates that the 

station has already held transmission control more than Tmax and has to immediately transmit a 

Receive Ready (RR) S-frame with the P/F bit set to pass the transmission control. 
The primary station also employs an F-timer to limit the time that a secondary station can 

hold the transmission control. The primary starts the F-timer once it sends a frame with the P- 

bit set and stops the F-timer upon the reception of a frame with the F-bit set. The F-timer 

expiration means that the secondary failed to return transmission control within the agreed 

time period. Since the P-timer operation in the secondary station guarantees that this never 
happens, F-timer expiration can only be explained by the loss of either the frame that contains 

the P-bit or the frame that contained the F-bit. The primary resolves this situation by 

transmitting a RR S-frame with the P-bit set when the F-timer expires. 

3.3 Analytical model of IrLAP by taking propagation time into consideration 

Since IrDA links are commonly employed for information transfer from one device to 

another, this work considers the transmission of a large amount of information data between 

two stations. The saturation case is studied, in which the transmitter always has information 

data ready for transmission. In the considered scenario, only two IrDA stations form the 

infrared WPAN, the primary station and a single secondary station. It is assumed that the 

transmitting station claims and is granted the primary role during the contention state. It is 

also assumed that transmission errors follow the uniform distribution. The parameters used in 

the current model are shown in Table 3.1. 
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Symbol Parameter Description Unit 

c Speed of light m/sec 

C Link data rate bits/sec 

d Distance between the transmitter and the receiver m 

Pb Link bit error rate - 

p Frame error rate - 
W. az Maximum window size - 

NLAP Number of frames in one window - 
ILAP I-frame data length bits 

11 LAP S-frame length/ I-frame header bits 

Transmission time of an Information (I)-frame sec 

Transmission time of a 16 Kbits I-frame sec 
is Transmission time of a Supervision (s)-frame sec 
tta Minimum turnaround time sec 

tack Acknowledgement time sec 
tFoul F-timer timeout period sec 

tP Propagation time sec 

Table 3-1 Parameters Used in Modelling IrLAP Throughput 

In the contention state (NDM), the primary station determines the window size Nc, 4r it 

will employ. N1 represents the maximum number of I-frames the primary can transmit 

before soliciting an acknowledgement. Maximum window size parameter Wm is negotiated 

and agreed between the two stations in the contention state. However, the maximum time a 

station can hold transmission control (Tmax) must always be obeyed and, according to IrLAP 

specification [42], Tmaz has a higher priority than Wm. Tmax combined with the implemented 

frame size and link data rate may limit the window size that can be applied. In other words, if 

the time needed for transmitting Wm I-frames exceeds Tm ,a smaller window size has to be 

implemented. Thus, N1,4p is given by: 

NL4P = min Wmax 
Tmax 

tj 
(3.1) 

In reality, W,,,,,,, is often smaller than 
Tmax 

since T, � is relatively large (500 ms). In this 
tl 

work, NLAP is assumed to have the same value as W,, (N1 p =W. ". ). 

The saturation model considered in this work can be summarized as follows. The 
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transmitting station (primary) always has information ready for transmission. As a result, it 

transmits a window of NLAp consecutive I-frames and reverses the link direction by setting the 

P-bit in the last I-frame. The receiver (secondary) awaits a minimum turnaround time (to) and 

responds with an S-frame (acknowledgement) indicating the next I-frame expected. The RR 

S-frame always has the F-bit set, thus the receiver hands the link control back to the 

transmitter immediately. If no error is indicated in the RR frame, the transmitter waits t, 0 and 

transmits the next window which consists of NLAP new I-frames. 

If there are any transmission errors, the transmitter determines the number of frames 

correctly received before any errors occurred and retransmits the erroneous frame as well as 
the frames following it, in the next window, followed by new I-frames to form a complete 
NLAP frame window. If the last I-frame in a window transmission is lost, the receiver fails to 

respond since the P-bit is lost. When the F-timer expires, the transmitter sends an RR S-frame 

with the P-bit set forcing the receiver to acknowledge the correctly received I-frames. 
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S stands for Supervision frame, P/F stands for Poll/Final bit 

Figure 3.2 IrLAP transmission model 

The IrLAP transmission model for the situation where the primary has a very large file to 

send is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2 (a) shows a 7-frame window and data transmission 

with no errors. Figure 3.2 (b) indicates that there is an error in frame 12 and Figure 3.2 (c) 

shows an error in frame 12 but also an error in frame 16 where the P bit is set and lost. Since 
this work studies the link performance at very high data rates, the effect of propagation delay 
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is included in the analysis. It should be noted that it always takes the stations (both transmitter 

and receiver) tp seconds (propagation delay) before responding to any requests or transmitting 

a new window. 
In the following section, the IrLAP mathematical model presented in [78] is extended and 

modified by including the propagation delay. The relevant parameters and symbols used in 

the analysis are shown in Table 3-1. Values for ts, tl, tack, tp, p and tFaat are given by: 

t -''LAP _'LAP 
+' SLAP 

' 
tack -- 2tto + ts 

' 
tP =p =1- (1- pb )ruP+VLAP and s-c'1-cC 

tFou, = tin, + 2t, 
a according to the IrDA standard [42]. 

In the following analysis, the concept of "window transmission time" (WTT) [69] is 

applied to develop the mathematical model for IrLAP in [78]. WTT is used to denote the 

average time needed for a complete window transmission. It denotes the average time taken 

from the beginning of the window's first frame transmission to the beginning of the next 

window's first frame transmission. In this work, WTT incorporates time needed for I-frame 

transmissions and acknowledgements, delays due to the link reverse, propagation and timer 

timeouts [140][151]. 

From [78], the average number of correctly transmitted frames in an NAP-frame window 
Nco, is given by: 

i AP 
LAP(1-P) 

(1-P)(1-(1-P)NuP) 
(3.2) N-N 

li(1-P) 
P+N 

N 
cnr 

=- 

1=1 

where p is the frame error rate. 

P 

According to Figure 3.2, the average transmission time for one IrLAP window t,, is: 

tw=tl+t2+t3 (3.3) 

Where tj =N pt1 +tp, t2 = tack +tp, and t3 = p(tFout +ts +2tp). 

From (3.2) and (3.3), the IrLAP throughput F1 defined as the number of information bits 

correctly received per second is derived as: 

F- 
ILAPNcor 

=1 
1-P t')NLAP 

(3.4) LAP 
tw 

LAP 
P NLAPtJ + tack + 2tp + P(tFout + is + 2tp) 

In the special case of an error free channel Pb = 0, one can easily get the frame error rate 

P= 1-(1- pb )t LAP+"LAP = 0. In this case Fop becomes: 

FLAP = 
1LAPNLAP 

(3.5) 
NLAPtI + tack + 2t 

p 

The IrLAP throughput efficiency (TPE) is given in (3.6), where C is the link data rate: 
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TPE=FOP/C (3.6) 

The relative time spent on each of the protocol tasks affecting IrLAP performance is given in 

(3.7)-(3.12). 
The time intervals taken by the acknowledgements (Tak), P bit frame loss (TF0�, ) and 

propagation time (T, ), are given by: 

_ 
tack 

Tack 
-t 

w 

T- 
AtFout + ts) 

`Foul - 
tw 

2t (1 + n) 
TP _ 

--pý- £-Z 

t 
w 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

The time intervals spent on transmitting frame overheads (Tr ), transmitting error frames in a 

window transmission (Te,,. ) and transmitting correctly received but out of sequence frames 

(Tcor) are given in (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12): 

NLAPI ILAPI C 
T. - (3.10) 

Terr = 

Iw 

PNL, aPILAP /C 
tw 

(NLAP-pNLAP-1 

ýp(1-(1-p)N`"P))'LAP Tcor Y %- 

w 
1 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

3.4 IrLAP window and frame sizes optimization and verification 
FLAp in equation (3.4) is a function of both window size NL,, p and frame size lzp. The 

IrLAP throughput can be optimized by implementing appropriate Nip and ILAp for different 

BER [71]. If it is convenient to optimize only one variable, either Nup or Iup, the IrLAP 

throughput can be optimized by fixing either Nip or lip and optimizing the other. 
Nevertheless, the best IrLAP throughput is achieved when both NL,, p and lLAp are 

simultaneously optimized with BER. Based on the work carried out by Vitsas and 
Boucouvalas [72][73], the optimum window and frame sizes are derived in this section by 

using a similar approach. 
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3.4.1 Optimum window or frame size for maximum throughput 

The optimum value of NL,, p for any fixed lip is derived by taking 
aF AP =0 of 

LAP 

equation (3.4). For any fixed NMp, optimum ILAp is derived by taking 
'FLAP 

= 0. After some 
aIL4P 

calculations and approximations (see Appendix I for the detailed derivation), optimum 

window (Nopt) and frame (lops) sizes are derived: 

NoP, 

and lops = 

I 

I 2(tack +2tp)C 
-2 lr. 

AP Pb 

2(NLAPl ILAP+ (tack + 2tp)C) 
2 NLAP Pb 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

3.4.2 Simultaneous optimization of window and frame size for maximum throughput 

In this case, both window and frame size are simultaneously adjusted. The maximum 

possible IrLAP throughput can be achieved. To optimize both N1 and lj p, the first step is to 

take 
"FLIP 

=0 for equation (3.4) to derive the optimum NLAP for fixed I p. The optimum 
aNLAP 

NLAp equation for fixed 1L,, P is then substituted into (3.4). Throughput FLAPbecomes a function 

of frame size lj p for optimum NL,, P. Next, the derivative of 
aFLAP 

=0 is taken and the 
alL4p 

optimum leap equation for optimum NL,, P is derived. Subsequently, the derived optimum 'LAP 

equation for optimum NAP is substituted into (3.4). At this stage, the throughput FLAP 

becomes a function of N1 for optimum ljp. Finally, 
'FLAP 

=0 is taken and the equation of ONLAP 

optimum NLAP for optimum 'LAP is derived. This essentially calculates aFLA p= aFLA p=0 
aNLAp a1 LAp 

The derivation is given in Appendix I. The simultaneous optimum window and frame sizes 

are given in (3.15) and (3.16): 

LAP lops _ 
Pb 

and 
2(tack + 2tp)C 

Nopt 
1 LAP 

'LAP 2 
Pb 

NLAP 2 
Pb 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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Equations (3.15) and (3.16) reveal that N0p, is essentially independent of BER, and I�, � 
becomes very large and takes values larger than 16 Kbits (the maximum allowed by the 

IrLAP specification [42]) for low bit error rates (BER < 2.6 x 10-7 from equation (3.15) using 

1L41, = 72, and =16Kbit ). 

In order to comply with the IrLAP specification, for the simultaneous NAP and 1L4P 

optimization, when is required to be greater than 16 Kbits ( BER < 2.6 x 10-7) , 1,, p, is fixed 

at 16 Kbits and cquation (3.13) is used to calculate optimum NaP. When BER > 2.6x 10-7 

cquations (3.15) and (3.16) arc used to calculate the optimum NEAP and IMP values. 

3.4.3 Verification of the optimization equations 
A number of assumptions arc made in deriving the optimum window and frame size. In 

order to examine the accuracy of equations (3.13)--(3.16), verification is carried out based on 

the comparison of the exact optimum results and the analytical optimum results. The exact 

optimum results are obtained by a numerical algorithm which locates maximum throughput, 

given by equation (3.4), by numerically cycling the integer values of NuP or lur in the range 
1-127 and 512-16384 bits respectively for different IER's. Analytical optimum results are 

calculated based on optimum equations (3.13)--(3.16). The IrDA standard recommends that 

the bit error rate (13ER) should be less than 10'8. However, due to the ad hoc nature of infrared 

links, many factors can increase the 13ER to over 10'8, such as careless alignment, high 

ambient noise (close to a fluorescent light source), and partial blockage. Given the fact that 

the link protocol faces much greater challenge under higher bit error rate, we therefore also 

examine I3ER>10'8. 

In order to have an accurate and intuitive comparison between the analytical and the exact 

results, the mean of the difference between the two results and the standard deviation of the 

difference are examined. 

The difference between the analytical and the exact results is given by: 

Xýl ý= IYanal)-tical (') - yexact (t)l (3.17) 

The equation for calculating the mean of the difference between the analytical and the 
exact results is: 

X= XW (3.18) 
N 1=t 

The equation for calculating the standard deviation of the difference bctwccn the 
analytical and the cxact results is: 
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1N _ý 6= ýýx(1) 
- xýý (3.19) 

N-1; 
=, 

In Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, the throughput efficiency, simultaneous optimum 

frame and window sizes are plotted against bit error rate in the range of 10-7 to 10"5 for two 

different data rates, 4 Mbit/s and 16 Mbit/s. The values of the other parameters arc given as 

follows: r,,, =10-4s ,d= 2m 

Since a very good match between the throughput efficiency calculated from the analytical 

equations and the throughput efficiency derived from numerical methods is observed from 

Figure 3.3, as well as the value of x and a, approximations made to derive (3.13) to (3.16) 

are validated. Figure 3.3 also shows that the IrLAP throughput is highly dependent upon BER 

and in fact degrades significantly with the high BER values. 
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of TPE by using exact algorithm and analytical formula for 4 and 16 

Mbit/s links 

x=0.0007 and 6=0.0006 for the 4 Mbit/s link, while x=0.001 and a=0.0008 for the 16 

Mbit/s link. 
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The simultaneous optimum frame and window size values are plotted against BER in 

Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, for 4 Mbit/s and 16 Mbit/s respectively. It should be noted that at 

the low BER, the optimum frame size values are required to be greater than the maximum 

frame size and are fixed at 16 Kbits. The values of x and o are also calculated for the 

optimum window and frame sizes. As shown in both figures, the optimum frame size 
decreases with the increasing BER. The value of the optimum window size increases 

significantly with the decrease of BER when the optimum frame size is fixed. For both 

optimum frame size and window size, the analytical and numerical result curves are very 

close to each other and the corrsponding x and a are also small. The difference between the 

numerical and analytical optimum values is negligible since the corresponding throughput 

efficiencies shown in Figure 3.3 have a very good match. 

3.5 The IrLAP performance at high data rates 

3.5.1 Propagation delay at high speed transmissions 

Using equation (3.4), the effect of propagation delay (tp) on the throughput as a function 

of data rate is examined in this section. Numerical results have been produced in two cases, 

using non-optimum and optimum values of the IrLAP window and frame size respectively. In 

order to highlight the effect of tp in performance, the results with and without considering tp 

are compared. The maximum link distance of d-'-2m (tp 6.7ns) allowed by the standard is 

considered. 

3.5.1.1 Use of non-optimum window and frame size 
Using minimum turnaround time (tla) as a parameter, taking values of 10-6s, 10"7s and 

IOs, IrLAP throughput efficiency is plotted against the data rate using fixed window size of 
7 and frame size of 1024 bits. Bit error rates (pb) of 104 and 10.8 are used in Figure 3.6 and 
Figure 3.7 respectively. 

For the non-optimum NL,, p and lL,, p, the effect of propagation time becomes significant for 

t, of 10"8s and data rate greater than 10 Gbit/s. The results also show that the effect of the 

propagation delay is independent of the BER (by comparing respective curves in Figure 3.6 

and Figure 3.7). 
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3.5.1.2 Use optimum window and frame size 
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 are the results of IrLAP throughput efficiency versus data rate 

using simultaneously optimum window and frame size. The optimum window and frame size 

are restricted between 1-127 and 512-16384 bits respectively. Minimum turnaround time with 

values of 10"6s, 10"7s and 10"8s are used for both figures. BER (Pb) values of 104 and 10"8 are 

used in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 respectively. 
When the optimum NLAP and ILAp are used, the throughput efficiency is higher than that of 

the non-optimum NLAp and lip by comparing Figure 3.6 with Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.7 with 
Figure 3.9. At BER=104, propagation delay shows significant effect on the link throughput 

when tta 10"8. At BER=10"8, the optimum NL, p and ILAp reduce the negative effect of tp on the 

link throughput significantly, propagation delay only has a minor effect, as shown in Figure 

3.9 and observed from the corresponding x and 6 values. 
As shown in Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, the effect of propagation delay is more 

pronounced when the value of t, 0 
is less than 10-7s. As the value of t, Q 

decreases and 

approaches the value of tp (tp 6.7 x 10-9 s=6.7ns ), the propagation delay degrades the link 

throughput considerably. The effect of propagation delay on throughput is overwhelmed by 

the effect of t, Q when large t, 0 values are used. 

The results also show that when the optimum values of window and frame size are used, 
in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, the effect of tp is significant while the BER is high, but much 
less while the BER is low. In the non-optimum NLlp and lL,, P cases, tp has the same effect on 

the throughput for both the high and the low BER. For both optimum and non-optimum cases, 

tp has more significant effect when the data rate is high. 

To summarize, the effect of tp on throughput at different data rates varies with the value 

of the minimum turnaround time, window and frame size. It becomes significant only when t, a 
is small (tga <_ 10-7 s) and the data rates is high (C >_ 100 bit/s =l OGbit/s ). 

3.5.2 The effect of minimum turnaround time on the IrLAP throughput at 10 Gbit/s 

In this section, the effect of minimum turnaround time (tia) on the link throughput is 

studied in order to find a suitable value of to for the system at the link data rate of 10 Gbit/s. 

In a similar manner as in the previous section, figures are produced using non-optimum and 

optimum NLAp and lLAp values respectively. 

3.5.2.1 Use of non-optimum window and frame size 
The IrLAP throughput Efficiency is plotted against t, a in the range from 10"7s to 10"9s in 

Figure 3.10. BER (pb) of 10"7,10-6,10-5 and 10-4, window size NLAP-7, frame size lLAp =16 
Kbits are used in the calculation. In Figure 3.10, it can be seen that t, a has significant effect on 
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the link throughput when t,,, is greater than l0-"s. However, the t,,, effect is negligible when 

t, a <10-'s. 

3.5.2.2 Use of optimum window and frame size 

Throughput Efficiency is plotted against t,,, in Figure 3.11 for BER (p,, ) of 10-7,10-6,10_ 

and 10-4. The Optimum NEAP and lLqP values are restricted between 1-127 and 512-16384 bits 

respectively. 
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By comparing Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, much higher throughput efficiency is 

achieved by using the optimum N11P and 'LAP values. The results from Figure 3.10 and Figure 

3.1 1 reveal that the minimum turnaround time has significant effect only when it takes the 

value t� > 10 's. Therefore, t,,, of 10-8s should be used when the link data rate is 10 Gbit/s. 

3.5.3 The effects of different protocol tasks on the 10 Gbit/s link throughput by using 

the optimum window and frame va%ues 

The significance of different factors that affect the IrLAP throughput is studied in this 

section. The percentages of the transmission time consumed by various protocol tasks, are 

examined using equations (3.7)-(3.12). 

In Figure 3.12 to Figure 3.15, results are plotted against BER in the range of 10-1 to 10-7. 

The optimum window and frame sizes are used. t,,, values of 10-'s (Figure 3.12 and Figure 

3.13) and 10-"s (Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15) are used respectively. The results are shown in 

paired figures: the first figure shows the different factors that affect the throughput in 

comparison to the overall time, while the second figure shows the corresponding optimum 

link parameters (NL. IP and /Lgyp) for the first figure. If the time percentage is less than 1% of the 

overall time, it is not shown in the figures in order to provide clear illustration. 

When t"= 10-6s, in Figure 3.12, the throughput efficiency is very low for the high BER. 

The time for acknowledgement t,,, k given by equation (3.7), and for correctly received but out 

of sequence frames (CROSF) given by equation (3.12) combined occupies a major portion 

(>0.5) of the overall time when BER>10-`. The t,,, k time interval increases further for 

BER > 0.5 x 10-4 
. 

The reason is that small optimum window size (NL. ap) is used for high BER, 

as shown in Figure 3.13, and the acknowledgement packets are frequently transmitted. t,,, F is 

therefore dominating the overall time for high BER. The CROSF time interval is large for 

high BER because transmission errors occur more frequently. t, k and CROSF are the two 

main reasons for the low link performance at the high BER. 

When t,,, =10-"s, in Figure 3.14, the protocol achieves high throughput efficiency even at 

the high BER. In this case, the effect of t�,. is reduced significantly because of the small value 

of t,,,. As a result the propagation time tp given by equation (3.9), frame overhead given by 

equation (3.11) and CROSF become the three major factors affecting the throughput. Because 

t,, has the same exponential order as t,,, (t J, = 6.7 x 10 9 compared to (� = 10 K ). the effect of 

propagation time is much more significant than in the case of t, "=10ý`'s. Nevertheless, the link 

performance is benefited by a small value of t,,, and remains high even at the high BER. 

For the 10 Gbit/s links, with the optimum link parameters and the minimum turnaround 

time as small as 10-"s, a throughput efficiency of 0.65 can still be achieved even at BER as 
high as 10-'', as shown in Figure 3.14. 
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3.6 Full-duplex link layer for FSO links 

The most popular link layer protocol used in FSO is the widely implemented High-Level 

Data Link Control (HDLG). HDLC offers three different operation modes [48]: 

" Normal Response Mode (NRM) 

" Asynchronous Balanced Mode (ABM) 

" Asynchronous Response Mode (ARM) 

NRM is the mode in which the primary station initiates transfers to the secondary station, 

and is only used on the half-duplex links. For instance, IrLAP is based on NRM [42]. ABM 

uses the concept of combined stations [48]. Combined stations are able to send and receive 

commands and responses without soliciting other stations on the link. ABM is not widely 

adopted. 
For ARM, the primary station does not initiate transfers to the secondary station. The 

secondary station does not have to wait to receive explicit permission from the primary 

station to transfer any frames. This mode can be used on both half-duplex and full-duplex 

links. ARM is better for point to point links since it has a relatively small overhead compared 

to ABM. It is widely implemented for the full-duplex links. 

The analysis of the FSO link layer is carried out by using the ARM mode of HDLC. The 

Go-Back-N (GBN) scheme is selected as the automatic repeat request (ARQ) mechanism of 

the link [93]. The analysis is limited to the interconnection of two stations. 

Similarly to the structure of the IrLAP frame Figure 3.1, a HDLC frame consists of two 

flag fields, an 8-bit address field, a 16-bit (for low speed links) or 32-bit (for high speed links) 

control field, a frame check sequence field and a variable length information field [48], as 

shown in Figure 3.16. 

FACI FCS F 

F: Flag Field; 8 bits 
A: Address Field; 8bits 
C: Control Field; 16 or 32 bits 
I: Information Field; Variable, not used in some frames 
FCS: Frame Check Sequence; 16 or 32 bits 

Figure 3.16 Structure of an HDLC frame 

In order to ensure reliable transmission, each frame has a control field in the header. The 

functionalities of the control field of the HDLC frame are similar to IrLAP. Depending on the 
frame type, the control field may contain a send sequence number, Ns, used to number the 
frames to be sent or a receive sequence number, Nr, used to number frames correctly 

received. For the purpose of requesting an acknowledgement from the receiver, the control 
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field also contains the poll/final bit (P/F), which provides signalling between the primary 

station and secondary station. The primary station sets P-bit to acquire a status response from 

the secondary station. The secondary station responds to the P-bit by sending the Supervisory 

frame to the primary station with the F-bit set. P/F bit is set in the final frame of the 

transmission to indicate the end of a full window and request acknowledgement from the 

receiver. A full-duplex data transmission model is considered in the following analysis. Thus, 

one end of the link has to send Information (I-) frames, as well as the Supervisory (S-) frames 

to acknowledge error or successful window transmission from the other end. 
The transmission procedure consists of the following steps: a sender transmits data in the 

form of I-frames with a length of IJJDLc and can transmit NJIDLC (window size) frames without 

receiving acknowledgement from the receiver. I-frame contains a send sequence number (Ns) 
denoting the order of the frame. At the end of each window, the sender requests an 

acknowledgement from the receiver. If a full window is successfully received, the receiver 
sends a Receive Ready S-frame (RR-S). RR-S contains a receive sequence number (Nr) 

which acknowledges the correct reception of frames up to Nr-1, thus indicating that Nr is the 

next frame expected. If an error is found during the transmission, the receiver will send a 
Reject S-frame (REJ-S) immediately to request a retransmission. REJ-S contains an Nr which 
rejects frame Nr and indicates that Nr is the next (retransmit) frame expected. The link 

propagation delay is considered and added to both responses. In the GBN scheme, all the 
frames will be discarded after any corrupted frame is detected. 

IR 
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Figure 3.17 Window transmission model of a duplex link with two channels of ATx-BRx and 
BTx-ARx. Where Tx stands for Transmitter and Rx stands for Receiver 

The analysis in this section extends the mathematical model presented in [81]. From [81], 
the link transmission model is illustrated in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18. Figure 3.17 
demonstrates a7 frames window transmission on a duplex link with two channels. It shows 
an error free transmission for ATx-BRx channel, while there is an error in frame (#) 22 for 
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BTx-ARx channel. It should be noted that propagation time (tp) is not necessarily smaller than 

the S-frame transmission time (ts). 
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Figure 3.18 Acknowledgements for an error or a successful window transmission from l3Tx 

to ATx-BRx channel 

Figure 3.18 illustrates three possible scenarios that BTx acknowledges for an error or a 

successful window transmission from ATx. In Figure 3.18 (a), BRx receives a corrupted #21 

from ATx while BTx is transmitting #13 at the same time. BTx sends the REJ-S #21 after 

#13. In Figure 3.18 (b), BRx receives #21 with Poll bit set (last I-frame of the window) while 

BTx has just started to transmit #13. BTx sends the RR-S #22 after #13. In Figure 3.18 (c), 

BRx notices an error in #21 from ATx before the transmission of #13 starts. BTx then sends 

the REJ-S #21 before sending #13. 

Symbol Parameter Description Unit 
N, IDLC Number of frames in one window (window size) - 
L! lDLC Information (I)-frame message data length (frame size) bit 
1 l! DLC Supervision (S)-frame length/ I-frame overhead bit 

t! Transmission time of an I-frame sec 

is Transmission time of an S-frame sec 
tRRS Transmission time of an RR-S sec 
'REDS Transmission time of an REJ-S see 

Table 3-2 Parameters used in the FSO link throughput modelling 
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The relevant parameters and symbols used in the analysis are shown in Table 3-1 and 
Table 3-2. ts, tRRS, tR&, S, tI, tp and p are given by: 

tS == tRRS -- tREJS --I 

IHDLC 

+tI= 

IHDLC +1 IHDLC 
tp =d and p =1- (1- pb)"HDLC+1'HDLC G. CC 

The frame overhead is 72 bits (1'IIDL-72). Using [42] as a guide, the value ranges of window 

and frame sizes are restricted to 1-512 and 128-16384 bits respectively. Therefore, Ns and Nr 

cycle from 0 to 511. The maximum value for IIIDLC is 16384 bits. 

3.7 Analytical model of the full-duplex FSO link protocol and the effect of 

propagation delay using non-optimum link parameters 
3.7.1 HDLC modelling for the FSO links 

In [81], Ozugur analysed the performance of HDLC and the effect of window size and 

packet error rate on the link utilization. This thesis extends and consummates the work 

presented in [81]. In this section, a mathematical model is developed which allows derivation 

of link throughput for the FSO full-duplex link in the presence of bit errors [139] [150]. 

Similarly to the derivation of the IrDA throughput equation, the concept of `window 

transmission time' (WTT) is used in the analysis. 
A saturation scenario is considered: there is always a frame ready to transmit in both 

directions. The S-frame is assumed to be error free due to the small size. Analysis of one link 

direction is sufficient since the duplex links are symmetrical. Throughput of the channel 

consisting of transmitter A and receiver B (ATx-BRx), as shown in Figure 3.17, is 

considered. 

r, 
ATx : 10 11 131 I 12 13 

BTx : 

r, +r 
21 22 23 24 

tw3 - 
Q 

tw2 

14 15 16 17 18P 

tB 
27P 

19 I: BRx 

128 1 29 30 31 : ARx 

Figure 3.19 illustrates the transmission model. to represents the average time per frame for 

sending S-frames and tB represents the average waiting time for receiving S-frames. ATx-BRx 

channel: Retransmit frame 12 due to error; BTx-ARx channel: Error free transmission of a 
window. 
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Three different tasks of the duplex transmission are studied individually: sending S- 

frames to acknowledge BTx, waiting for the S-frame from BTx and I-frame transmission. By 

considering these three protocol tasks, the transmission model is illustrated in Figure 3.19 

which shows the average time of sending S-frame tq at the beginning of each frame 

transmission and the average time waiting for an S-frame tB. First, t, A is to be identified in the 

following section. 
As described in [81], the error free reception of the last frame of a window indicates a 

successful window transmission. Therefore, the probability of error free reception of the last 

frame of a window (pftli) is also the probability for ATx to send an RR-S acknowledging the 

correct reception of a full window. By considering the probabilities of error free reception of 

the first, second, ... last frame of a window being 1- p, (1- p)2 , ... , 
(1- p)Nuncc 

respectively, pfix can be derived as: 

(1 _ rJl 
NHDLC 

P f'11 NHDLC 

P) J 

P)` 
; =i 

p(l - p)NuvLc 
(1-P)(1-(1-p)N�o«) 

(3.20) 

The probability of an I-frame being in error (p) is also the probability of sending an REJ- 

S to request a retransmission from BTx. By combining the probability of sending an RR-S 

(pjli), given in (3.20), the average time to consumed on sending S-frames (both RR-S and 

REJ-S) before each I-frame transmission is: 

tA =ts(P+Pfuu) (3.21) 

The average time consumed on waiting for S-frames (tB), is given next. When an error or 

a successful transmission of a window is detected, an S-frame (either RR-S or REJ-S) must be 

sent. Due to the stochastic nature of such events, BTx has to wait for a time slot to finish the 

current transmission before sending an S-frame to acknowledge ATx. The analysis assumes 

that this waiting time slot is half of an I-frame transmission time 1, /2 . In addition, tB should 

also include propagation delay tp and S-frame transmission time is. Thus, the average time 

needed to wait for an acknowledgement from BTx is: 

tB =1 tl + 2tp + is (3.22) 
2 

From Figure 3.18 (b) and Figure 3.19, the transmission time of an error free window is: 

tN = NHDLC (tl + tA) + tB (3.23) 

When an error has occurred in the (i+l)th frame, where i is the correctly received frames by 

BRx, the transmission time is given as: 

W) = (i + 1)(t1 + tA) + tB (3.24) 
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where 0< i: 5 NHDLC -1. It should be noted that the window length is i+1 (not NIJDLc) since 

ATx will stop transmitting new I-frames and retransmit the erroneous frame once an REJ-S is 

received. 
The probability of successive i correct I-frame transmissions followed by an error is given by: 

PsW _ (1- P)' P (3.25) 

From (3.23)-(3.25), the HDLC throughput FIIDLci for the ATx-BRx channel defined as the 

correctly received information bits per second is derived as: 

F,,,,, f,, 
= 

Nený 1 ZX lHDLC 
X pS ril + 

NHDLC X IHDLC 
!1_ p)Nfmcc (3.26) 

; =i ` tll) lN 

The throughput efficiency for the ATx-BRx channel is: 

TPE=FHDLC1/C 

The average transmission time for one window is given by: 

NrmLC -i 
I (t(i)(1_p)1p)+(1_p)NHDLCtN 

w 
i=o 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

The relative time spent on each protocol task affecting the link throughput is given next. 
The time interval T5 taken in sending S-frames to BTx-ARx is: 

Tss = 

aqua. ý. I L-d I. / "% 

N�nc 1 

tA ((i + 1)(1- p)` p) +tANHDLC (1- p)N�occ t 1-(I - 
N�°/ 

ý=U 
_A( 

P) ")P 
tw tw 

(3.29) 

The time interval TWs due to waiting for S-frames from BTx is: 

NHDL -1 
tB 

ý ((1_p)ip)+tB(1_p)NHDLC 
I=U 

ws =t 
w 

The time interval T1" to send the I-frame overheads is: 

tB 2tj 
+2tp +ts 

tw tw 

NHDic-1 1 IHDLC 
ý ((i+1)(1_P)IP)+NHDLC(1_P)NHDLcJ 

T= i=O C- (1 -(I- 

(3.30) 

P)N"DLC )l OHDLCI PC 

tw tw 

(3.31) 
Considering all the time intervals for the protocol tasks, the following equation always holds 

true: 

TPE+Tss+Tws+T. =1 (3.32) 

Due to symmetry of the link, the above analysis is also valid for the reverse channel BTx- 

ARx. The throughput of BTx-ARx is therefore FHDLC2 = FHDLCI 
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3.7.2 Effect of propagation delay using non-optimum window and frame size 

The cffcct of propagation delay on the link throughput is studied in this section. Figure 

3.20 shows the throughput efficiency (TPF) against the link distances in the range of' IOOm to 

10km. The bit error rate is set to I `' 10 ̀  and 10 d with data rate ('equal to 2.5 (ihit/ . 
Iwo 

different combinations of window and frame sizes are used: N,,,,,, 512, I(, Kbil and 

Nuni. (=7, /uni<-=SKbit. 

The link has higher throughput when operating at the low RI: R's. The 'IPI: decreases as 

the link distance increases. The propagation time t,, which is proportional to the Iink distance 

has a significant cffcct on the TPF for long distance links especially when the Ul: R is low 

( Pb = 10 `' ). Additionally, i,, has different effects on throughput fir diffcrcnt N,,,,,, and /,,,,,, 

combinations. For instance, TPF. is only 0.2 at the distance of 10knt for' N,,,,,, 7 and 

Skhit when /p,, - 10 ", while TPF. is 0.7 fir N,,,,,, 512 and /,,,,,, 10011 at the same 

13FR. Because RR-S's have to he sent frequently whilc small N,,,,,, and /,,,,,, values are used, 

the time waiting for RR-S's becomes large when the link distance is large. However, er'r'ors 

are more likely to occur when is large and RF. I-S's have to he sent frequently. A better 

throughput could he achieved by implementing the appropriate window and flame size lirr 

diffcrcnt 13FR's as shown in the following. 

2.5 (: hit/s, Non-Optimum 
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Figure 3.20 TPF against the link distance using non-optim mº N111,1 and \alues. I and N 
are the acronyms Ibr /,,,, � and . Výýnýý rresýýectiý'ely 
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3.8 Optimization of the FSO link layer 

3.8.1 Optimizing the frame and window size for different BER and link distance 

In order to maximize link throughput, NIIDLC and IHDLC values should be optimized for the 

given BER. The optimum values can be typically obtained by undertaking derivative of FIDLC 

in equation (3.26). Optimum link throughput is achieved for NImLc and IHDLC values that 

satisfy 
aFHDLC 

= 
aFHDLC 

= 0. Due to the complexity of equation (3.26), an optimum value 
aNHDLC a! 

HDLC 

searching routine is employed to calculate the optimum NHDLC and IIIDLC instead of obtaining 

analytical equations. BER and link distance are used as parameters. 

Firstly, the link distance d is kept fixed. The algorithm finds the maximum throughput 

numerically by cycling NIIDLC and IIIDLC values in the range allowed by the protocol for a 

specific BER. It then locates the corresponding optimum NIIDLc and IHDLC values for the 

maximum throughput at the given BER. By repeating this process for different BER, 

optimum NIIDLC and IHDLC values can be obtained for different BER at a fixed d. 

Secondly, BER is fixed and the optimum NIIDLc and IHDLC values are calculated by using 

the same process as described above by varying d. 

Finally, the optimum values can be obtained by varying BER and d simultaneously. 

Given the fact that the link distance is normally fixed for the field FSO installations, obtaining 

the optimum NIIDLC and IHDLC for different BER at a fixed d is of primary importance. 

Optimum values of NIIDLC and IIIDLC against BER are plotted in Figure 3.21 and Figure 

3.22 respectively. The results are plotted by using different link distances of 100m, 500m, 

lkm, 2km and 3km, which are typical distances of FSO links. Figure 3.23 shows the TPE 

when optimum NIIDLC and IHDLC are used. 
In Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22, both frame and window size decrease with the increase of 

BER. In Figure 3.21, the curves representing different link distance are very close to each 

other, which imply that the optimum IHDLC values are essentially independent of d. In Figure 

3.22, optimum window size is fixed at 512 even if a lager optimum value is required due to 

the restricted range of allowed window size (1-512). The curves representing optimum NIIDLc 

are distinguished by different link distances. The decrease of optimum NIIDLC with increasing 

BER is much more significant for long distance links by comparison to short distance links. 

By comparing Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.20, significant improvement on the FSO link 

throughput is identified for the same BER. 
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Figure 3.21 Optimum frame sizes against BFR 
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Figure 3.22 Optimum window sizes against BER 
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2.5 Gbit/s, optimum N HDLG and I nDLC 
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Figure 3.23 TPE against link distance using the optimum window and frame size 

3.8.2 The effects of different protocol tasks on the link throughput 

To acquire a better understanding of the protocol behaviour, further analysis is carried out 

in order to examine the effects of different HDLC protocol tasks on the throughput. The time 

intervals consumed on each of the protocol tasks are given by equations (3.29)-(3.31). 

The time intervals of different protocol tasks against the link distance for optimum NuDLC 

and InDLC are shown in Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25. In order to examine the system 

performance in both high and low BER environments, two BER's with values of 10-5 and 10-' 

are used. To make the results clearer, the time intervals that are less than 1% of the overall 

time are removed from the plots. 

Figure 3.24 shows how Tjts, Tss and T1- affect the link throughput when ph=l0-'. The Ttt's 

interval increases with the link distance. T;, s is the main factor reducing the TPE at long 

distances. t,, within Tt, -s in equation (3.30) is responsible for the significant drop of TPE. The 

reason for having large T�s, is justified by the fact that frame errors occur more often at the 

high BER (ph=10-5), causing a longer time being wasted on the frequently sent REJ-S's. Both 

Ts, 5 and T. constantly consume a small portion of the overall time at all link distances and 
have minor effects on the throughput. 
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Figure 3.24 Time intervals spent on different protocol tasks when p,, = 10-' 
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Figure 3.25 Time intervals spent on different protocol tasks when p,, = 10-' 

When BER=10-7, throughput efficiency of over 0.9 is achieved even at d=3km as shown 
in Figure 3.25. T«s has a much smaller effect on the throughput compared to that in Figure 

3.24. Frame overhead also takes a small time interval for all distances. The result shows that 
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using the optimum NIIDLc and'IIDLc reduces the effects of different various attenuating factors 

significantly providing a high link throughput. 

3.9 Real time adaptive mechanism for infrared systems 
An adaptive algorithm is presented for the wireless ARQ protocols in [94]. This section 

adopts the concept of the algorithm and proposes a real time adaptive mechanism that allows 

the implementation of the optimum window (NLAp/N1fDLc) and frame (lI i'/I�DLc) values to 

infrared systems (both IrDA and FSO). As presented in [94], the principle is shown in Figure 

3.26. The following explanation assumes the bit errors follow a random distribution, the link 

distance is fixed and a table of optimum window and frame values for estimated BER ranges 

has been obtained. The full BER range is divided into a small number of sub-ranges. Based 

on the current BER, the system adjusts window and frame size according to pre-calculated 

optimum window and frame value tables. 

Start with a estimated 
BER as the initial state 

send window of frames 

receive acknowledgement 

only add correctly received 
bits from correct frames 

correct bits> 
10^(state+l )? 

correct bits< 
10^(state)? 

send new window 
of frames 

state++; 
look up new optimum 

values in the table; 
reset bit counter; 

correct bits> 
10^(state+l)? 

state--; 
look up new optimum 

values in the table; 
reset bit counter; 

eset bit counter; 

Figure 3.26 Real time optimum window and frame values adaptation scheme 

To estimate the BER, the sender counts the frames acknowledged by the receiver and 

multiplies the number of frames correctly received with the frame size. The product 

add correctly 
received bits 
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NL,, px (1L,, p+ 1'LAp) / NHDLc x (IHDLC + 1'HDLG) represents the number of correctly transmitted 

bits. Considering a BER order granularity of 0.2 for example, if the bit counter goes beyond 

106'2 bits, the sender changes its current BER evaluation to 10"6'2 (state++), looks up new 

window and frame values for pb=10"6'2, and resets the counter. If an error occurs before 

1000000(106 ) error free bits, the sender changes its current BER evaluation to 10"5'8 (state--), 

implements the corresponding window and frame, and resets the counter. If an error occurs 

after 106 but before 106'2, the sender only resets the counter and does nothing else. 

Implementation of the scheme is straightforward since the sender only needs to hold the 

information about the current evaluated BER and the number of sub-ranges implemented. 

3.10 Summary of the Chapter 

In this chapter, the performance of the link layers of both IrDA and FSO systems is 

examined by including the effect of propagation delay especially for the high data rate links. 

Mathematical analytical models are developed for the link layers of both IrDA and FSO. For 

the IrDA links, the propagation delay does not have significant effect on the link throughput 

until the IrLAP minimum turn around time is as small as 10"7s and the data rate is as high as 

10 Gbit/s. For the FSO links, the propagation delay significantly decreases the link throughput 

when the link distance is over 1Km at the data rate of 2.5 Gbit/s. Based on the derived 

mathematical models, the link layer parameters of IrDA and FSO systems are optimized for 

the maximum throughput. The analytical results show that the performance is significantly 
improved by utilizing the optimized parameters for both systems. A real-time adaptive 

algorithm is presented for the implementation of the optimum parameters. 

Besides the link layers, the higher layers should also be investigated and optimized in 

order to achieve a high performance for the whole system. The transport layer of IrDA 

protocol stacks is to be studied in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4. Modelling and Optimizing IrDA Transport layer: 

TinyTP 

4.1 Introduction 

All the previous publications that focus on link layer performance assume that data of 

infinite size is always available and only one application utilizes the link. In practise, upper 

layers (e. g. TinyTP) offer finite size packets to the link layer at specific time periods due to 

protocol behaviour and limited buffer size. TinyTP also allows multiple applications to 

operate the IrDA link concurrently. It is therefore of interest to examine the system 

throughput at the TinyTP level. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In section 4.1, the detailed functionalitics 

of TinyTP protocol are described. Then, a mathematical model is developed for TinyTP 

which allows derivation of throughput taking into account the lower IrDA protocol stacks in 

section 4.2. Section 4.3 elaborates the simulation programs developed for the IrDA protocol 

stacks. Section 4.4 validates the throughput equations by simulations, as well as carrying out a 

throughput analysis when different IrLAP parameters and processor speeds are used. Finally, 

section 4.5 carries out an optimization study to maximize the TinyTP throughput for any 

given bit error rates by optimizing the major parameters. The optimized parameters include 

the TinyTP receiver window size, the IrLAP window and frame sizes, as well as the IrLAP 

minimum turnaround time. 

4.2 Tiny Transport Protocol (TinyTP) 

TinyTP is a simplified transport protocol serving as a flow control mechanism to work 

with the IrDA Link Management Protocol (IrLMP) [44]. Even though IrLAP provides reliable 
data transfer by implementing the GBN error retransmission scheme, TinyTP is still important 

to ensure the end to end data delivery for the application [146]. This is due to the possible 
deadlock problem of multiplexed channels introduced by IrLMP Multiplexer (LM-MUX). 

Reliance on IrLAP to provide flow-control for a multiplexed channel can result in deadlocks 

if the consumption of data from one multiplexed channel is dependent on data flowing in an 

adjacent multiplexed channel. Conversely, if inbound data on a multiplexed channel cannot 
be consumed and the underlying IrLAP connection cannot be flow-controlled due to the 

possibility of deadlock, inbound data (freshly arrived or buffered) must be discarded in the 

event of buffer overflow. This reduces the reliable delivery service provided by IrLAP to a 
best effort delivery service provided by LM-MUX. To overcome this problem TinyTP 

provides two functions: 
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" Segmentation and reassembly (SAR). 

" Flow control on a per-IrLMP-connection (per-channel) basis. 

Since TinyTP runs on top of the IrLMP protocol, it is necessary to briefly introduce IrLMP 

before looking into the details of TinyTP. IrLMP provides support for multiple software 

applications or entities to operate independently and concurrently. sharing the single link 

provided by IrLAP between the transceivers [43]. To realise the link multiplexing. IrLMP 

provides the LM-MUX service by assigning each application a unique Link Service Access 

Point (LSAP) address. Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationships between Stations. LSAP's, 

LSAP Connections, LSAP Connection Endpoints, IrLAP connections and IrLAP connection 

endpoints. There may be at most one LSAP connection between the same pair of LSAP's. 

However, a single LSAP may contain several LSAP connection endpoints connected by 

different LSAP's. LSAP Selector (SEL) is used to distinguish between LSAP's within one 

IrDA station. An LSAP connection is uniquely identified by the LSAP addresses of the sender 

and receiver at each end of the connection. IrLMP transfers upper layer data segments based 

on First In First Out (FIFO) queuing [43]. 

The following analysis assumes the multiple application channels equally share the link. 

After the connection initialisation, IrLMP adds a 2-byte header to the upper layer packet 

providing the LSAP addresses of the sender and the receiver. 

Station B 
SccondarN 

Figure 4.1 Connectivity of LM-MUX and IrLAP 

Station C 
Secondary 

The first the two functions of TinyTP is segmentation and reassembly (SAR). The entire 
data packet from upper layers, so called Service Data Unit (SDU). can be segmented and 

H IrL-P connection 

"--- IS- P connection 

Sen ice . ccess Point 
(S- P) 

ti (onnection endpoint 
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reassembled in TinyTP Packet Data Units (PDU). The maximum PDU size is negotiated at 

the TinyTP/IrLMP connection establishment. One TinyTP PDU has to fit within one IrI. AP 

frame. Maximum TinyTP PDU size (ITrt. ) has to satisfy the condition 

17. 
/i, <_IL, u>-IILAI, -1'lip , where /'rill, and /'77r stand f'0r the headers of IrI. MP and 

TinyTP. In this work, the challenge of having large application files to transmit is considered. 

To make TinyTP efficient, it is assumed that /11', is set to its maximum value 

17-u1' _'L. Ii' -/ Lit// '-/ 171'. 
The other function of TinyTP is to perform flow control. TinyTP maintains a value of 

receiver window (w) for each TinyTP channel. The value of it is decided by the 'T'iny] 1' 

buffer size of the communication peer. The sender will send PIN i ifu" -O and subtract I from 

iv. Therefore, each TinyTP application can send a maximum of' n PI)t I's without receiving 

acknowledgement but it has to stop when u'=0. it is updated by the I-iny fP acknowledgement 

from its transmission peer. Following analysis assumes every Tiny'I1' application has the 

same value iv for receiver window. 

-1An....... I1 h., t. - 

Bit: 

I ., y.., . ., y,, 

7 6-0 7 6-0 7 6-0 

C' DLSAP-SEL R SLSAP-SEL M Della Credit 
(window sirr 

L)tirl Data ( I'Dl J) 

º. -t X, tn 1,,,.,, a.,. " I iný l'Iý n: ýi krl 
C 

Figure 4.2 IrLMP and TinyTP packet l'ornmat 

The packet format of IrLMP and TinyTP is given in Figure 4.2. The first two bytes are 

the IrLMP header. C is the control hit. When C is set to I, it indicates that the packet is a 

command packet. When C is set to 0, the packet is treated as data. The R bit is reserved for 

future use and should be set to 0. The DISAP-SI: L and SLSAP-SFI. fields contain the LSAP 

addresses of destination and source respectively. For the TinyTl' packet, the first byte is the 

TinyTP header. M is the More bit and is only significant ifSAR has been specified. When M 

is 0, it indicates that the User Data field contains the Iinal segment of a segmented SDI 1. 

Delta Credit field specifics the number (up to 127) of additional data 'I'iny'I I' III A I's that may 

he sent in the reverse direction, which is the value of the TinyTP receiver windMý siie. A 

data TinyTP PDU can carry I or more octets of data. A dataless 'I'iny'I'P I'M I has a zero 
length User Data field. It is always possible to send a dataless TinyTP PI)l. in order to update 

the receiver window size of the peer TinyTP entity. 
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Applications communicate with TinyTP by quoting their TinyTP Service Access Point 

(TTPSAP). Each TinyTP Service Access Point (TTPSAP) is accessible through single IrLMP 

LSAP of LM-MUX. A TTPSAP is identified by the address of the LSAP (provided in the 

IrLMP header) through which it is accessed. After TinyTP connection initialisation, TinyTP 

adds 1-byte of header carrying information including its window (buffer) size and 

segmentation status. 
A flow chart of the data transmission with multiple TinyTP connections is illustrated in 

Figure 4.3. At the sender, TinyTP first segments the application packet (i. e. OBEX packet) 

into TinyTP PDU's. The PDU's are then multiplexed by IrLMP and forwarded to IrLAP for 

transmission. At the receiver, IrLAP delivers the received frames to IrLMP. IrLMP 

demultiplexes the IrLAP frames and forwards them to TinyTP. TinyTP reassembles the 

received PDU's and places them into buffer for the application to process. The 

acknowledgements of TinyTP and IrLAP are then sent back to the sender. 

Tta 

IrLAP 

ý FT TTP 
N'new I PDU's 

TinyTP + IrLAP Ack 
-----ý 

IrLAP buffer -, 

ýýtla 

.ý. 

DeMiJX IrLMP 

Wnew TTP PDU's 

ý ................. 
' (CRC check) IILAP 

ýý IrLAP buffer 
ý 

IrLAP Information frames (TSQ�a) 

Figure 4.3 TinyTP data transmission 

4.3 Analytical model of TinyTP 

The TinyTP mathematical model assumes large application files (e. g. mp3, movie clip) to 
be sent from the primary to the secondary [143]. TinyTP PDU's therefore are always at the 
maximum size (1 

TP ='LAP _ 1'LMP - "rrP) to accommodate the application data. The `connected' 

TinyTP PDU's (excluding the connection establishment and termination PDU's) are 
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considered in the derivation. Therefore, IrLMP and TinyTP have fixed headers of 2 bytes and 
1 byte respectively. Table 3-1 and Table 4-1 list the details of the symbols that are used in the 

analysis. 

Symbol Parameter Description Unit 
B Number of TinyTP connections - 
w TinyTP receiver window size/ buffer size - 

1TTP Maximum TinyTP PDU size, 1TTP = 'LIP -1'LW-1'TTP bit 

"LA!? IrLMP header bit 
I'''fP TinyTP header bit 

Took Time for transmitting the TinyTP acknowledgement sec 
Tip Time for TinyTP to process the received PDU's and 

prepare the acknowledgement 

sec 

Table 4-1 Parameters used in the modelling 

4.3.1 IrLAP Modelling 

In order to derive the throughput at the TinyTP layer, the average time to successfully 

transmit an IrLAP window is to be identified first. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the effect of 

propagation time for the IrDA link on throughput is minor unless the link data rate reaches the 

order of Gbit/s. Since only the data rates that are currently supported by the IrDA standard (up 

to 16 Mbit/s) will be examined in this Chapter, the propagation time is not included in the 

mathematical modelling in order to simplify the analysis. According to Figure 3.2, the 

average time to successfully transmit one IrLAP window consists of the time for I-frame 

transmissions, acknowledgement transmissions and retransmissions, as well as delays for 

reversing the link tta and timer time outs tFaut. The average time to transmit one IrLAP window 

with a length of A I-frames is given as: 

tA = At, + p(tFout + ts) + tack + 2tta (4.1) 

where A is the length of an IrLAP window, the IrLAP link parameters ts, t1, tack, p and t,,,,, arc 

derived in section 3.2 

The probability of having errors in an IrLAP window with A frames is: 

Pi =1-(1-P)A (4.2) 

Due to the small value of p, pI can be approximated as: 

P=1-(1_ )A _1-(1-Ap)=Ap i (4.3) 
When errors occur in transmitting an IrLAP window with probability p1, due to the stochastic 

nature of error occurrence, it is sufficient to assume that on average the error occurs in the 
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middle of the window, and retransmission with window length of 0.5A will trigger to recover 

the error. If further error/errors occur in the retransmission (with probability of 

P2 = p1 (1- (1- p)0'5A) z 0.5A2 p2 ), another retransmission window is needed with window 

length of half the previous, i. e. 0.25A, and this process continues. When the retransmission 

window is less than 1, it is considered that the whole window has been successfully 

transmitted. By including the first window transmission and all the retransmissions, the 

average time to successfully transmit the IrLAP window is given as: 

(2Ati+P(IFo�r+t, )+tack+2t, a)+... +Px( 
12 Atj+P(tF2ut+t, )+tack+2tta) T, end(A)=tA+P1 

1 

lIX(X+q xcx-q 
= 1+ZAp+ +I 

Z 
I2 AXpx At, + 1+Ap+"""+(1 2 AXpx (p(tFoul+t, )+tack+2tta) 

Xr1 21 
1) x (2y1+E 

(Ap)' Atl+ 1+Ap+ý (Ap)' (p(tFo,,, t, )ta, k +! 
=l 

2 r=2 

(4.4) 

where Xis an integer representing the number of possible retransmissions (X = L1og2 A I)* X 

satisfies the length of the retransmission window to be larger than or equal to 1 I-frame 

(I . A? 1). 

4.3.2 Derivation of the TinyTP throughput 

Before deriving the TinyTP throughput, we first discuss two TinyTP parameters: the time 

to transmit a TinyTP acknowledgement (Tak) and the time to hold the incoming TinyTP 

PDU's in the buffer (T, a). 
As described in section 4.1, TinyTP acknowledgement only provides the information 

about the updated secondary receiver window size. Therefore, the secondary simply sends the 

TinyTP header 1'ß. p as the TinyTP acknowledgement. By including the headers of the other 

layers, the transmission time of the TinyTP acknowledgement is given by: 

Tack ILLAP+IILMP+1I TP (4.5) 
C 

The time to hold the incoming TinyTP PDU's in the buffer (T, a) is the time interval from 

passing the IrLAP frames to IrLMP to getting the TinyTP acknowledgement ready at the 
IrLAP layer. As shown in Figure 4.3, Tta includes the time to process and strip the headers all 
the way up to TinyTP, the time to process the TinyTP PDU's and empty the TinyTP buffer, as 

well as preparing TinyTP acknowledgement and adding the headers of other layers. The time 

to process the TinyTP PDU's (Tp) varies for different applications and processors. The 
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analysis assumes that the IrDA device uses an 8-bit processor and each 8-bit data requires 2 

CPU cycles in average. Since Tp is the major factor of Tia, we assume TQ = TP 

TaN Tp _ 
2AITTP 

_ 
AITT. P (4.6) 8v 4v 

where A is the incoming IrLAP window size and v is the processor speed in Hz. 

When a TinyTP receiver window size w is allocated for each of the B TinyTP 

connections, the IrDA receiver has to assign a TinyTP buffer with size of Bxwx 17TP 
. 

Due to 

the fact that many of the IrDA enabled devices are resource-limited, such devices often can 

not provide large memory size for TinyTP. For a given maximum IrLAP window size NLAp, 

three possible scenarios with different receiver window sizes are considered. B denotes the 

number of TinyTP connections. If it is assumed that the TinyTP connections equally share the 

IrDA link as IrLMP delivers data based on FIFO queuing, the following three scenarios are 

possible: 

A. Bw S NLAP 

The TinyTP transmission model is illustrated in Figure 4.4 by mapping TinyTP PDU's 

into IrLAP frames. In Figure 4.4, parameters w=2, B=2 and NLAP Z4 are employed to 

satisfy the condition of Bw <_ NLAP 
. The IrLAP window will be always less than 4 due to the 

w constraint. Since the Delta Credit is 0 after transmitting the first IrLAP window, the 

primary can not transmit more TinyTP PDU's until the secondary finishes processing the 

received PDU's and informs the primary of the updated receiver window size. Since the time 

to process the received PDU's and prepare the TinyTP acknowledgement packet (T, a) depends 

on the CPU speed of the receiver/secondary, it is typically much longer than IrDA link 

turnaround tla and the time to transmit the IrLAP acknowledgement. Thus, it is sufficient to 

assume Ta > t, a + tack . After IrLAP successfully delivers the IrLAP frames, the secondary has 

to wait Tra before the TinyTP acknowledgement gets ready. Since there are two TinyTP 

connections in Figure 4.4, the secondary needs to send two TinyTP acknowledgements. 
Another window will be sent from the primary following the same routine. It is sufficient to 

analyse one window transmission for the TinyTP throughput derivation. 

As shown in Figure 4.4, and from equation (4.4), the average time for one TinyTP 

window transmission Ti is given by: 

Ti - Tsend (BW) + Ta + BTack + tta (4.7) 

where w is the receiver window size. 
The TinyTP throughput which is defined as information bits per second is: 
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Figure 4.4 TinyTP transmission model with Bw <_ N,., 
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Irl. AP acknowledgement and ack is the TinyTP acknowledgement. IrLAP frame LAP3 is 

corrupted in the transmission. LAP3 and LAP4 are retransmitted in the next IrLAP window. 

t;. N1.. ß/, < Bow < 2N1 1, 
The TinyTP transmission model with 11-3, B=2 and satisfying 

N, 
11, < Bw < 2N/1/, is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The first TinyTP window has 4 PDU's and 

makes use of maximum IrLAP window length. Since the secondary is fed by 4 TinyTP 

PDU's and has no time to process, the secondary will send 2 TinyTP acknowledgements to 

give the information of available buffer size for each application. In this case, the secondary 

acknowledges the primary with u i=ii-2=1 (available buffer size subtracted from the incoming 

PDU's, 3-2=1). The primary is then able to send 2 PDU's in the second window. Assuming 

the 4 TinyTP PDU's of the last window have been processed and consumed, each of the 

receiver windows equals 2 (3-1=2). The secondary then acknowledges with ut, I=it 2=2. As the 

same process will he repeated, analysing two window transmissions is sufficient for deriving 

the TinyTP throughput. 
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By using equation (4.4), the average transmission time liar the first and the second Ii IAI' 

window is given in (4.9) and (4. I0): 
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From Figure 4.5 and equation (4.4), the average time Iür one Tiny'I'P "Andow transmission 

is given as: 
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'l'inyTP throughput is: 

F, BW X ITTP 

, TTP - 

n"ad 
1 ilýýlý r 

(4.12) 

C. Btr> 2N, u, 
The Tilly-1,11 transmission model with w=5, N1_11,4 and B=2 satisfying Bw2N,,..,,, is 

illustrated in Figure 4.6. The first TinyTP window has 4 PDU's that make use of the 

maximum IrLAP window length. The secondary acknowledges with wl=w2=3 (available 

huffier sire subtracted from the incoming PDU's, 5-2=3). The primary then can send another 4 

Pl)t 's in the second window. Assuming the TinyTP PDU's of last window have been 

processed and consumed, the secondary then acknowledges with 't I=w2=3 (5-2=3), and so 

on. It is therefore sufficient to analyse one IrLAP window transmission for deriving the 

'I'iny'fP throughput. 
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From Figure 4.6, each of the IrLAP windows has a maximum length of Ni, up frame. The 

average transmission time for one TinyTP window is given as: 

T3 (NI. a i, ) + BT, +ln, (4.13) 
The Tiny"I, I' throughput is given as: 

LAP5 
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Ný.: ýr177T Fi77' 
7; 

TinyTP throughput cfticicncy is: 

T PE = 
f'rrr 

(' 

(. 1.1 -1) 

Iý. ItiI 

4.4 Simulation programs for the IrI)A protocol slacks 

The major network simulation tools, including ( )PNI: 'I and NS2, do not provide 

simulation modules for the full Ir[)A protocol stacks. In order to examine the aceurac_ of the 

derived mathematical model, a set of' simulation programs is developed to emulate the 

realistic infrared com1111111111catlonl channel and the behaviour of the Irl )A , tack,. The 

simulation programs are written in the MAI I AHINI programming language I301. The source 

code of the programs is listed in Appendix II. In 1701, Harker developed and suhseyuentl\ 

verified an OPNFT model lür the Ii-DA physical and data link layers. In order to \alidate the 

accuracy of the developed MATLAHINI simulation program presented in Ibis section, the 

results fi-on1 both simulation programs are compared. Since these to sinnllatiun programs 

yield identical results, the developed MAITAB' NI simulation program is . ahidated. 
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As shown in Figure 4.7, the simulation programs consist of 3 different `agents' for the 

IrLAP, TinyTP and OBEX, as well as a random error generator acting as the physical 

channel. Each agent has its sub-agents/simulation modules. A brief description of different 

simulation modules follows. 

Physical channel: 
Function `physical' is the IrDA Physical layer. Based on the given average bit error 

probability and the length of the IrLAP frame, it randomly generates error to emulate the 

nature of infrared communication channel. The function returns a Boolean value. 0 indicates 

the error free frame transmission, while 1 indicates the frame corruption. 

IrLAP sender: 
Function 'irlapsender' calculates the time to transmit an IrLAP window. By using the 

function 'physical', 'irlapsender' considers the channel error, the I-frame 

transmission and the possible supervision frame transmission. The function returns the IrLAP 

window transmission time (Tlapsend). 

IrLAP receiver: 
Function ' irlapreceiver' calculates the time to transmit the IrLAP ack and erroneous 
frame number if the transmission is with error. The function returns the IrLAP 

acknowledgement transmission time (Tlapack) and the corrupted frame number in the case of 
the erroneous transmission. 

TinyTP sender & IrLMP multiplexer: 
Function 'ttpsender' calculates the time to transmit a TinyTP window with length of m 
by calling function `irlapsender' and `irlapreceiver'. The window transmission 

time (Tttpsend) is returned. 

TinyTP receiver & IrLMP demultiplexer: 

Function 'ttpreceiver' calculates the time to transmit the TinyTP Acks and the TinyTP 

buffer size at the receiver side. The TinyTP Ack transmission time (Tttpack), the new TinyTP 

window size (Wnew) and the size of the TinyTP packet remained in the buffer (numberbN) 

are returned. 
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TinyTP buffer manager: 
Function 'ttpbuffer' calculates the new TinyTP buffer size (Wnew) and the length of 

TinyTP packets in the buffer (numberb) for each TinyTP connection. The function returns the 

new TinyTP window size (Wnew), the bits remain in buffer (numberb) and the processing 

time (Tprocess). 

OBEX sender/Sink: 
Function ' obexsender' uses ̀ ttpsender' and `ttpreceiver' to calculate the time to transmit 

an OBEX packet window with length of lobez (Tobexsend). The function returns Tobexscnd. 

OBEX receiver: 

Function ' obexreceiver' calculates and returns the time to transmit the OBEX 

acknowledgements (Tobexack) by using `ttppsender' and `ttpreceiver'. 

4.5 Validation of the throughput equations and analysis of the TinyTP 

throughput 

In this section, the accuracy of the throughout equations (4.8), (4.12) and (4.14) is 

examined by comparing the analytical and the simulation results. Subsequently, the effects of 

the processor speed and IrLAP window and frame sizes on the TinyTP throughput arc 

examined based on the throughput equations. 

4.5.1 Validation of the throughput equations 
In Figure 4.8, TinyTP throughput efficiencies are compared by using the throughput 

equations of the analytical method and the computer simulation discussed in section 4.3. 

Three different receiver window (w) sizes are chosen in the plot representing three different 

buffer situations. The maximum IrLAP window and frame size are fixed at NLAP=20 and 

ILAp=16Kbit respectively with additional parameters set to C=16Mbit/s, v=IOMHz, t, a=10-4 s 

and B=2. Unless otherwise specified, the same values of C, v, t, Q and B are used throughout 

the analysis. The throughput efficiencies are plotted against the bit error rate in the range of 

10"5 to 10"8. The mean (x) of the throughput efficiency difference between the analytical and 

the simulation results and the standard deviation (o) of the throughput efficiency difference 

are also calculated by using equations (3.17)-(3.19). 

Figure 4.8 shows that the analytical results match the simulation results very well and the 

corresponding values of the mean difference and the standard deviation are very small. This 
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verities the mathematical model derived in section 4.2. All of the three throughput 

efficiencies (]'PF) decrease with the increase of the bit error rate (BER). In the case of w=15 

and 30, the system obtains much better TPE's than when w=5 especially for the low BER 

( TPE ;"0.8 ). The TPF titr iv 30 is slightly better than for w= 15. The figure shows that the 

system achieves the best possible throughput for any bit error rate by using a receiver window 

size at least twice as the maximum IrLAP window size ( Btit 2N1 11, ). A good TinyTP 

throughput level is also reached by using w= 15 ( N, 
, 11, < Bit, < 2ND 

,,, ) 
). A receiver window 

süc in the range of NI 11, < Bit, < 2N, 11, therefore provides good system performance for a 

relatively smaller buftcr site. 

(). 1) 

0.3 

I. 01`1-08 I. (1E-07 1.0E-06 I. OE, -05 

-a- 

BER 

Ný ir 20 and/cir=16Kbit 
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analy. w 15 (N-Bw<2N) A sini. w=15 (N<13w<2N) 
analy. kN3O (Bw "2N) 0 sim. w=30 (Bw>2N) 

Figure 4.8 (herall TinyTP throughput efficiency comparison for various receiver window 

süc ºI 'analy. ' stands for the analytical results while 'sim. ' stands for the simulation results. 

N is the acronym fiºr ; V, ,,.. overall TinyTP throughput is the aggregate throughput of B 

Channels. 

x 0.004 and rr 0.002 for iv 5, r 0.005 and c =O. 005 tor ºr-15, x=0.005 and 

ýr 11.11111 tur U" ill. 
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4.5.2 Effects of the IrI. AP window size (Ni , r) and frame size (/, i,. ) 

TinyTl' throughput efficiencies for different Irl_AP windoss and frame si/c are compared 

in Figure 4.9. The TinyTP receiver window sire is set to rti 20. 'Throughput efficiency is 

plotted against the hit error rate in the range of 10 ' to 10 ,. All the T111- curves decrease ss rth 

the increasing RF. R. The system achieves better TIT by using tat c trance size (1 �. I(Khit) 

at the low 13F. R. At the high 13FR, the system obtains better I III hs nnptenrenting small 

Iramc size (/, ,,, 2Khit). For the same Irl. Al' window size, the Crossing points of the tsso 

curves that represent different Irame sizes imply that a better throughput Can he achieved by 

appropriately adjusting the window and frame sites. 
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4.5.3 Effect of the processor speed (v) 

In the TinyTP mathematical analysis, it is assumed that the I in 'fP I'I)t "s ui the pi e\ Iuus 

window can always be processed and consumed fire the rase of N, B. 2. V, 
it. and 

Bit- >_ 2N, 
,,. The processor speed does not have any effect on the Tilly IP throughput \0 hen 

SO 



Bw > NLAP 
. 

This assumption holds true only when the extreme condition 

T,, !ý 3t,,, + 2t,, 4. + BT,,, k + t, is satisfied. To fulfil this condition, processor speed has to be at 

least as high as 
NLAP'TTP 

. For instance, for the I Mbit/s IrDA link with 
4(31, + 21ack + BT,, k + tl ) 

Ni-, ji-4,1L,, f/-l6Kb1t, it"= 10-3 s and B=2, the processor speed v has to be at least 0.8 MHz. If 

< 
CNLAP1rrP 

TmyTP throughput will deteriorate due to the extra time 
4(300 + 2Ctack + CBTI,, 

k +'LAP) 

needed for processing the TmyTP PDU's. Based on the mathematical model, Figure 4.10 

shows the effect of processing speed when Bvv! ý NLAP. The result is obtained by using the 

following parameters: Nl.,. Ip=20, ILAP= I 6Kbit and vt-5. The throughput efficiencies are plotted 
in three different BER against the processor speed in the range of 105 to 10' Hz. 

All three throughout efficiency curves increase with the processor speed until 

i, >IO'Hz=IOMHz. Since T,,, becomes smaller than tta+tack for v>IOMHz, the secondary waits 

for ttaýtack instead of T,, before sending the TinyTP acks. Therefore, throughput will not 

benefit from the processor speed over 10 MHz. It can be concluded that v=IOMHz is a 

suitable processing speed for the 16 Mbit/s IrDA links when Bvv:! ý- NLAP 
* 
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4.6 Optimization of the major parameters 
4.6.1 Optimum TinyTP receiver window size (w) 

As shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, the system achieves its best performance when 

Bw>_ 2NLAP because it takes full advantage of the IrLAP maximum window size. Since the 

throughput is also constrained by the IrLAP window size NLAP, it will not be improved by a 

receiver window size larger than 2NLAP. This means that the system will reach the same 

throughput as Bw=2NL4P even when Bw>2NLAp. Therefore, a receiver window size of 

w=2NL4P can always achieve the best throughput even if only one TinyTP connection is 

running. Good TinyTP throughput is also obtained by using a receiver window size of 

NLAP < Bw < 2NLAp. For the devices with limited memory resources, TinyTP can use a 

receiver window size in the range of NLAP < Bw < 2NLAP to improve system performance 

and resource requirement since this range provides good throughput for relatively a smaller 
buffer size. 

4.6.2 Optimum IrLAP window size (NLAp) and frame size ('LAP) 
As shown in Figure 4.9, a better throughput is potentially achieved at the TinyTP level if 

IrLAP window and frame sizes can be optimized. In Chapter 3, optimization equations of the 

IrLAP parameters that maximize the IrLAP throughput are presented. When considering 

TinyTP performance optimization, the optimizations at IrLAP level are not suitable for 

TinyTP due to the constraint of receiver window size. In order to maximize the TinyTP 

throughput for any given receiver window size and BER, IrLAP parameters are optimized in 

this section. If it is convenient to optimize one of NLAP and ILAP, the maximum TinyTP 

throughput is achieved by optimizing either NLAP or ILAP while setting the other to a fixed 

value. The best TinyTP throughput is obtained when both N1 and 1LAP are simultaneously 

optimized with BER. 

4.6.2.1 Optimum window or frame size for maximum TinyTP throughput 

A. Bw <_ NLAP 

Since one TinyTP connection cannot send more than w segments before receiving 

acknowledgement, IrLAP window size always equals to Bw, as shown in Figure 4.4. In this 

case, only IrLAP frame size kp can be optimized with NLAP set to the value of Bw. 

The optimum value of ILAP for any fixed NL, 4P is derived by calculating 
aFTTP 

=0 of FTTP 
a1LAP 

in the equation (4.8) which is a function of I, 44. After some calculations and approximations, 
the optimum equation for ILAp is derived: 
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I 

UPI L, =1 
I2(tack +BTack +3ta)C 

Bw v Pb 
(4.16) 

B. Nip <Bw<2NLAP 
In this case, both NLAp and 1LAp are adjustable. Bw is limited to the range from NLAp to 

2NLAp. It is possible to maximize throughput by fixing either NLAP or 1LAp and optimizing the 

other variable. The optimum value of NLAp for any fixed 6p is derived by taking 
öF7Tp 

=0 aNLAP 

of FrrP in the equation (4.8). For fixed NLAP, optimum lLAP value is derived by taking the 

derivative 
'ITTP 

= 0. After some calculations and approximations, the optimum equations 
LAP 

for NLAP and ILAP are given by: 

Nopt= 
Bw 
2 

_ 
2(tack + 3t, Q + BTQýk )C 

l°p` 
T 

NLAP2 - 2BwNLAP + B2w2)pb 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

C. Bw >_ 2NLAP 
By using the same approach as in the case above, optimum equations for N1 and lL,, p are 

given as: 

Nopt 

2(tack + 3t, Q + BTQýk )C 

_ 

2(tack + 3tta + BTack )C 

YLAP +1 ILAP)2 Pb 

= 
2(NLAPl 'LAP+ (tack + 3tta + BTack 

oPt - NLAP2P6 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

4.6.2.2 Simultaneous optimum window and frame size for maximum TinyTP throughput 

In this case, both IrLAP window and frame size are simultaneously adjusted. The 

maximum possible TinyTP throughput can be achieved. In order to derive optimum NAP and 

ljp values, first lip is fixed to derive optimum NLAp by calculating 
aF77p 

=0. Then, the 
aNLAP 

derived optimum N14P as a function of 'LAP is substituted to the throughput equation. 
Throughput FTTp becomes a function of frame size 6p for optimum NMp values. Optimum 
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lj p equation is derived by calculating 
'F'rrP 

= 0. Finally, the optimum equation NLAP is 
01LAP 

derived by substituting the optimum lp to the throughput equation and calculating 
öFT7. P =0. öNLAP 

A. Bw S NAP 
As described in section 4.5.2.1. A, IrLAP window size NLAp is fixed at Bw. Only IrLAP 

frame size lp is required to be optimized for throughput. The optimum lur is given by 

equation (4.16). 

B. NLAp <Bw<2NLAP 
In 4.5.2.1. B, optimum Nip equation (4.17) is already lp independent. To derive 

optimum lLAP, we only need to substitute (4.17) into the throughput equation (4.12). Optimum 

Nj p and Ip in this case are given as: 

Bw 
Nopr= 

2 

_2 
(tQck + 3t, 

Q + BTack )C 
l°p` 

Bw Pb 
opt 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

c. Bw ? 2NL4P 

After some calculations and approximations, simultaneous optimum NLAp and lup are 

given as: 

Nopt 
I 

_I 
2(tack + 3tra + BTack )CyPh 

v 41'+ 41'PbY + Pb2Yl i2- Pb2Y21' 

J4lp'+4lLAp' pbY +pb2Y1LAP 12 pb2Y21 LAP 
ý 

lopt =2 
Ypb 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

2(tack +3ta +BTaCk)C 
where Y= 

Pb 

For the low BER, lop, takes values larger than 16 Kbits, which is not allowed by the IrLAP 

specification. In practice, both approaches for optimum IrLAP parameters are used. Approach 

4.5.2.1. C, equation (4.20) is used to obtain Nop, in low BER for fixed maximum value 

lLAp=16Kbits, until the calculated lop, is less than 16 Kbits (- BER = 5.7 x 106 from (4.24) 
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using B=2 and t, "=104s). Approach 4.5.2.2. C (equations (4.23) and (4.24)) is applied to obtain 

N�P, and 1�P, values for higher BER. 

In order to examine the accuracy of the optimum equations derived in this section, the 

results obtained from the equations are compared with the results obtained by the exact 

numerical methods. The exact optimum results are obtained using a numerical algorithm 

which locates maximum throughput from equations (4.8), (4.12) and (4.15) by numerically 

cycling the integer values of NL. IP or IL. IP for different BER's. In Figure 4.11, the overall 

throughput efficiency is plotted against the BER in the range of 10-' to 10-s for the 

simultaneous optimum NL. 4p and 1L, AP. The corresponding optimized IrLAP window and frame 

size are plotted in Figure 4.12. 
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A exact (N<Bw<2N) --A analy. (N<Bw<2N) 

-0- exact (Bw>=2N) " 

analy. (Bw>=2N) 

Figure 4.11 TinyTP throughput efficiency using optimum IrLAP window and frame size. I 

and N are the acronyms for IL. 4Pand NL-. 4P respectively. 

x=0.003 and a=0.003 for Bvv<_N , x=0.011 and 6=0.010 for N<Bºr<2N , 
x=0.002 and u=0.005 for Bwv>_ 2N 

.x 
is the mean of the difference between the exact 

and the analytical results. or is the standard deviation of the difference. x and a have the 

same meaning in section 4.5.2. 
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In Figure 4.11, the throughput efficiencies gradually decrease as the BER increases. 

Comparing the optimum TPE results obtained from the equations with the results obtained 

from the exact numerical method, they show very good agreement for all three cases. In the 

case of Bw>2NLAP, the system always performs at its optimum throughput. For a given size of 

TinyTP receiver window, N�E� should always satisfy the condition Bºtw>2NL,., P and be 

calculated from equations (4.19) and (4.23) for the corresponding BER. A comparison 

between Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.11 shows that the optimizations of IrLAP window and frame 

size are necessary since the performance is significantly improved at the TinyTP level when 

the optimum values are implemented. 
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Figure 4.12 The corresponding optimum IrLAP window and frame size to Figure 4.11.1 and 

N are the acronyms for IL44Pand N,, aP respectively. 

For the optimum IrLAP frame size: x= 783 and a= 666 for Bw 5N, x= 755 and a= 732 

for N< Bw < 2N, x= 724 and a =1284 for Bw >_ 2N. The unit is bit. 

For the optimum IrLAP window size: x=0 and a=0 for N< BKw < 2N 
,x=0.12 and 

a=0.33 for Bw>_2N. 

As shown in Figure 4.12, the optimum frame sizes are fixed at 16 Kbits in the low 

BER and then drop down significantly with the increasing BER. Although there are some 

differences between the exact and equation approaches, the curves representing two different 

approaches have the same shape. Since the corresponding analytical and exact optimum 
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throughput efficiencies match very well (as shown in Figure 4.11), the optimum equation for 

/1.11' is adequate. 

The optimum window sizes N0,,, have exactly the same values of 20 for either the exact or 

the equat\on sesu\ts wlAen NI AP<Bw<2N/ 41,. For the case of Bw >_ 2 NSA p, N,,,,, also has a good 

agreement between the two approaches especially at the low BER. Thus, the optimum equation 

for N1.. 1P is verified. 

4.6.3 Optimum IrLAP turnaround time 

As shown in the previous section, N,,,,, should always satisfy the condition BVv>2N1.. 4P in 

order to optimize the TinyTP throughput. Only the case of Bvv>2Nj,,. jp is therefore considered. 

In Figure 4.13, TinyTP throughput efficiencies are plotted against the IrLAP tumaround time 

in the range of 10-5 to 10-2S. In order to highlight the effect of the IrLAP tumaround time, 

optimum Nl,.,,, and arc used. The throughput efficiencies are compared for three different 

BER's. The receiver window size is fixed at 20. 

As shown in Figure 4.13, the throughput efficiencies for the low BER are better than for 

high BER for the sarric IrLAP turnaround time. When t,, is less than 104S (0.1 MS) , the TPE 

only increases slightly with the decrease of t,,,. However, the TPE decreases significantly 

when t,,, is greater than 0.1 ms. By considering the trade off of system performance and 

hardware requirement, it can be seen that an IrLAP turriaround time at the order of 104S is a 

suitable parameter for the 16 Mbit/s IrDA links. 
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Figure 4.13 Effect of IrLAP turnaround time on TinyTP throughput efficiency 
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4.7 Summary of the Chapter 

This chapter presents a mathematical model for TinyTP over the IrDA protocol stacks. 
Based on this model, a comprehensive optimization study is carried out to improve system 

performance at the transport layer. Four major parameters arc optimized including the TinyTP 

receiver window, the IrLAP window and frame size, as well as the IrLAP turnaround time. 
The analysis shows that the system always achieves its best performance when the receiver 

window size is at least twice as large as the IrLAP window size (Bw ý: 2NLAp ). Good TinyTP 

throughput is also obtained when the receiver window size is larger than the IrLAP window 

size but smaller than two times of the IrLAP window size (NL4p < Bw < 2NLAp)* An IrLAP 

turnaround time in the order of 104s is suitable for the 16 Mbit/s IrDA links. 

In the next chapter, the IrDA session layer which runs on top of TinyTP is to be 

examined. Two IrDA session protocols, OBEX and IrBurst, are to be investigated. 
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Chapter 5. Modelling IrDA Session Layer: OBEX and IrBurst 

5.1 Introduction 

Object Exchange protocol (OBEX) is a compact, cflicient session layer protocol that 

enables a wide range of devices to exchange data in a simple and spontaneous manncr. OBEX 

was developed by the members of IrDA for the purpose of interconnecting a wide range of 

devices that support IrDA protocols. It is not, however, limited to use only in the IrDA 

environment. OBEX has been adopted by other wireless technology transports, including 

Bluetooth, as the framework for wireless object exchange. 

IrDA Burst protocol (IrBurst) is another session layer protocol that is designed for high 

speed large volume information transfer over IrDA links. IrBurst has been recently developed 

and published by IrDA in order to complement OBEX which is best suitcd for transmitting 

small files. Both OBEX and IrBurst are layered above TinyTP, as shown in Figure 2.5. In this 

chapter, a detailed study of the performance of OBEX and IrBurst protocol operating on top 

of the IrDA protocol stacks is carried out. 

This chapter is organized as follows: In section 5.1, the detailed properties of OBEX arc 

elaborated. Then, a mathematical model is developed for OBEX which allows derivation of 

throughput taking into account the lower IrDA protocol stacks in section 5.2. The OBEX 

throughput equation is subsequently verified by simulations. Section 5.3 carries out an 

optimization study to maximize the OBEX throughput for any given bit error rates by 

optimizing the related protocol parameters. The effects of the maximum OBEX packet size 

and OBEX turnaround time are examined in section 5.4. In section 5.5, the protocol details of 

IrBurst are discussed. Finally, the performance of IrBurst and OBEX are compared when the 

transmission of large size objects is considered. 

5.2 Object Exchange (OBEX) protocol 
IrDA is a short-range, point-to-point, high throughput, low-power technology. This makes 

it suitable for wireless point-to-point object exchange-sometimes referred to as "point and 

shoot". OBEX is the mechanism that IrDA employs as a minimum baseline for the point and 

shoot usage model. 
The fundamental goal of OBEX is interoperability. If two users each have an IrDA 

enabled device and want to exchange an object, it should not matter what type of object it is, 

or what the relative capabilities of the two devices are-they should be able to exchange the 

object. The approach taken by OBEX is modelled after the HyperText Transport Protocol 

(HTTP). The goal of HTTP is to exchange objects of all types as flexible as possible, 
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independent of data types. That includes being able to reject objects that it does not 

understand without compromising those portions that it does understand. OBEX can be 

viewed as a strippcd-down, binary version of HTTP, offering a very similar model of flexible 

data exchange. OBEX works for many devices that support IrDA or Bluetooth 

communications but cannot afford the substantial resources required by an HTTP server. It 

also targets devices with different usage models that require connection to the internet. 

A major use of OBEX is as a "Push" or "Pull" application, allowing rapid and ubiquitous 

communications among portable devices in dynamic environments. For instance, a laptop 

user pushes a file to another laptop or PDA; a digital camera pushes pictures into a film 

development kiosk, or queries (pulled) for the electronic business card of its owner. OBEX is 

not limited to quick connect-transfer-disconncct scenarios as it also allows sessions in which 

transfers take place over a period of time, maintaining the connection even when the session 
is idle. 

Similarly to the HTTP, OBEX employs a Request-Response paradigm often referred to as 

the Client-Server architecture as the conversation format [45]. The terms client and server 

refer to originator and receiver of the OBEX connection, not necessarily the one who 

originated the low level IrLAP connection. Requests are issued by the client representing the 

party that initiates the OBEX connection. Once a request is issued, the client waits for a 

response from the server before issuing another request. The request/response pair is referred 

to as an operation. "PUT" and "GET" are the two types of operations used in OBEX As the 

names suggest, the "PUT" operation sends one object from the client to the server, while the 

"GET" operation requests that the server returns an object to the client. The maximum and 

minimum lengths for both request and response packets are 512 Kbits and 2 Kbits 

respectively [45]. 

Figure 5.1 illustrates OBEX in the process of packetizing a large object for transmission 

initiated by the 'PUT' operation. An object is any complete logical unit of data. It may be an 
individual data structure, a data packet, or a file. Every object has two basic parts. First, there 

is header information, which carries information about the object. This might include the 

object's size, name, creation time and date stamp, type, etc. Secondly, there are the actual 
data. The initial OBEX request packet (first packet) will typically, although not strictly 

required to do so, have certain header information of the object. Although no specific 

requirements are imposed to the first packet, following analysis assumes that first packet 

conveys all the necessary header information of the object, as shown in Figure 5.1. The 

connection-oriented session allows capabilities and information to be exchanged just once at 
the start of the connection, and allows state information to be kept. The subsequent OBEX 

packets therefore only have to include the Operation code (Opcode), the packet length field 

and the body header. The Opcode field is a 1-byte value that specifies the type of the OBEX 
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packet ('put' packet, ̀ get' packet, etc). The packet length field provides the information of the 

OBEX packet length. The body header consists of the body header ID field identifying it as 

an object body, and a 2-byte body length field indicating the length of the payload. 
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Figure 5.1 OBEX object packetization 
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After the connection establishment of the OBEX session, the OBEX session 

communicates with the TinyTP layer by quoting a unique Link Service Access Point Selector 

(LSAP-SEL) assigned by IrLMP. Details of the IrDA connection establishment procedures 

are to be discussed in Chapter 6. It should be noted that more than one OBEX sessions can 

operate consecutively at the same time. As discussed in Chapter 4, multiple IrLMP 

connections are created when multiple OBEX sessions arc implemented. Since the effects of 

multiple connections and different receiver buffer size arc considered and examined in 

Chapter 4, only one OBEX session is considered in the throughput dcrivation in order to 

simplify the analysis in this Chapter. It is also assumed that the receiver buffer is always 

sufficient to accommodate all the incoming TinyTP PDU's. In such case, TinyTP only 

requires to add one byte header information to each OBEX packet and it does not nccd to 

perform flow control. 

5.3 Analytical model of OBEX 

For the purpose of developing the mathematical model, the following assumptions are 

made: 
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" The OBEX packets are sent in the OBEX 'PUT' operation mode. 

" Only one OBEX session is active in the sender, thus the IrDA link is exclusively used 
by one IrLMP connection assigned for the OBEX session. 
Only the 'connected' OBEX packets (not the first packet) are considered. 
The buffer of the peer is large enough to accommodate the incoming TinyTP PDU's, 

therefore, no TinyTP flow control is Performed and TinyTP maximum segment size 

plus TinyTP and IrLMP headers are equal to the IrLAP frame size 

( IrrP +1 ILMP +1 IrrP ý ILAP )* 

The details of the parameters used in the OBEX modelling are given in Table 3-1, Table 
4-1 and Table 5-1. The headers of different layers are illustrated in Figure 5.2. The 

mathematical model uses Figure 5.3 for the derivation of OBEX throughput by considering 
the underlying IrDA protocol stacks. 

Symbol Parameter Description Unit 
PRe OBEX request packet size bit 
PRES OBEX response packet size bit 
1'OBEx OBEX request packet overhead bit 
IOBEx OBEX request packet payload IOBEx = PREQ -1oBEx bit 

O Object size bit 
THE Time to transmit an OBEX response packet sec 
TOBEx OBEX turnaround time sec 
T�« Time to transmit the full IrLAP windows sec 
Trem Time to transmit the incomplete IrLAP window sec 

Table 5-1 OBEX parameters used in modelling 
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Figure 5.2 VFIR IrDA frame structure 
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Figure 5.3 Mapping OBEX, TinyTP, IrLMP to IrLAP frames 

For each OBEX request packet, TinyTP has to transmit a packet with the length Of PREQo 

as illustrated in Figure 5.3. One OBEX request packet is often segmented into a number of 
TinyTP PDU's and sent by IrLAP. The segmented OBEX packet is likely to be sent in 

multiple full IrLAP windows and a single incomplete IrLAP window at the end, Figure 5.3. 

When ITTp - NLAp < PREQ, the OBEX packet requires more than one IrLAP window for its 

transmission. Thus, to transmit a large OBEX packet (ITTp-N p<PEQ), sevcralcomplcte LA R 

IrLAP windows and probably one incomplete IrLAP window are needed. 

When ITTp - NLAp 2! PREQ, the OBEX packet can be sent within a single IrLAP window. 

If the OBEX packet does not require a full IrLAP window for the transmission, the 

transmitter simply sets the Poll bit to I (P=I) in the last IrLAP frame requesting an 

acknowledgement from the receiver. 
The average time required for transmitting all the complete IrLAP windows for one 

OBEX request packet is: 
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When NOBEX is the number of IrLAP windows required to transmit one OBEX packet. Nco, is 

the average number of IrLAP frames correctly transmitted in a full IrLAP window and tW is 

the average time to transmit a full IrLAP window excluding the propagation delay. It should 

be noted that Tf. 11 =0 if 17T, " NLAP ? PREQ. As discussed in section 3.2, Nco,. and t,, are 

given as: 

Ncor -N 
11ý1-p)ýp+NLAPý1-p)N`"P 

= 
(1-p)(1-(1-p)N`"P) 

(5.2) 
i=1 P 

tw = NLAPtJ + tack + p(tFout + ts) + Tack (5.3) 

The length of the incomplete IrLAP window is given as: 
Lrem = (PREQ)modulus(ITTP - Ncor) (5.4) 

The number of IrLAP frames in the incomplete IrLAP window is: 

Nin = 
FL,,, 

- 
/ ITTP 1 (5.5) 

The probability of having error/errors in the incomplete IrLAP window is: 

pint =1- (1- p)N, " (5.6) 
Because of the small value of p, p;,,, can be approximated as: 

P; n1 =1-(1- P) N! " ý1-(1-Nine)=N, nP 
(5.7) 

Similarly to the derivation in section 4.2, if errors occur in transmitting the incomplete IrLAP 

window with probability of pi,,, it is sufficient to assume that on average the error occurs in 

the middle of the window due to the randomness of error occurrence. Retransmission will 

occur to recover the error with window length of 0.5Ni,,. If additional errors occur during 

retransmission with probability Of PM2 ý_ Pinj (I _ (I _ P)0,5Nil 0.5Nin2p2 another 

retransmission window is required with window length half of the previous value, i. e. 0.25Ni,, 

and so on. When the length of retransmission window becomes less than 1, the IrLAP 

window is considered to be successfully transmitted. The average time for transmitting the 

incomplete window therefore can be derived as: 

Tre 
m 

Nint/ +P(lFout +l, ) + tack +Tack +Pinl(iNlnt! +PýtFout +ta) + lack +Tack)+ 

+PinNQ1N,: 
1 +P(tFout +t, )+tack + Tack) 

1_ 
+2 Nrp+... +(l)x(x+1) Nrnxpx) Nrntj +(I+ pi., +... + p, nx)(p(tFonr +t, )+tack +Tnck) 

X1 l2i(i+1) X(1 li(i-1) 
= 1+ 

(I 
(Ni�P)' Jj N; 

�tj+ 
1+Nr�P+ý II (Nr�P)' (P(tFo�t +ts)+tack +Tock) 

i. ý 2iii rai `2/ 

(5.8) 
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where X is an integer with value of x= Llog2Nj,, J that satisfies Y2 
x- Ni,, ý: 1. 

Since OBEX employs Request-Response as the transmission scheme, the transmitter has 

to wait for the acknowledgement from the receiver before sending the next OBEX packet. 
OBEX response packet from the receiver is only sent after the successful transmission of an 
OBEX request packet. Since the response packets are used only for the acknowledgement 

purpose (no payload), the packet length is equal to the OBEX header IOBEx (PRES=I'OBEX)- Due 

to the small size of IoBF_x, it is sent in a single IrLAP frame and it is assumed to be 

transmission error free. The time required to transmit a response packet is: 

PI IOBEX+ 117TP+ I ILAfP+ I ILAP 
TRES = 

RES +117TP+1? LMP+ 
IILAP 

= (5.9) 
CC 

Due to the small size of the IrLAP and TinyTP acknowledgements and the fast hardware link 

turnaround (IrLAP turnaround IJ, OBEX turnaround time TOBEx is assumed to be much 
longer than the IrLAP and TinyTP acknowledgement time ( TOqEx >> t,, k + Tck + 2t,, ). From 

Figure 5.3, the average time to transmit one OBEX packet is: 

,x 
T= Tf,,,, + T,,. + TRES + 2TOBF 

The OBEX throughput, which is defined as the useful data bit per second, is given by: 
PREQ -1 IOBEX 

__ 
1OBEX 

F'OBEx =TT 

The throughput efficiency is: 

TPE = 
FOBEX 

C 

(5.1 1) 

(5.12) 

By using the simulation programs as discussed in section 4.3, the accuracy of the derived 

OBEX throughput equation is examined by comparing the analytical results and the 

simulation results. In Figure 5.4, the throughput efficiency is plotted against the bit crror rate 
in the range from 104 to 10-8 by using different OBEX packet sizes, IrLAP window and frame 

sizes. The other parameters are set as follows: C=16Mbit/s, ToBEX=2ms, tla=O-Ims. These 

parameter values will be used throughout this chapter unless otherwise specified. The mean 

(x) of the difference between the analytical and the simulation results and the standard 
deviation (a) of the difference arc also calculated by using equations (3.17)-(3.19). 

As shown in Figure 5.4, the analytical results match very well with the simulation results 
for all three different parameter combination cases. The difference between the analytical and 
the simulation results is marginal. This verifies the mathematical model derived above. When 

comparing the three different parameter combination cases, Par. 1 provides lower throughput 
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at the low BER but achieves higher throughput at the high BER compared to Par. 2 and Par-3. 

The results indicate that different value of OBEX packet size PREQ, and IrLAP window NL. 4P 

and frame ILAP size have different effects on the OBEX throughput. The OBEX throughput 

therefore may be improved by optimizing PREQ, NEAP and ILAP. 
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Figure 5.4 OBEX throughput efficiency against BER using non-optimum parameters. Analy. 

stands for analytical results and sim. stands for simulation results 

Par. 1: NEAP=30, 'LAP =1024bit, PREQ =512Kbit; 

Par. 2: NEAP=60, ILAP =6Kbit, PREQ =256Kbit; 

Par. 3: NL, 4P=80, ILAP= 12Kbit, PREQ=128Kbit; 

x=0.009 and u=0.012 for Par. 1, x=0.012 and a=0.009 for Par. 2, x=0.010 and 

a= 0.006 for Par. 3. 

5.4 Parameters Optimization 

As shown in the previous section, OBEX performance can be improved by choosing the 

appropriate OBEX and IrLAP parameters for a given BER. Equations for optimizing the 

parameters are derived in this section. Several evaluation results are presented in order to 

verify the mathematical analysis. 
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5.4.1 Optimum OBEX packet size 
Maximum OBEX packet size PREQ is one of the negotiable parameters during the 

connection establishment stage. Its value is between from 2 Kbits to 512 Kbits as dcrincd in 

[45]. By assuming the time to transmit the IrLAP windows is equally distributed for each 
IrLAP frame, the following equation holds true: 

PREQ ]. 
tw+T 

PREQ * tw 

I P. 
(I_P). (I_(I_P)NLAp)lp rem 

IT, 
ITrp - (I - P) - P)1P)/P 

(5.13) 

PREQ is very large compared to the OBEX header PoBEx, hence, it is sufficient to assume 

PREQ -1 10BEX ;z PREQ 
. 

By substituting this assumption and the assumption given by (S. 13) to 

equation (5.11), the OBEX throughput becomes: 

r., - 
PREQ -I 10BEX 

1'OBEX = 

.: N 

PREQ 

-t +T +T +2T L 177P 
P. 

(1- p). (I - (1- p)NýP 
)/ pw 

RES rem OliEX 

PREQ 
(5.14) 

PREQ tw 
N +Tý +2ToQý 

IrrP'(1-P)'(1-(1-P) LAP)/ 
p 

Due to the small value of p, it is assumed that 1- (I - p)'ýrLko ýý 1-0- NLAPP),, 2 NLApp. Let 

(TRES + 2TOBEx) - NLAp - ITTp - (I - p) = A, then (5.14) is further simplificd to: 

FOBFX = 
PREQ * NLAP * ITTP ' (I - P) 

(5.15) 
PREQ - tw +A 

where A is independent of PREQ. Since t,, <I and NLAp - ITTp - (I - p) >I, then 

tw <NLAp - ITTp -(I - p) . 
FoBF-x therefore should increase when the value of PREg increases. 

One can conclude from equation (5.15) that the OBEX throughput always bencrits from a 

bigger PREQ for any bit error rate. 

Besides the OBEX packet size, IrLAP window NLAp and frame sizes ILAp arc the other two 

major factors affecting the OBEX throughput. IrLAP window and frame sizes are to be 

optimized in the following sections by using a similar approach that has been used in section 

4.5. 

5.4.2 Optimum IrLAP window or frame size for maximum OBEX throughput 

Due to the half duplex nature of the IrDA link, window size is an important and easily 

adjustable parameter. If a large window size NLAp is applied, the possibility of sending frames 

following an erroneous frame is higher. All the frames that are received after an erroneous 
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frame are considered out of sequence and discarded by the receiver. These frames essentially 
delay the reversing of link direction. Time taken for such frame transmissions reduces 

throughput. 
In contrast, for a small window size NL4p, the link transmission direction changes more 

often and the IrLAP acknowledgements have to be sent more frequently. It is possible to 

optimize NLApfor various bit error rates. By calculating the derivative of NLAp for equation 

(5.14) 
aFOBEX 

= 0, the optimum value of NLApfor any fixed ILApand PREQ is derived: aNLAp 

Nopt 
Ztack c 

=2 
1LAP 

Pb 
(5.16) 

Since the header of the IrLAP frame is very small compared to the payload of the IrLAP 

frame, two approximations have been made in the derivation above: 

., -1n- \ILAP+I'rin _. 
1-..... a . -'LAP F-i -ll -fb 1-... _.. :, 'LAPPb auu 11 ' 

C 
Besides optimizing the window size, the frame size can also be optimized to improve the 

OBEX throughput. A smaller frame size reduces frame error probability and the necessary for 

error retransmissions. Implcmenting a small frame size however results in relative increase of 

IrLAP overlicads since each frame transmission requires the transmission of flags, address 
field, control field and FCS. An optimum frame size ILAp can be derived for calculating 
eFOBEX 

=0 for fixed NLAp and PREQ. After some calculations, the equation for optimum ILAp is 
OILAP 

derived: 

lopt = 
-tackCPb + 2tackCPb 

NLAPPb 
(5.17) 

In order to examine the accuracy of equations (5.16) and (5.17), the analytical optimum 
results are compared with the exact optimum results. Similarly to the method used in section 
4.5.2, the exact optimum results are obtained using a numerical algorithm which locates 

maximum throughput from equation (5.11) by numerically cycling the integer values of NLAP 

or ILAp in the range of 1-127 and 512bit-16Kbit respectively at different bit error rates. 
The optimum values of window NLAp or frame size ILAp using the exact and the analytical 

approaches are compared in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.7. The corresponding throughput 

efficiencies are presented in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8. The results are plotted against the 

BER by using a PREQ value of 512 Kbits. The range of the results is restricted by the IrLAP 

specification [42]. Thus, optimum NLAp is fixed at 127 if a value larger than 127 is required, 

while the optimum ILAp is fixed at 16 Kbits if a value larger than 16 Kbits is required. 
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of optimum window sizes when using exact algorithm and analytical 

equations for two fixed frame sizes of 16 Kbits and I Kbits. I is the acronym of /,,,. 

x =1.88 and a=2.26 for 1=1 Kbit, x=1.94 and a=2.96 for 1- I6Khit. where x is the mean 

of the difference between the analytical and the exact results. cr is the standard deviation of 

the difference. x and a have the same meaning throughout section 5.3. 

As shown in Figure 5.5, the optirnum NI.., Il, decreases rapidly when the BER increases. By 

comparing the exact and the analytical optirriurn N, 11, values, (he biggest diff'ercnce is 

observed at the low BER. For the high BER, these two approaches match very well. The 

differences between the exact and analytical results arc mainly due to the approximation 

applied to equation (5.13). The approximation reduces the effect ofthe incomplete window in 
the throughput equation. Since the optimum Nl,,,,, values arc large for the low BFR, the 
incomplete window may also be large, and hence has a bigger cillect oil the throughput as 
discussed later. As the OBEX throughput is already very high at the low BFR, accurale 

optimum NI., 4p values for low BER do not significantly irnprovc the throughput. Since there is 

more to be gained on the throughput at the high BER, it is more important to obtain accurate 

optimum Nl,,. Ip values. As shown in Figure 5.6, only a small diftlercricc is observed oil (he 

corresponding throughput results despite the difference between the exact and the analytical 

approaches for optimum Nl,. 4p at the low BER. This shows that the optimum lrl, AP window 

equation (5.16) is adequate. This also verifies the validity oftlic approximations made in the 

optimum equations derivation. 
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Figure 5.6 The corresponding throughput efficiency of Figure 5.5 

x=0.001 and a=0.001 for l=1 Kbit, x=0.008 and a=0.009 for 1=16Kbit. 
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of optimum frame sizes when using exact algorithm and analytical 

equations for two fixed window sizes of 5 and 50. N is the acronym of N1 1, ' 

x= 527 bits and 6= 212 bits for N=5, x= 1072 bits and a =1280 bits for N=50. 
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Figure 5.8 The corresponding throughput efficiency of Figure 5.7 

x=0.018 and a=0.008 for N=5, x=0.010 and a=0.003 forN 50. 

In Figure 5.7, the optimum 11-4p has large values at the low 13FA and dicil (jecI-eIsc. s 

rapidly as the BER increases. There are some differences between the analytical and the exact 

results especially for the low BER. This is also due to the approximation made In (5.13) its 
discussed later. The difference for optimum 1j,, 4p between the two approaches at low BFR does 

not however affect the OBEX throughput significantly as shown in Figure 5.8. Thus, using 

equation (5.17) for optimum 11.. 1p is adequate as well. 

5.4.3 Simultaneous optimization of IrLAP window and frame sizes for maximum 

OBEX throughput 

The best possible OBEX throughput can be achieved when N, and iffe 

simultaneously optimized for a given bit error rate. The optimum NI... 11) and Ip are obtained 

by calculating first denvative of throughput equation (5.15) with respect to NI Ip and 11 11" 

aFOBEX 
- 

aFOBEA' 
=0. After some calculations and approximations, dic simultaneous aNLAP alLAP 

optimum values of Nl,,. Ip and I, -,. Ip are derived: 

lop, 
11 ý[.. aP 

Pýý 
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and N= 
2<<, 

ýýC (5.1ý>) No,,, 
, ý L: I! ' 

to (lie analy-sis Illade in section 3.3.2, cqLliltlOIIS (5.18) and (5.19) reveal that 

is es"Cl it la I Ildcl)CII(ICII( of' IIFR, and becomes very large and takes va I Lies I arga than 16 

Kbits at low bit cn-or ratcs < 2.6 x 10 from equation (5.18) by using P, ,, 72bit 

Wlicii the results are rcquired to be larger than 10 Kbils, is fixed at 16 Kbits in order to 

comply %% Ith lrDA spccification and equation (5.16) is used for optimum 11 1/,. 

I oi BI. R - 2.0 x 10 equations (5.18) and (5.19) can be used for tile OptIlIlUni N, lp and 

/I Ip %ýIltjcs. 

II lie analytical results are compared with the exact rcSLIltS in order to examinc thc 

ak, curacy ol'equations (5.19) and (5.19). Figurc 5.9 prcscrits I comparison bctwccl, optI1111.1111 

III \I' %% Indo%% and ft"Iflic Wes UsIlig tlic exact aii(I tlic analytical approaches. 'I'lic results are 

plot I cd against the IiFR III the range of 10 "' 10 ". 
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Ill Figure 5.9, tile CLIPVCS 01' tile CXact optimum values for both N, ,. and /I j. Slum a now 

S11100th SIMPC tIll-OIlgIlOLlt tile Whole BFR range. Till., Is title to tile %I/C challge% of 111C 

incomplete IrLAII vvindow from equation (5.4). lit spite ofthe fluctuations, tile anaklical 

results closely 1`611ow the shape of' tile Curves of' exact results. The ol)tlllltllll CkItl. lIlollN I S) 

and (5.19) are adeq tiatc approx i mat ions. 

The optimum OBFX packet si/c PRIýI illid tile COI*I'CSI)()Iltiillg till 011911JUlt Clllklk'llt\ -ilk' 

shown ill Figure 5.10. The optimulli PR/ý) from equation (5.15) should ll%c it-, Immilitilit 

allowed Value to acIllcvc 111,1XIIIIIIIII throughput. ThIls, Ill the analytical approadl. tile 01111111tim 

uses upper limit of'512 Khlts. Ill Figure 5.10, (lie ctll-\c tcl)ICNL*llllllg tile C\Ilt: l opiIIIIIIIII 

(MIA packet si/es slightly fluctuaics throughout tile %%holc BI-R iange. Nevenhelc%%. it i.. 

very close to the value of'512 Kbits that Is (lie optillillill Ps, t, del. 1%ed 1,10111 file till% 

verifies (lie matlicniatlical analysis for (lie ol)tillltllll ()lit- X packet %I/C. 
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the exact results and the analytical results. The two throughput efficiency curves match well 

especially at the high BER. Additionally, the OBEX system using optimum parameters shows 

considerable perforrnance improvements when compared it to the non-optimized cases shown 

in Figure 5.4. Significant improvement is achieved at the high BER when the optimum 

parameters are used. For instance, OBEX throughput efficiency of over 0.4 is achieved 
despite the high BER (BER= 10-4), while throughput efficiency of 0.1 or less is observed for 

the non-optirmsed cases at the same BER. 

5.4.4 Effects of different protocol tasks on the OBEX throughput 

The relative time consumed on each of the protocol tasks is examined in this section. 
According to equation (5.10), the average time T to transmit one OBEX packet consists of the 

following components: T/j, j/, T TR[.. -s and TOBE. y. The transmission is separated into three 

protocol tasks: full IrLAP window transmission TIj, 11, incomplete IrLAP window transmission 
T,.,.,,, and waiting for acknowledgcments from receiver TREs+2TOBE. v. Thus, the following 

equation always holds true Tj, « /T+ 7w,,, /T+ (TRES + 2TOBEX )/T =1. 

I oo1Yo 
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-+- full IrLAP windows acknowledgement time 
incomplete IrLAP window 

Figure 5.1 1 Time percentage against the BER for three different OBEX protocol tasks 

The time percentage of the three different protocol tasks is plotted against the BER in 
Figure 5.11. Optimurn protocol parameters (PREQ, N,,,,, and 1,, p, ) are used. As shown in Figure 
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5.11, full window transmission that carries the main body of an OBEX packet is the dominant 

protocol task for the whole BER range. Incomplete window transmission represents the last 

part of an OBEX packet which can not fill up one full IrLAP window. It fluctuates in a 

complementary manner with the full window transmission. Finally, the acknowledgement 
time portion that represents the time spent on waiting for acknowledgements from the 

receiver, is very small compared to the other two time portions. The fluctuation of the full and 
the incomplete window transmission is due to the changing BER and the corresponding 

changing optimum NLApand IL4p values. Although incomplete window transmission takes a 
large time percentage at the low BER, it only consumes a negligible time percentage 

compared to the full window transmission at the high BER. This justifies the assumption 

made for equation (5.13) holds true in the case of high BER. Recall that OBEX throughput 

gains significantly with the optimum parameters only for the high BER, the approximation in 

(5.15) is therefore sufficient to derive the optimum parameters in sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. 

5.5 Effects of the OBEX packet size and the OBEX turnaround time on tile 

throughput 

As discussed in the previous section, OBEX packet size PREQ should be set to in the 

maximum size in order to maximize the OBEX throughput. According to (45], the upper 

packet size limit of 512 Kbits will be used for optimum PREQ. A Larger PREQ improves the 

OBEX throughput at a cost of larger memory buffer size. Next, we examine the cffcct of the 

OBEX packet size PREQ on the OBEX throughput, and search for suitable values of PREQ at 
different data rates. 

Using equation (5.11), the OBEX throughput efficiency is plotted against the OBEX 

packet size in the range of 5X 104 _IX 106 bits at the bit error rate of 10-6 in Figure 5.12. 

Results are produced by implementing the optimum NLAp and ILAp values in order to minimize 

the effects of IrLAP parameters. Three different data rates of 115.2 Kbit/s (SIR), 16 Mbit/s 

(VFIR) and 100 Mbit/s (UFIR) are considered. 
For all three data rates, the corresponding OBEX throughput efficiencies increase with the 

OBEX packet sizes PREQ. The OBEX throughput of the IOOMbit/s link benefits most as PREQ 

increases compared to the throughput of the other two lower data rate links. For the 100 

Mbit/s links, the throughput efficiency of over 0.75 is achieved when the OBEX packet size 
PREQ increases to I Wits in combination with the use of optimum NLAp and 6p, However, 

PREQ size of 500 Kbits and 100 Kbits are sufficient for 16 Mbit/s and 115.2 Kbit/s respectively 

with the use of optimum NL4p and ILAp. Larger PREQ does not necessary since it leads to only 

marginal improvement on the throughput. 
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OBEX turnaround time TOBEX of 2ms is used in all the previous result figures. This high 

layer turnaround time depends on the CPU speed of communication peers rather than IrDA 

transceivers. The study of the effect of OBEX turnaround time on the OBEX throughput and 

recommend suitable value of TOBEX for OBEX at various data rates is provided next. 
In Figure 5.13, The OBEX throughput efficiency is plotted against the OBEX turnaround 

time in the range of Ix 10-5 -Ix 10-1 s at the bit error rate of 10-6. In order to highlight the 

effect of TOBEx and to minimize the effects of other factors, optimum PREQ, NLAp and ILAp 

values are used. Three different data rates of 115.2 Kbit/s, 16 Mbit/s and 100 Mbit/s are 

considered. 

The OBEX throughput efficiency decreases with the increase of the OBEX turnaround 

time. The high data rate links are more sensitive to a large TOBEx than the low data rate links. 

At BER= 10-6 ,a very poor OBEX throughput efficiency is observed for 100 Mbit/s when 

TOBEN=O. I s, while throughput efficiency of over 0.9 for 115.2 Kbit/s is possible for the same 

TOBEx. For the 100 Mbit/s links, TOBEx of less than 104S is necessary, while for 16 Mbit/s or 

less, TOBEx at the order of 10-3 S is sufficient. 

5.6 IrDA Burst (IrBurst) protocol 
IrBurst is an infrared high speed transmission session protocol targeting the large size 

information transmission [47]. Currently, OBEX is the most popular protocol for managing 
the object exchange and has been widely implemented into many IrDA enable devices. 

However, OBEX protocol is designed to mainly transmit small data objects and is inctTicicnt 

to transmit a large size object. The reason is that OBEX manages the transmission in the 

manner of 'Request and Response' as described in section 5.1. For each OBEX packet the 

sender sends, the sender has to wait for the acknowledgement from the receiver before 

sending the next OBEX packet. The OBEX standard limits the maximum OBEX packet size 
to 512 Kbits, which means that large objects have to be split into packets. Since a large size 
object will be sent in a number of OBEX packets, the 'Request and Response' scheme means 
that the sender has to spend a long time waiting for the unnecessary turnaround time and 
therefore is clearly not suitable for the transmission of a large size object. 

In the near future, the data rate of the IrDA connections will inevitably increase. The 

standard for Ultra Fast infrared (UFIR) that supports the data rate up to 100 Mbit/s, is already 
under development. The technology of outdoor infrared network has already reached Gbit/s 

order. It can be envisioned that the outdoor infrared technology can be imported to the IrDA 

technology once the cost of the components that enable fast data rates become more 
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acceptable. The fast improvement of the data rates initiates the development of new IrDA 

applications and services that often require the exchanging of large size objects. 
One of such applications being developed is the 'content' vending machine proposed by 

the Japanese mobile service provider NTT Do-Co-Mo. The concept of the 'content' vending 

machine is very similar to the traditional vending machine. However, instead of selling snacks 

and drinks, the 'content' vending machine sells digital content, including MP3 songs, mobile 

ring tones, animated screen savers or games, as well as enabling the uploading and printing of 
digital pictures. The 'content' vending machine, equipped with an IrDA port, sells the digital 

content through the IrDA connection to the customer's mobile devices. Because of the 

increasing speed of the IrDA links and the increasing size of digital information content, the 

short distance transmission issue-known as the 'last meter problem' [8], becomes more and 

more evident. In order to solve the issue, a system that enables high speed transmission of 
large size objects between mobile devices becomes essential. 

In order to provide a compatible environment for future requirements, IrDA recently 

proposed IrBurst, a protocol that provides a complementary capability to OBEX In contrast 
to OBEX, IrBurst is designed to fulfil the requirement for transmitting bursts of data (e. g. 
MP3 songs, video clips). When a user points his/her IrDA mobile device to another IrDA 

equipment, the user can send or receive one or more large size objects in a very shot period. 
This feature of IrBurst is called "Point and Exchange". More specifically, the feature is called 
"Point and Receive" in the case of downloading and "Point and Send" in the case of 

uploading. There arc three usage models defined in the IrBurst standard: a) local connections 
between mobile devices and servers (i. e. home or office network); b) connection between 

mobile devices; c) remote connection between mobile devices and servers through backbone 

network (i. e. 'content' vending machine). 
IrBurst provides a fast and efficient connection that allows for high-speed object 

exchange. In order to eliminate the cffect of the slow OBEX turnaround and increase the 

cfficiency in transmitting large size objects, IrBurst transmits information by operating 
control and data channels separately [47], as shown in Figure 5.14. The data channels are 
dedicated to information transmission for different applications. The control channel is 
dedicated to sending the control commands (i. e. 'connect', 'pause', 'disconnect') of all the 
data channels that operate as data streams. Each channel is assigned a unique LSAP-SEL. The 

reliability of IrBurst is based on the connection oriented services provided by TinyTP, as well 
as the IrLAP error retransmission mechanism. Unlike in the case of OBEX, the information 

sent is not peer acknowledged at the IrBurst layer. This feature which is clearly suitable for 
low delay bursts of streams, avoids the following: 

" Discarding extra packet ovcrheads which are required when OBEX is used. 

" Being able to send burst data information. 
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" No need to wait for the acknowledgement packets 

Control Channel 
Establish Release Channels for streaming 
Indicate Check Channel Control Status 

Data Channels 
Non Stnºcn fired Data stream 
Flow C ontrol on each channel independently 
Hardware replaceable Simple Protocol 

......... I 

Figure 5.14 IrBurst channels organization 

The following analysis assumes that the control channel does not have data to sen(] while 

the data channels are transmitting. Thus, the control channel does not interrupt the data 

transmission, although it remains possible in the real situations depending oil circumstances. 

The control channel buffer in Figure 5.14, shown next to the data channels, is therefore 

assumed to be empty in this study. 

Similarly to OBEX, IrBurst is also designed to run on top ofTlnyTP. Since li-Burst does 

not send any extra overhead information in the data channel and does not transinit data In (he 

form of packets, the transmission model of IrBurst is the same as the one ofTinyTP as given 
in Figure 4.3. Therefore, the TinyTP mathematical model derived in section 4.2 and 4.5 is 

also applicable for the analysis of IrBurst. 

5.7 Performance comparison of IrBurst and OBEX 

In this section, the perfon-nance of IrBurst and OBEX is compared. In order to 11,141111glit 

the performance difference of these two protocols, large size objects are considered I'Or tile 

transmission. It is assumed that the receiver buffer size is sufficient to accommodate all the 

incoming packets and only one IrLMP connection is active. Tile Optimum li-LAP windovV, and 
frames sizes are used. 
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In Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16, the object transmission time is ploticd against the bit error 

rate in the range of 10-6 to 10-4 
. 

Date rates of 16 Mbit/s and 100 Mbit/s are used in Figure 5.15 

and Figure 5.16 respectively. Three different object sizes (0) are considered: 12 Mbytcs, 8 

Mbytes and 4 Mbytes. Other parameters used in the analysis are: /,,, =O. I ins, ToIll \-- 2111s, 

PREC)=512Kbit. Unless otherwise specified, the sarne parainctcrs are used throughout this 

section. 

For the same size of data objects at the same BER, tile object transmission time ot'll-Burm 

is always shorter than that of OBEX, as shown in both Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. The 

benefit of IrBurst is emphasized when the data rate of 100 Mbit/s IS used (Figure 5.16). The 

performance difference between IrBurst and OBEX would increase when all even higher dala 

rate is applied. The object transmission time of both ll-Burst and 0131A Increases slowly in(] 

steadily with the BER. The reason for the slow increment o ftransni I ss loll (]me is bccausc (lie 

IrDA parameters are optimized for the BER. The result shows all excellent performance oftlic 

IrDA system when IrBurst and optimurn IrLAP parameters are irnplcincntcd. For instance, at 

the data rate of 16Mbit/s and 100 Mbit/s, it takes IrBurst less than 0.5 second and 2 scconds to 

transmit a4 MBytc object, which is the typical size of in MP3 song. Such it short 

transmission time is very desirable for the 'point and shoot' IrDA applications. 

456789 10 II 12 
object size (MByte) 

-ý-IrBurst, BERýIc-6 OBI: X, BFR Ic-6 

-A- IrBurst, BER-1c-5 fl OBEX, BFR le-5 

0 IrBurst, BER=Ic-4 -e--OBEX, 13{IR Ir-4 

Figure 5.17 Transmission time against object size, C'=l(Mbitis 
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Figure 5.18 Transmission time against object size, C=l00Mbit/s 

In Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18, the object transmission time is plotted against the object 

size in the range of 4 Mbytes to 12 Mbytes. Date rates of 16 Mbit/s and 100 Mbit/s arc used in 

Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 respectively. Three different bit error rates are considered: 10-6, 

10-5 and 10-4. 

As shown in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16, the object transmission time of IrBurst is 

always less than that of OBEX for the same size of data objects at the same BER. The 

transmission tirne slowly increases with the increment of the object size. When the data rate is 
100 Mbit/s, the transmission time is very short (2 seconds) even for a 12 MBytes object at 
BFR= 10-4 . However, for the 16 Mbit/s link, the object transmission time is much longer, for 

instance, the system requires 9 seconds to transmit a 12 MBytes object at BER= 10-4 . For the 

'point and shoot' applications, this long transmission time could cause customer 
dissatisfaction. Thus, higher data rates of 100 Mbit/s or more should be applied when large 

objects (up to 10 MBytes) are to be exchanged. 

5.8 Summary of the Chapter 

In this chapter, two of the IrDA session layer protocols, OBEX and IrBurst are 

investigated. The OBEX throughput equation is derived and subsequently verified by 
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simulations. OBEX packet size, IrLAP window and frame size are optimized to achieve the 

maximum OBEX throughput. A study of the effects of the maximum OBEX packet size 

(PREQ) and the OBEX turnaround time (ToBF-x) is also carried out. For the 100 Mbit/s links, 

PREQ of I Mbits is required to achieve good throughput efficiency. PREQ of 500 Kbits and 100 

Kbits are sufficient for 16 Mbit/s and 115.2 Kbit/s respectively. For the 100 Mbit/s links, 

TOBEx of less than 104 s is necessary, while for 16 Mbit/s or less, an OBEX turnaround time of 

10-3 S is sufficient to achieve good throughput efficiency. The performance of IrBurst and 

OBEX is compared. IrBurst shows an excellent performance compared to that of OBEX when 

transmitting large size files. 

In the next chapter, two rapidly developing IrDA applications, IrDA financial messaging 

(IrFM) and IrDA simple connection (IrSQ, are to be investigated. 
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Chapter 6. Study of Two IrDA Applications: IrFM and IrSC 

6.1 Introduction 

Infrared Financial Messaging (IrFM) and IrDA Simple connection (IrSC) arc tile two 

rapid developing IrDA applications that generate the most public interests and have the most 

promising future. 

The rapid advancement of both device technology and users' capabilities, is the 

foundations of a new digital payment system which promises to change the traditional way of 

payments. By utilizing the IrDA technology, IrFM is a financial messaging specification with 

great prospects as the future digital payment system. In this chapter, a comprehensive analysis 

of IrFM is carried out. The analysis clarifies the benefits of using such a system and develops 

a model which identifies the significance of major performance factors of the digital payment 

systems. Issues concerning connection delay, security, reliability, simplicity and 
interoperability of IrFM arc investigated. The performance of the competing digital payment 

technologies such as Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is also compared with that of 

IrFM. 

Proposed by IrDA, IrSC protocol is a protocol designed for fast connection and instant 

data transmission of small objects over point-to-point infrared links [134]. Although tile 

protocol is still under development, it has attracted both manufacturers and researchers. The 

IrDA special interest group proposed two different technical approaches to address the 

requirements of IrSC. In this chapter, the technical approach I (IrSCI) and approach 2 

(IrSC2) are examined. The analysis carried out in this chapter clarifies the issues of the design 

of IrSC, compares the performance of the standard IrDA connection, IrSCI and IrSC2, as 

well as providing suitable design guidelines for IrDA devices for high performance of IrSC. 

The outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 6.1 provides overviews of IrFM and 
IrSC specifications. Since both IrFM and IrSC require a short device connection delay, the 

IrDA device discovery and connection procedures are investigated in section 6.2. In section 
6.3, a comprehensive analysis is carried out for IrFM covering a wide range of important 

issues of the digital payment systems including security, reliability, intcropcrability, 

simplicity and transaction delay. Additionally, the current market status of IrFM is presented 

and the competing digital payment technologies are compared with IrFM. Finally, in section 
6.4, the performance of the standard IrDA connection, IrSC I and IrSC2 is compared. A set of 
design guidelines is also proposed for the design of IrSC. 
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6.2 Overviews of IrFM and IrSC 

6.2.1 IrFM 

Smart cards, credit cards and ATM cards have all been available to consumers for years 

and have been competing as means of payment. As a result, consumers often need to carry 

many plastic cards in their bulky wallets and have to manage several, incompatible, payment 

systems. Additionally, after purchases, consumers are given paper receipts and are required to 

keep them for merchandise purchase proof in case of return/exchange. Unfortunately, paper 

receipts can be lost causing inconvenience and customer dissatisfaction. Consumers are not 

the only ones who suffer. Vendors as well are experiencing significant charge-back loss (over 

$500 million annually [46]) because they are unable to locate the paper record receipt which 

must be produced as proof of purchase. Therefore there is a great desire to create a dig ital, 

payment system which can integrate different payment systems, as well as reducing the costs 

and the risks of financial transactions. 

Today, mobile phones are so pervasive that most of us carry them everywhere. They are 

multimedia appliances for voice communication, text and more recently multimedia 

messaging. Mobile phones are often equipped with other technologies (e. g. IrDA and 
Bluetooth) that can facilitate the exploitation of new data services. In an effort to make use of 
IrDA devices in digital payment applications, IrDA published the IrFM Point and Pay Profile 

specification in 2003 after three years development. As discussed in previous chapters, IrDA 

is well-suited for the "point and shoof' applications, in which two devices exchange objects, 

of various types. IrFM profile takes this idea and extends it to a "point and pay" profile, in, 

which customers can perform transactions at Point of Sale (POS) terminals using a short-, 

range IrDA connection. 
The basic notion of IrFM is straightforward: replace the physical financial instruments 

such as credit and debit cards with digital content in an eWallet. An eWallet can be any 
handheld device that people commonly carry, such as mobile phones or personal digital 

assistances (PDA). At the POS, a user would simply "point and pay" by aiming his/her 

mobile phone at the POS terminal rather than swiping a plastic card through a magnetic 

reader. Not only the user does not have to worry about the notorious problem of magnetic 

stripes getting wom out and difficult to read, but after beaming pertinent financial information, 

to the POS terminal, the user now receivers a digital receipt that can be synchronized with 
financial applications on his/her mobile. 

In addition, a number of interesting applications can be easily implemented on the IrFM 

platform, such as electronically archiving in-store coupons or other incentives for the user and 
integrating applications that would enable the user to take advantage of such incentives. For 

example, a customer uses a digital shopping list stored in his hand-held device, and the device 

alerts him/her of the fact that there is a special offer on a certain product and that he/she has 
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coupons for that product. At the check-out counter, the Uscr would. just "point and pay". The 

coupons would automatically be credited to the purchase and debited from his Coupon Supply. 

The potential of IrFM application is extensive, and IrDA is an optimum plafforni Ilor digital 

payment systems because of its simple protocol stacks, short range, and directional medium. 
As shown in Figure 6.1, IrFM provides a quick and scarnicss way for consumers to use 

the IrDA enabled Personal Trust Device (PTD) to pay for services and incrchandiscs. It is 
done by beaming their "soft" credit cards, debit cards, e-cash, or other financial InStrUnIC[ItS to 

POS's, ATM's, vending machines or other compatible payment terminals. 
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Figure 6.1 Mobiles equipped with IrDA ports would be the perfect platforms 1`61- (111"Ital 

payment systern 

Despite of its straight- forward concept, a digital payment system will not be successful 

unless it addresses the consumers' needs and provides clear benefits. Consuincrs will continue 

to use the proven traditional methods until an easier, more secure and faster solution to their 
financial management becomes available. In addition to meeting tile consumers' needs, tile 

new system should not pose additional burdens to the financial infrastructure. 

The IrFM Point & Pay Profile contains detailed consumer usage models, terminal an(I 

mobile client implementation guidelines, architectural definitions 1461 for sending and 

receiving payment and transaction record infori-nation between PTD and a financial terininjil 

such as POS. Figure 6.2 illustrates a typical financial transaction 11OW using 11-FM. 'I'lle 
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manual card-swiping/card-reading interaction between the physical card and the POS terminal 

is replaced by the PTD and an IR-enabled POS terminal. After the transaction has been 

"beamed", the back-end processing of the transaction is treated as if the process had been 

carried out by card-swiping/card-reading interaction. The IrFM standard defines the core 

protocol commands, as well as the services used in different payment scenanos: 

" Core IrFM protocol: it is the collection of the common commands needed for the IrFM 

applications including the connection establishment and termination. 

" Core IrFM services: it supports the basic IrFM operations' used in all scenanos by 

implementing the Core IrFM Protocol. 

" Proprietary services: proprietary services are developed by different sen-ice providers 

for different user needs. The IrFM standard [461 defines a framework in which the 

providers develop their proprietary services. 
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Figure 6.2 Transaction flows of the IrF%l digital paý ment sýstcrn 

In order to increase the connection speed, IrF%1 implements the fast IrDA device 

discovery procedure [42]. Apart from this, IrFM does not have special requirements on the 

underlying IrDA protocol stacks. The IrFM protocol operates as an OBFX ser\lce. with the 
PTD functioning as the OBEX server and the POS as the OBFX client. IrFM transactions 

consist of Put and Get OBEX operations between the POS and PTD. Three categories of data 

exchange are defined by the IrFM profile as the core IrF'vl services: I) Financial instruments'. 
2) Receipts; and 3) Vouchers. 
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" Financial instruments are mechanisms for paying for purchases. These include credit and 
debit cards, checks and cash. 

" Receipts are records of transactions. These include digital receipts that are valid for legal 

purpose, receipts that indicate summary information such as a grand total, and itemized 

receipts that contain detailed information about a transaction. 

40 Vouchers are vendor specific mechanism to reward shoppers and create incentives for 

purchases. These include coupons that grant a discount to a shopper for a speciric 

purchase, tickets that grant entrance or admission, loyalty programs to reward frcqucnt 

shopper or other regular customers, and stored value devices such as in-storc credit or 

pre-paid gift certificates. 
Table 6-1 summarizes the above data types. The IrFM profile defines the spcciric data 

structures used to implement these standard data objects. 

Table 6-1 IrFM data types 

Financial Instrument 
Credit 
Debit 

Check 

Cash 
Receipt 

Legal 
Summary 
Itemized 

Noucher 
Coupon 
Ticket 
Loyalty 

Stored value (prepaid) 

6.2.2 IrSC 

Although a majority of portable digital devices are equipped with IrDA ports, there are 
only a limited number of applications available for IrDA communications [134]. One 

potential IrDA application is fast digital image transmission from mobilcs and cameras to 
TV's or PC monitors for display. Because the "point and shoot" nature of the IrDA usage 
model requires line-of-sight link alignment, short data transfer time is essential. Currently, 
IrDA endeavours to develop the Infrared Simple Connection (IrSC) protocol that allows 
instant transfer of digital data such as images from IrDA enabled handheld devices to 
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projectors, TV's, Set-Top Boxes and PC monitors, as shown in Figure 6.3. IrSC is optimized 

for ad hoc wireless networks and a simplified protocol targeting the instant transfer of data 

from handheld devices to fixed location devices. In comparison to IrBurst, as descnbed in 

Chapter 5, IrSC deals with the transmission of relatively smaller size objects at even shorter 

transmission times. 

Portable Digital Device 

Fixed Location IrDA Enabled Device 

d 
TV 

Figure 6.3 Typical IrSC applications 

Video 
Camera 

Mobile 
Phone 

Still 
®1 Camera 

Several IrDA industry members are involved in the development of IrSC and have 

proposed a number of different technical approaches to IrSC. Among all the proposals, two 

technical approaches called IrSCI and IrSC2 are the most promising and are to be voted by 

the IrDA special interest group for adoption to the IrSC standard. In order to reduce the IrDA 

connection time, both IrSC I and IrSC2 implement the fast IrDA device discovery procedure 
[42]. In addition, IrSCI and IrSC2 remove high level error corrections (OBEX 

acknowledgement) and flow control (TinyTP acknowledgement) to reduce the transmission 

time. 

IrSC2 introduces a radical change to the current IrDA standard. It uses the IrLAP 

Unnumbered frame for the transmission and removes the IrLAP error correction scheme. 
IrSC2 thus further reduces the data transmission time at the cost of becoming susceptible to 

errors. It therefore requires manual retransmission if any errors occur O. e. 'press the button 

again'). 
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IrSCI maintains the IrLAP error correction scheme and requires IrLAP level 

acknowledgement. The sender has to wait for the IrLAP turnarounds due to the half-duplcx 

nature of IrDA links. As a result, the data transmission time of IrSCI should be longer 

compared to that of IrSC2. However, the transmission is error free by implcmcnting the error 

correction scheme. The properties of the IrDA standard connection (IrDAS), IrSC I and IrSC2 

are compared in Table 6-2. 

IrDAS IrSC1 IrSC2 

IrDA device 
discovery Normal procedure Fast procedure Fast procedure 

IrLAP error Yes Yes No correction 

TinyTP flow Yes No No control 

OBEX Yes No No acknowledgement 
Manual 

retransmission No No Yes 
require? 

Table 6-2 Comparison of IrDAS, IrSC I and IrSC2 

6.3 IrDA device discovery and connection procedures 
As mentioned in the previous section, both IrFM and IrSC implement the IrLAP fast 

connection procedure. The details of the IrDA device discovery and the consequent 

connection procedures are discussed in this section. 

6.3.1 Standard IrDA Discovery procedure 
For the IrDA connection procedures, the device discovery procedure is carried out first in 

order to locate all the nearby IrDA stations. The device discovery procedure takes the 

following steps to accomplish device discovery: one station (initiator) listens to the medium 
for a time period greater than 5OOms. If no infrared traffic is detected, the initiator broadcasts 

command Exchange Station Identification (XID) frames initiating a discovery procedure 

using n time slots. All nodes that receive the command XID frame become responders and 

each respond with a response XID frame in a random slot between I and n. The command 

and response XID frames exchange the IrDA device information including the IrLAP version 

number, the source and destination device addresses [42]. 
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In practice, 8 continuous discovery slots are implemented to reduce the chance of 

response collision. 8 XID frames arc sent in each discovery slot. The tirne for one discovery 

slot (ij should not exceed 85 ms and must always be at least 25 ms. An example of four IrDA 

stations carrying out standard device discovery procedure is presented in Figure 6.4. 

Dis [O]l Dis [I ]I Dis. [2]1 Dis [')]I T)i,, [4]1 Dis [5]j Dis [6]1 Dis [711 Dis [FF11 

A Eý Eý El E: I E: I E: I 1: 1 Eý 
1. slot .11111111 

B (select slot 2) 11 
11) Resp IIIIII 

--- -- - ------------------------- 
ED 

----------------------------------------------------- 
C (select slot 7) 

1111111 IXID RespI 

----------------- --------- I ---------- I --------- I ---------- I --------- I --------- I --------- i -E:: 
] I 

D_(sýýk(ýq slot 5-) 
1111 IXID RespI II 

- ------------ I --------- -------- I --------- --------- I- 
ý-3 

---- I --------- I --------- I 

0 is 8 XID frames for every discovery slot 

FigLire 6.4 Example of the standard IrDA device discovery procedure. Stations A, B, C and D 

tire all in Normal Disconncct Mode (NDM), which means the medium is not in use. Node A 

initiates discovery to locate all the nearby IrDA stations. Discovered station respond in 

randonily selected slots. 

6.3.2 1rDA Fast Discovery procedure 

it' the initiator occupies a fixed location. the IrDA (lc%lcc disco'. cry call be 

implemented to speed up the connection procedures by assuming only one other IrDA station 

in the transmission range. Since one of the IrFM or IrSC peers is considered to be a fixed 

device (i. e. POS for IrFM applications, TV for IrSC applications). the fast IrDA device 

discovery procedure can be used for IrFM and IrSC. There are three differences between the 

standard and the fast IrDA device discovery procedure: 

" The listening period before sending out XID frarnes is not bounded by the -500 rns media 

access constraint. In the analysis, a listening period of I OOrns is considered. 

" ()nc XID discovery slot is implemented since only one IrDA station is in the connection 

range. 

" The t1mc for one discovery slot (t,, ) is set to the minimum: 25 nis. 

6.3.3 Connection procedures follois ing the de% ice discoverý 

The detailed connection procedures are presented in Figure 6.5. After a successful device 

discovery, the initiator (assigned as the primary station) select,, one station from all the 

stations found by the discovery procedure. It then initiates the IrLAP connection by sending a 
Set Normal Response Modc (SNRM) frairie. The other station as the secondary 
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station) responds to the SNRM by cither all Unnumbered Acknmý lcdgcment (1.1A) (o accept 
the parameters, or a Frame Re 

- lect (FRMR) to reject and renegotiate the paranictcrs. Sc\en 

IlIcitldc bilild ra c connection parameters [421 are negotiated fit this process. The parallic(cr, I, 

maximum turn around time, IrLAP frame size, lrl. AP \\ind(m sw, additional kol. 's, 

Writ 11-01,111d tillle alid link discomicction/flircshold unic. koth the SNRM and I JA 

frames arc 22 Bytes long. The lrLAP conliectioll is flow established. As file primary "imion 
lias no knowledge ol'the data raws SLIpportcd by file secondary. file IrLAP COMICC111011 fiAllk", 

arc sell( at the default rate ot'9.6 KhIt/s. 

After exchanging link parameters (ILII-Illg file Irl-AP connection, file l'ollm% ing commilmis 

, arc sent at the tastcst data rate supportcd by hoth station. s. All file higher liiýcr packct" mc "cIII1 

fit file IrLAP franic and thus need to Include the lrl. AV header. I lic pilmary (i. c 11 11 )ý I V) 

queries the hil'ormation Access Service (1AS) oftlic secondar. \ 0 dlýt4lfal C. 1111CIa) 

the IrLAP connection is established. The query exchanges the li-I \11) I ink Acccss Scmcc 

Points (LASP) ol'thc queried 013FX server (i. e. ewillict, picture allmill "Cl \ cl ). Io accc, ", an 
013F. X server, the [AS request and response packets are . 

17 IiNics and is 11. \w,, Imig 

respectively 1431. 

"I'lic Statiolls Continue Willi the connection procedures by selling ill) ilic It-[ Nil' I ill\ 111 

connection. TinyTP connection parameters have file 111,1XIIIIIIIII lClIgill Of 00 llýlc" and ilic 

encapsulated fit the lrt. MP connection packets. The inlormation oI' mamintim I ill\ 111 Pm 

size, maximum SDU size, TInyTP Service Access Point CFTP SAP) and QoS paiamem" 1111 

is exchanged during the TInyTP connection. The IIJAIP connection request respon"t- piwkCi 

requires 5 Bytes to exchange the LASP address ol'the stations 14.3 1. This wpi-csents o5 h. \ ics 

fit total I'Or each IrLMP requcst/rcsporisc packet. 

The final step for the connection proccLillres Is to Create 111C ( )MIX scssioll. I lic allal. v"Is 

assunics that the OBFX scssion request/rcsponsc packels have file mammilln itilmcd lcljjýjlj 

of 200 Bytes [451. Depending oil the appl Icat loll, file 0111"x scsslOll I*CL]tlc,, ( I'CSI)()11', C Illa\ 

exchange various inflormation ofthe object to he sent, its di,, cwsed fit scown 5.1. 

The total connection time Including both file discovery and collilcL-t j()II 

shown ill Figure 6.6. Tile total connection tinic T,,,,, is given is: 

T, 
), -:: - TI+TI+ 11'. 1P+ 11, IS +I M (TIV/ d S(ol 1,11/1 + /()/? / (0, J) 

where is the listening period bel'orc CarryllIg OLII dISCOVCI-v I)FOCC(Itil-C Mid I,, flit- 
IrDA device discovery tinic. 70,, _1ý500ms and --8t, l'or file standard de\ ice di,, cm C, N, 

while T ...... . .. /=100nis and Tl ..... =i, jimn) 251ns 1101- file C&St dC\ ICC dISCOVCrv. //I ti M" 
t, )BI.. \ arc thetinic l'Ortlic li-LAP, IAS, lrLMP&'1'iny'1'Pand OBFX COIII1CClIOII'ý 
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Figure 6.5 Detailed connection procedure for all the IrDA layers 
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6.4 IrFM-the ePayment system 

IrFM was designed with a number of objectives in mind, namely short transaction delay, 

high level of security, reliability, simplicity and intcropcrability. The following sessions 

provide a detailed study of IrFM. 

6.4.1 Transition delay 

One of the essential criteria for the success of IrFM is the short transaction delay. 

Consumers will not accept the digital system if they need to wait for a long time to cornpictc 

their transactions. Various studies have suggested that the acceptable delay should be no 
longer than I second [95] from the time the user points his/her IrDA device to the POS until 

the purchase price is displayed on the screen of the device. After tile price is shown, the user 

will be asked to choose the payment method and authenticate the payment. The system is 

mainly driven by the user thereafter. 

The IrFM transaction delay includes connection time and data transfer time. Numerous 

studies have been carried out in the aim of improving the IrDA throughput [70]-[79]. 

However, nearly all the studies focused on reducing the data transfer time by considering an 
infinite size packet for transmission. In contrast, IrFM transactions only need to exchange 

relatively small size packets. The fast connection establishment is therefore likely to play a 

more important role than fast data transfer for IrFM applications. In this section, the total 

IrFM connection time, which is defined as the time delay from pointing the PTD to POS to 

displaying the merchandise price on the PTD, is investigated. 

To describe IrFM in detail, we are going to study an IrFM sccnario: "paying for 

groceries". After the groceries are being scanned, the customer approaches tile counter, 

powers up the IrDA enabled PTD, and points it at the infrared sensor on tile counter. The 

cWallet application automatically launches with a reliable IrFM connection to the POS. The 

groceries' price is then displayed on the PTD. The customer chooses a payment method, 

authenticates himself (i. e. enters password) and authorizes the payment. After authenticating 

the payment with the bank, the POS scnds the itemized bill back to the PTD. 

According to the IrFM standard, fast IrLAP connect procedure is used for tile IrFM 

applications. As discussed in section 6.2, the connection time Tc",, which is the time from 

starting the medium listening period to finishing the OBEX session establishment, is given by 

equation (6.1). 

In order to bring the grocery purchase onto the screen of the PTD, IrFM has to pcrfon-a at 
least two IrFM operations after the OBEX session establishment: 'exchange IrFM 

information' and 'put price'. These two operations need to set up and terminate OBEX 
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connection twice, as well as transmitting several OBEX operations. In Figure 6.7, the detailed 

packet exchange between the POS and the PTD for the IrFM application is illustrated. 
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Figure 6.7 Example of an IrFM application "paying for groceries": (a) From the start of the 

IrFM connection to displaying the merchandise price on the PTD, (b) From the payment 

method selection, payment authentication and receipt delivery to the connection termination. 

From Figure 6.7, the transmission time for the two necessary IrFM services before displaying 

the price on the PTD is given by: 

Tran :::::::: 2t +t+ 2t +t (6.2) I OBEX(con) inl OBEA'(dis) price 

where toBE. v(,, o,, ) and tOBF. ý,, dj, are the time for the OBEX connection and disconnection 

procedures, while Ij,, / and tpric, are the time for exchanging IrFM and the merchandise price 

information. 

The total connection time (T,,,,,, ) to display the groceries' price on the PTD consists of the 

connection time T,,,,, and the transmission time for the two IrFM ser-vices T ...... : 
Total-Ton+Trun (6.3) 

The calculated total connection time for different data rate (C) and IrDA turnaround time 

(t,,, ) are shown in Table 6-3. The table shows that T,,,,,,, reduces significantly with the 
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increasing data rate and also benefits from a smaller value of' t,,,. becomes Icss than I..,, 

when C ý! 38.4Kbit/s and t,,, :! ý Ims 
- 

loms 1 rns 0 
9600 2.40s 2.19s 2.17s 

19200 1.53s 1.32s 1.29s 

38400 1. los 0.89s 0.87s 

57600 0.95s 0.75s 0.72s 

115200 0.81 s1 0.60 s1 0.58 s 

S 

S 

S 

S 

I 

I 

Table 6-3 Total connection time for various data rates and inimmuni turnaround tuncs 

The time allocation in percentage of the components T,,,,, , , 1/, 1", (101,11), T 
.... excluding it" 

and T,,,,,,, excluding t,,, for data rate from I Kbit/s to I Mbit/s is shown in Figure 6.8. Since III 

the time portions for the IrFM connection are considered, the suin of' the four percentages 

always equals to 100%. T,,,,, and T are the two dormnant fiactors at low dala rates. When 

combined, they occupy more than 90% of the overall time at CI Kbit/s. 7. and f"'(10f, d) 

gradually increase to over 90% of T,,,,,, l at C= I Mbit/s. 
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As shown in Table 6-3 and Figure 6.8, implementing high data rates can reduce the 

connection time but only leads to insignificant improvement when C'>IOOKbit/s. The fastest 

speed of 115.2 Kbit/s specified by Serial Infrared (SIR and 1. of Ims are adequate for the 

IrFM applications. To further reduce the connection time, a smaller value of Tj,,,,, w should be 

applied. 

6.4.2 Security and Reliability 

Security is one of the prime concerns in any financial exchange instrument. IrFM has a 

very high level of security compared to other wireless technologies (e. g. Bluetooth, Wi-Fi). 

The condition of a clear 'Line of sight' path has been long considered as the major 

disadvantage of infrared communication. However, short distance 'Line of sight' becomes a 

prominent advantage for the high security conscious financial transaction. Since infrared 

IrDA communication is directed by user's 'point and shoot' behavior and is a strictly 'peer to 

peer' communication, it is difficult to intercept undetected which makes it an ideal platform to 

exchange confidential information. Digital signatures, password or PIN authentication, and 

session encryption for the e-payments can be implemented over IrFM transactions to further 

increase the security. 
The biggest security concern for IrFM is the 'express payment' application. IrFM enables 

texpress payment' [46] in order to reduce the payment time in small transactions (i. e. vending 

machines, tollbooth). In these cases, the consumer does not need to enter a password to 

authenticate the payment. The 'express payment' reduces the transaction time significantly. 
However, it also reduces the security of IrFM by giving the privilege of certain devices to bill 

consumers without authentication. This makes the 'express payment' application potentially 

vulnerable to financial fraud. 

Obviously it is important that a digital payment technology is reliable. Standing at a 

checkout stand, pointing a mobile phone at a point of sale terminal without anything 
happening would be both time consuming and potentially embarrassing for a shopper. IrFM 

offers a high level of reliability for digital payments. Since the IrDA lower layer has already 
taken care of the error correction by including the mechanisms such as error detection, 

retransmission and flow control, the IrFM operations are transmitted effor free. In addition, 
IrFM applications are built around the concept of services performing transactions where each 

service is uniquely identified to ensure transaction reliability. An IrFM transaction is achieved 
by performing one or more transactions between one or more services. To operate a service 

properly, the same service must appear on both the PTD and the POS. Services are uniquely 
identified by a 128bits Universally Unique Identifier (UUID). A brief disconnection during 

the IrFM transaction is possible due to natural user interactions, as the user may want to 

remove the device from infrared range to read the display or input a PIN. Such a 
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disconnection should not cause a transaction to fail, starting the process all over again. By 

utilizing the service UUID, IrFM accommodates potentially several disconnects during the 
financial transaction either at logical break points where the user is prompted for information 

or during the financial transaction itself If the disconnect exceeds a preset period of time, the 
transaction process will start over again from the beginning. 

6.4.3 Simplicity and Interoperability 

The goal of IrFM is to replace traditional financial transaction instruments with electronic 

exchange over the point-to-point infrared link. If doing so introduces greater complexity to 

the user than what is currently experienced with traditional instruments such as checks and 

credit cards, the venture is destined to fail. In order to attract more users (both consumers and 

merchants) in accepting the concept of digital payment and for fast system adoption, the 

payment system needs to be of low cost, utilize the existing infrastructure, as well as being 

simple to use. Since IrFM requires no additional hardware support and is simple to use, it 

meets the above requirements. To use IrFM, a consumer only needs to have an IrDA enabled 
PTD, install the IrFM software suit in the PTD and add the credit card. For merchants, it is 

also straight-forward to set up IrFM. They are required to install an IrDA dongle and the IrFM 

software on the traditional POS. The financial transaction request is sent to the payment point 

where it is used to authenticate the physical credit card payments. As depicted in Figure 6.2, 

no additional network infrastructure is needed for the IrFM system. 
The goal of interoperability is essential to the success of IrFM. Intcropcrability exits when 

devices from different manufacturers function together. Given that consumers use liandlicld 

devices of all types and brands with various POS terminals, all of these systems must 
interoperate scamlessly. 

Interoperability is achieved when two essential requirements arc met: First, the 

communication protocol must be consistent, employing the same layers of the same protocol 

stacks in the same way; secondly, the endpoints of the communication must exchange 

standard data objects. 
IrDA protocol stacks have been implemented in millions of devices over years. Time has 

proven that IrDA devices have outstanding compatibility among different manufacturers. 
Thus, IrDA protocol stacks fulfils the first intcropcrability requirement. Being the only 
infrared standard for digital payment, IrFM is expected to have a high level of compatibility. 
According to the IrFM standard [46], the use of IrDA standard object types will guarantee 
that objects are correctly understood by the other device. Furthermore, IrFM alcrts the user 

and cancels the transaction if the other device failed to understand the IrFM object being sent. 
Therefore, the second requirement is also supported by IrFM. 
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6.4.4 Current market status 

Besides IrDA, other technologies like Radio Frequericý Ident1ficatlon (RFID) [961, 

1311.1000th 1] 041 and Cellular network [971 are all among the potential technologies for digital 

payment systems. In this section, IrFM is compared with other potential digital payment 

technologies. The basic comparison of these technologies is summarized in Table 6-4. The 

current status of IrFM is also investigated. 

RFID is the technology that uses radio waves to automatically identify objects and is the 

ma ing Jor competitor for IrFM. For more than a decade. RFID has been used in manufacturi 

plants for tracking parts and work in process. Over last few years. RFID has also been 

adopted as a convenient payment mechanism. One of the most prominent applications today 

is the prepaid RFID cards used in public transportation systems and fast food restaurants. 

More recently, a few companies have proposed and are developing RFID embedded 

crc(iit/(Icbit cards (i. e. MasterCard's Paypass, ExxonMobil's Speedpass). Compared to IrFM, 

tile biggest advantage of RFID payment systems is the familiarity to consumers and 

merchants since RFID credit/debit cards are essentially the plastic banking cards . vith RFID 

chipset installed. However, RFID cards currently do not have any integration capabilities. 

Thus, RFID cannot address the problem of having different cards for different banks. shops or 

services. Additionally, RFID cards can not store any digital receipt (paper receipt is still used) 

and do not support any value-added services (i. e. e-vouchers, loyalty programs). 

Bluctooth is radio frequency based technology operating in the 2.4GHz licence free band. 

It lias numerous security/privacy concerns as a payment technology [1121. Although there are 

many encryption techniques that can be applied to Bluetooth system, none of thern can 

completely meet tile security demands [1131. Furthermore, encryption techniques complicate 

the \vhole system, resulting in additional cost and performance drop. Another issue for 

BlUctooth being a digital payment system is the long connection delay. The conclusion is that 

BILICtooth is still not a mature enough technology for digital payment systems. 

Several cellular mobile operators have proposed mobile payment systems. NTT Do-Co- 

Mo has successfully launched a mobile payment trial 197] in 2003). There are however three 

Ina lor drawbacks limiting a large scale adoption of such payment systems: (a) a significant 

load to the base station is added; (b) a long transaction time is required as three RF exchanges 

are required between the mobile phone and the base station for each transaction-. (c) mobile 

providers have to add additional gateways to interpret and re-route the paý nient messages. 
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IrFM RIFID Bluetooth Cellular Network 

Connection delay medium short long long 

Security high medium low low 

Usage simplicity medium easy medium medium 

Modification/Addition 
medium medium medium high to infrastructure 

I nvestments from low medium low high 
pro\Aders 

Integrability (more 
than 1 cards can be Yes No Yes Yes 

put in the de\Ace) 

Digital receipt Yes No Yes Yes 

Value-added ser\Aces Yes No Yes Yes (e. g. e-vouchers) . I 

Table 6-4 Comparison ot'different technologies for (ligital paymew sysicins 

IrFM effectlvcly addresses all the issues of' payment systems. Soon al ici flic Ill M 

standard published, both hardware and SOI`hVal-C C0111pallICS Lll1VCdCd a 111,1111I)CY 01' ph)(ItIoN 

that support IrFM 1981. For instance, Agilent Technologies oflers (lie Smart Ill),, \ (Imlido: 

(HS[)L-300) and the JrFM Software (HSDL-S500) for Mobile 1,11olic and son\ 

Fricsson Mobile launched the "Mova S0506iC"' mobile phone for NTT Nl, i, \N hich ill 

the third smart-card handset that is compatible with i-modclý Felicav scr\icc Im 111M 

applications. Sony Ericsson also Linveiled a 3G UDMA 1\ FV-DO phone lo)v Ilic KDDI 

corporation, tile -W2IS-, which supports IrFM applications, F. MBI'Dnct Inc. annomicc(I ml 

IrDA protocol evaluation test harness (IrTFSTER) for IrFM and IrDA stacks, 

JrFM has been introduced to tile financlal market by several companies Ill il 11111111)LA (11 
countries including U. S. A., Japan and South Korea 1991. Aniong all the hanks and cicklii caid 

companies, Visa is the leading adopter of' I&M. Visa partnered \ýitli N'T'l D()-('t) %I, ) in 
Japan, KDDL SK Telecom and Harex InfloTcch in South Korea 1991. The Vi,, a I&M paýmclj( 

system, named 'Proximity Payment', was launched by (lie end of'2003 and is no\\ In WlAiCk' 
South Korea has the biggest IrFM user group 1991: by (lie end of' 2()().;, 11.1 NJ 

payment enabled mobile phones had been sold by 1-6 TcleColn I 100 1 and KIIII () 11, 

Additionally, 2,000 ATM machines, 1,000 department stores, 1,500 \cndmg machinc,,, loo 

parking lots. 80,000 POS, and Hwang Song Tunnel tollbooths have been equippcd \ý ill Ii IM 

payment readers. 
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6.5 Performance comparison of IrDAS, 1rSC1 and IrSC2 

In order to compare the performance of the IrDA standard connection (IrDAS), the IrSC 

technical approach I (IrSCI) and the IrSC technical approach 2 (IrSC2), the total 

transmission time for transmitting a digital picture is investigated in this section. 

6.5.1 Mathematical modelling 
The following scenario is considered in the analysis: display a picture from a digital 

camera on a TV. The user powers up the digital camera, and points it at the infrared port on 
the TV set top box. The 'easy-picture' application automatically launches an OBEX 

connection to the set top box. The user selects the picture which he/she wants to display on 
the TV screen and transfer it by pressing the send button on the camera. 

As discussed in section 6.2, the connection time T,,,, is given in equation (6.1). Next, the 

transmission time for the digital picture is to be derived. 

IrSC2 requires manual retransmission if any error occurs (i. e. picture does not show 

properly on the TV screen), as pointed out in section 6.1. Since the error retransmission of 
IrSC2 is carried out manually, the transmission time is various. In order to model the IrSC2 

protocol behaviours, the analysis assumes that the picture file is transmitted without error. It 

is also assumed that the buffer is large enough to accommodate all the incoming TinyTP 

PDU's. The symbols used in the derivation are detailed in Table 3- 1, Table 4-1 and Table 5- 1. 

IrDAS and IrSC I use the same mechanism at the IrLAP layer (packets are transmitted by 

means of frames and windows). However, IrDAS also implements the high level OBEX error 

retransmission scheme which requires sending OBEX acknowledge for each OBEX packet. 
The data transmission time of IrDAS is given as: 

T -_ 
1data 

(10BEX +1 IOBEX 
(NLAPtI + tack +T+ 2T Ira 10BEX ITTpNLAp ack 

)+ TRES OBEX) (6.4) 

where Id,,,,, is the size of the picture file (i. e. a 500-KByte picture), Irrp is the TinyTP PDU 

size, NLAp is the IrLAP window size, tj is the IrLAP information frame transmission time, 1,, ck 
is the IrLAP acknowledge time, Tack is the TinyTP acknowledge time, TRES is the OBEX 

acknowledgement transmission time, TOBEx is the OBEX turnaround time. lo, 6Ex and PoBEx are 
the size of the OBEX packet and the OBEX header respectively. 

Without sending any OBEX and TinyTP acknowledgements, the data transmission time 

of IrSCI is: 

Ttra = 
'OBEX + POBEX 

'OBEX 'TTPNLAP 
NLAPtl +tack) (6.5) 
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No error correction is implemented for IrSC2. Since Unnumbered frames are used to carry 
OBEX packets, IrLAP frames are sent continuously within the Maximum IrLAP turn around 

time (maximum value of 500ms as defined in [42]). In order to finish the OBEX packet 
transmission before the forced IrLAP turnaround, we recommend the IrSC2 to support the 

maximum turnaround time up to 5s. The data transmission time of IrSC2 is given by: 

Tra = 
Idata 

( 
1OBEX +1 IOBEX 

tj +2 t1a (6.6) 
1OBEX ITTP 

The total time from the user initiating the transfer to display a picture on TV consists of the 

connection time and the data transmission time: 

TT +T (6.7) 
otal " con tra 

6.5.2 Analysis of results 
In Figure 6.9, the connection time and the total time to display a picture on the TV is 

plotted against the data rate in the range of 100 Kbit/s to 100 Mbit/s. Frame size of 16 Kbits, 

windows size of 7 and minimum turnaround time of I Oms are implemented. A typical digital 

picture size (ld,,,,, ) of 500 KBytes and an OBEX packet size (IoBF-10 of 512 Kbits (maximum 

size defined in [45]) are considered. The discovery slot time ti=50ms and 1, i=25ms are used in 

the figure respectively for the standard device discovery and the fast device discovery. 

As shown in Figure 6.9, more than 40 seconds is needed to send the picture at the data 

rate level of 105 bit/s for all of the three systems. It is unrealistic to ask a user to hold a digital 

camera for more than 40s. Thus, the data rates in the level of 105 bit/s (115.2 Kbit/s and 576 

Kbit/s) are not adequate for this application and our study will focus on the data rates over I 

Mbit/s. 

In Figure 6.10, the connection time and the total time is rc-plottcd against the data rate in 

the range of I Mbit/s to 100 Mbit/s by using the same parameters in Figure 6.9. Since no error 

correction scheme is employed for IrSC2, it always requires less time to transmit the file at 

the same data rate. By implementing the fast connection procedure, both IrSC approaches 

yield better performance than IrDAS. The connection time is not significantly affected by the 

data rate and the values are around Lls and 0.25s respectively for the standard IrDA 

connection and the IrDA fast connection. It should be noted that, IrSC2 is susceptible to 

errors although the effect of errors is not included in this study. The user is required to 

retransmit the file manually ('pressing the button again') if the picture transfer failed. IrSC I is 

therefore suitable for the high BER environments. In order to have the T ..... 1 under 3s which is 

suitable for the IrSC applications, data rates higher than 4Mbit/s (FIR) should be 

implemented. 
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In practice, it is possible to have faster minimum turnaround times (t,,, ) for faster links 

[57]. In Figure 6.11, the total time and the connection time are plotted against tile data rate by 

implementing a t,, decreasing with the data rate (C), which is more realistic than having a 
fixed and large minimum turnaround time. The value of t,, is calculated as follows: 

I OMS X 106 
t1a =C 

Figure 6.11 shows that at 4Mbit/s (FIR) the system can achieve about Is total transfer 

time for both IrSC I and IrSC2. Connection time is less than 0.2s when C ý! 4Mbit/s. IrDAS 

requires 2s of total transfer time, which is acceptable at C=Wbit/s. For the IrLAP frame sizc 

of 16 Kbits and window size 7, there is no significant difference between IrSC I and IrSC2, 

with IrSC2 being marginally faster. 
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Figure 6.11 The total time to display a 500 KBytes picture on the TV against tile data rate ill 

the range from I Mbit/s to I OOMbit/s. t,,, decreases with data rate. 

In the above figures, the IrLAP frame of 16Kbits and window size of 7 are used requiring 
large buffer. 

Figure 6.12 demonstrates the effect of reducing the IrLAP frame size from 16Kbit to 

I Kbit, and reducing the window size from 7 to I (low cost approach). The connection time Is 

not plotted since it has the same value as in Figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.12 shows that even at 4Mbit/s IrSCI requires the total transfer time of almost 
20s! This is due to more frequent IrLAP turnarounds since small IrLAP frame and window 

sizes are chosen. IrSC2 is not strongly affected by the change of the IrLAP frame and window 

size. Only IrSC2 offers a realistic solution. 
In Figure 6.13, the IrLAP frame size of 5 Kbits and the window size of I (mcdiurn cost 

approach) are used. The total transfer time is about 4s at the data rate of 4Mbit/s for IrSCL 

IrSC2 offers the same performance despite the change of the IrLAP parameters. 

6.6 Summary of the Chapter 

In this chapter, two rapidly developing IrDA applications, IrFM and IrSC, are studied. An 

inclusive study is carried out for IrFM covering a wide range of important issues of digital 

payment systems. The current market status of IrFM is presented and tile competing 
technologies are compared with IrFM. Analytical equations for calculating the transmission 
delay for the unchanged IrDA standard, IrSC I and IrSC2 are derived. Based on tile equations, 
the transmission delay of different approaches is examined and compared. The analytical 

results show that the SIR (less than 576 Kbit/s) is not a good option for IrSC and 4Mbit/s or 
higher is required. For low capacity devices, IrSC2 can maintain a very high performance by 

bypassing the negative effect of the IrLAP turnarounds. IrSC2 however is susceptible to 

transmission errors. IrSCI has a good performance for IrLAP frame size of 16 Kbits and 

window size of 7. Reducing IrLAP frame size to I Kbits and window to I makes it 

unworkable for transmitting pictures. 
In the next chapter, the Logical Link Control and Adaptation Layer Protocol (L2CAP) of 

Bluetooth, the other widespread WPAN technology, is investigated. 
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Chapter 7. Throughput and Delay Analysis of Bluctooth L2CAP 

Layer 

7.1 Introduction 

Currently, there are two dominant technologies used in WPAN: IrDA and Bluctooth. 

From Chapter 3 to Chapter 6, the performance of the IrDA system is examined and optimized 

at different communication layers including the data link, the transport, the session and the 

application layers. In order to provide a complete picture of the WAN technologies, it is also 
important to examine the performance of Bluetooth. 

After the successful introduction and development of voice applications (Bluctooth 

headsets), the Bluetooth data applications have been gradually accepted and used. The 

Bluetooth data applications use the Asynchronous Connection-Less (ACL) transport provided 
by the Bluetooth Baseband layer. To improve the Bluetooth ACL performance, scvcral 

studies have been carried out to address different issues at the Bascband layer including ACL 

throughput analysis [ 117]-[123], packet adaptation [ 114] [116] and handoff schemes bctwccn 

piconets [126]. In contrast to the studies focused on the Bascband, there arc only a limited 

number of studies to examine the important interaction between the lower layer (Bascband) 

and the higher layer (L2CAP). The Logical Link Control and Adaptation Layer Protocol 

(L2CAP) is layered over the Baseband [104]. L2CAP bridges the data applications and the 

Baseband by providing services including channel multiplexing, packet segmentation and 

reassembly, error retransmission. In this chapter, the Bluetooth L2CAP layer is examined in 

detail. The interaction between Baseband and L2CAP is investigated. Subsequently, tile 

throughput equation of the L2CAP layer is derived by also considering the presence of bit 

errors. 
Since short transmission delay is crucial to many applications and to user experience, it is 

important to examine the packet delay for the Bluetooth networks. In [1291-[133], authors 

studied Baseband ACL packet delay by applying different traffic scheduling algorithms to the 

Bluetooth network. There studies however assume the ACL applications as the only network 

activity in the analysis. In practice, a Bluctooth network can be used by other applications (i. e. 

voice) and may support other activities (i. e. sending beacon trains). In this chapter, a more 

realistic and comprehensive analysis is given for the Baseband ACL packet and L2CAP 

Packet Data Unit (PDU) delay. 

The outline of the chapter is as follows: Section 7.1 provides detailed descriptions of the 

Baseband and L2CAP layer. Section 7.2 discusses the Baseband ACL packet error rate. A 

mathematical model that evaluates the overall L2CAP throughput is developed in section 7.3. 

Subsequently, section 7.4 validates the analytical model by simulations and examines the 
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effects of the flush timeout and L2CAP PDU size on throughput. In section 7.5, a 

comprehensive delay model is developed leading to the derivation of the average Baseband 

packet and L2CAP PDU delays. Finally, based on the mathematical analysis, numerical 

results of packet average delay are presented in section 7.6. 

7.2 Detailed Baseband Layer and L2CAP Layer Properties 

7.2.1 Bluctooth Piconet 
A Bluctooth link is fon-ncd within the context of a piconet. A piconet consists of two or 

more devices that occupy the same physical channel. The physical channels are identified by 

different synchronization clocks and hopping sequences. The synchronization clock is 

identical with the Bluctooth clock of one of the devices in the piconet, known as the master of 
the piconet. The hopping sequence is derived from the master's clock and the master's 
Bluctooth device address. All other synchronized devices in the piconet are referred to as 
slaves. 

A number of independent piconcts may coexist within a common location. Different 

piconcts are separated by different frequency hopping sequences and have independent 

piconct clocks. A Bluetooth device may participate concurrently in two or more piconets on a 
time-division multiplexing basis. Since the piconet is formed by synchronizing to the master's 
Bluctooth clock, a Bluctooth device can never be a master of more than one piconet. A 
Bluctooth device may however be a slave in many independent piconets. 

Within a piconet, time is divided into slots with 8= 625ps . All transmissions are 

synchronized to this slot grid and are completely controlled by the piconet master. 
Transmissions from the master and to the master are separated by time slots. As shown in 
Figure 7.1, the master starts packet transmissions in even slot numbers, while the slaves start 
in odd slot numbers but only after being polled by the master. 

Figure 7.1 Bluetooth Baseband transmission example 
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7.2.2 Connection modes 
A Bluetooth station in the connection state can be in any of the four following modes: 

Active, Hold, Sniff and Park mode. 

" Active mode: The Bluetooth unit actively participates in the channel traffic. The 

master schedules the transmission based on traffic demands to and from different 

slaves. Active slaves listen in the master-to-slave slots for packets. If an active slave 
is not addressed, it may sleep until the next master transmission. 

" Sniff mode: Devices synchronized to a piconet can enter powcr-saving modes in 

which device activity is lowered. In the Sniff mode, a slave device listens to the 

piconet at a reduced rate, thus reducing its duty cycle. The Sniff interval is 

programmable and depends on the application. It has the highest duty cycle (least 

power efficient) of all 3 power saving modes (Sniff, Hold & Park). 

" Hold mode: The master unit can put slave units into Hold mode, where only an 
internal timer is running. Slave units can also demand to be put into Hold mode. Data 

transfer restarts instantly when units transition out of Hold mode. This mode has an 
intermediate duty cycle and medium power cff iciency. 

" Park mode: The Bluetooth device only remains synchronized to the piconct. Parked 

devices give up their MAC address and periodically listen to the traffic to rc- 

synchronize and check on broadcast messages. It has the lowest duty cycle and the 

highest power efficiency of all 3 power saving modes. 
For the Active, Sniff and Hold stations, a maximum of 8 units can participate in one 

piconet. Besides having slower duty cycle, the behaviour of Sniff and Hold stations is the 

same as the Active stations. There is no limit for the number of Park stations in a piconct. In 

this work, the Bluetooth stations are considered to be either in Active or Park mode. 

7.2.3 Logical transports and Baseband packets 
Two logical transports are supported by the Bluetooth Baseband [104]: Asynchronous 

Connectionless (ACL) that is used mainly for data applications and Synchronous Connection 

Oriented (SCO) that is used mainly for voice applications. 
The ACL link is a point-to-multipoint link between the master and all the slaves 

participating in the piconet. In the slots that are not reserved for the SCO links, the master can 

establish an ACL link on a per-slot basis to any slave, including the slave already engaged in 

an SCO link. Packet retransmission is applied for ACL packets. 
The SCO link is a symmetric point-to-point link between a master and a single slave in 

the piconct. The master maintains the SCO link by using reserved slots at regular intervals. 

The SCO link mainly carries voice information. The SCO packets arc used for the 64 KBytc/s 

speech transmissions and are never retransmitted. 
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The Baseband defines 13 different packet types [1041. Among all tile packet types, tile 

Data Ifigh rate (DH) packets including DH I, DH3, DH5, as well as the Data Medium rate 

(DM) packets 111CILIdIng DM I, DM3 and DM5 arc commonly used for tile ACL transport. 

They are rctlerred to as the ACL packets in tile analysis. A rate of 2/3 Hamming Forward 

Frror Correction (FFC) coding is applied to the payload of DM packets, while the payload of 

DII packets is not protected by any error correction scherne. DMI, 'DHI, DM3/DH3 and 

DM5/DI-I5 packets have a maximurn duration of' one, three and five time slots respectively. 

Fach data packet is acknowledged by a fast I-slot acknowledgement (without payload). Tile 

packet will be retransmit(ccl Untll a positive acknowledgment is received or a tinleout is 

exceeded. 

Type 
Payload 
Header 

(bit) 

Payload 
IpL (bit) CRC (bit) FEC 

Total size of 
the data field 

IBS (bit) 

DM1 8 0-136 16 2/3 240 

DHI 8 0-216 16 no 240 

DIV13 16 0-968 16 2/3 1500 

DH3 16 0-1464 16 no 1496 

DIV15 16 0-1792 16 2/3 2745 

DH5 16 0-2712 16 no 2744 

Table 7-1 Bluetooth ACL packets 

For the SCO transport, High quality Voice (HV) packets arc commonly used. There arc 

three I IV packet types: HV 1, HV2, and HV3. The master will send SCO packets to tile slave 

'it regular Intervals (Tý( )) in the reserved rnaster-to-s lave slots. An HV I packet can carry a 
1.25 nis of' speech and is protected by 1/3 FIEC, thus an HV I packet is sent every two time 

slots ( Tý(,, ) - 2(ý - 1.25nis ). An HV2 packet can carry 2.5ms of speech and is protected by 

1/3 FFU. An HV2 is sent every flour time slots 4(5 = 2.5ins ). An HV3 (no FE. C' used) 

packet can carry 3.75 nis of speech and is sent every six time slots ( Tý, -, ) = 6,5 = 3.75ins ). The 

slave is allowed to transmit in the slave-to-i-naster slot reserved for its SCO logical transport. 

Access H eade r Data Field 
I 

Code 

72bit 54b t 
1.1, 

IBS 

Figure 7.2 Standard Bascband packet 
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The standard Baseband packet format is illustratcd in Figure 7.2. Fach packci consists of 
3 entities: the access code, the header, and the payload. The access code identifics ýffl packets 

exchanged on a physical channel: all packets sent in (he sarne physical channel are preceded 
by the sarne access code. The header contains link control (I. C) informanon and consists of'(, 
fields: logical transport address, type code, I -bit flow control inflormanon, I -bit acknow1cdge 

indication, packet sequence number and Header FA-ror Chcck (IIEC). Oata I Icld Is the packet 

payload which carries the data information ofthe higher layer packet data unit. 

7.2.4 Baseband transmission routine 

Tile Baseband transmission JX) routine is Carried out separately for cach asylichrollow, 

and synchronous link. Figure 7.3 shows the usage of' asynchronous and synchronow, huffers 

in the TX i-01.0111C. III this figUre, oilly one TX asynchronous buffer and onc 'rX sN, lichrollous 

bUftcr are shown. In the master, there is a separate TX asynchronous hul'I'cr I'or cach sl; i\c all(I 

there are one or more TX SYIICI11-011OLls bUtTers for cach synchronous slavc. Fach IX hulfcl 

consists oftwo First In First 01.1t (FIFO) registers: one current register Much c, 11, I)c j, cccssL. (j 

and read by the Link Controller in order to compose the packets, and the other rcgistcv fh;, 1 

can be accessed by the Bascband ReSOLII'CC MMiagcr to load ne", itil'ormation. 

TX asynchronous buffer 

Asynchronous 
1/0 port 

00 

Sla 

CLirrcnt/ncxt data FIFO 

Synchronous 
1 /0 port 

/01-7 IICXt/CLIFICtit (lillit t' I I'k ) r-9 

., d S2 a S21) 
0--ol 

next/cul-rent dat'l FIFO 

Sib 

TX synchronous buffer 

next/currcnt data FIFO 4 

current/next data FIFO 

Figure 7.3 Bascband transmission bull'cr 

Pac kc 
('01111)()SCI 

The TX routine works as l'ollows. For ACL links, the Baschand Rcsourcc NEimil, cl 

(BRM) loads new data in tile register to which tile switch Sila poini. s. Nc\t, BRNI Iýi\cs 

command to the Link Controller, which 1,01-ccs the switch Sl to change (both Sla and 

switch synchronously). When the payload needs to be sent, the packet composer i-cad.. " Ilic 

current register and, depending on file packet type, builds a payload which i 1 1" appendc(l 
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channel access code and the header. The packet is subsequently transmitted. The response 

packet arrives in the following RX slot if it concerned a master transmission, or may be 

postponed until some later RX slot if it concerned a slave transmission. The result of the 

transmission is reported back in the response packet. In the case of an ACK, the switch S1 

changes position and loads the payload in the next register; if a NACK (explicit or implicit) is 

received instead, the switch SI will not change position. In this case, the same payload is 

retransmitted at the next TX occasion. 
For SCO links, the BRM loads new data into the register to which the switch S2a points. 

Next, it forces the switch S2 to change. During the SCO reserved slots, the packet composer 

reads the current register, builds the appropriate HV packet and sends the packet off. In 

contrast to ACL links, the BRM does not wait for any response and switches S2 to load the 

next packet since there is no retransmission for the HV packets. 

7.2.5 Baseband packet Flush Timeout 

For each Bascband packet, a Flush Timeout (tTo) [1041 is used to limit the retransmission. 

It is the maximum transmission time for any Baseband packet. When Flush Timeout expires, 

all segments of the L2CAP packet data unit (PDU), which the Baseband packet belongs to, 

are flushed from the Baseband buffer. Although Flush Timeout can be disabled, in practice it 

is often implemented. With Flush Timeout, the Baseband is more efficient and fair as no 

packet can be retransmitted forever and each packet has a limited longest transmission time. 

Flush Timeout is negotiated at the connection procedure and the value is between 625ps and 

1.28s. 

7.2.6 The Logical Link Control and Adaptation Layer Protocol (L2CAP) 

L2CAP is layered above the Bascband Protocol and regarded as the data link layer. It 

supports channel multiplexing and carries the quality of service information [104]. L2CAP 

also provides optional error retransmission and flow control. All the Bluctooth data 

applications use L2CAP to communicate with the Baseband as shown in Figure 2.6. 

L2CAP supports 3 different operation modes, namely Basic, Flow Control and 
Retransmission. Basic mode is the simplest one. It provides three functionalities: protocol 

multiplexing, PDU segmentation and reassembly, quality of service. Besides the 

functionalities of Basic mode, PDU's sent to a peer entity are numbered and acknowledged in 

Flow Control and Retransmission modes. In Flow Control mode no retransmissions take 

place, missing PDU's however can be detected and reported as lost. In Retransmission mode, 
PDU is retransmitted when needed to ensure that all PDU's are delivered to the peer. 
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In the analysis, L2CAP is assumed to operate in the 'retransmission' mode. This mode is 

widely implemented since it provides a reliable and error-free communication link for the 
data applications. In this mode, L2CAP employs an independent error check scheme Frame 

Check Sequence (FCS) on L2CAP PDU protecting it against any possible failures of the 
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) of Baseband packets. Retransmission of L2CAP PDU is 

triggered when the FCS indicates error or Baseband discards the PDU due to the expiration of 
Flush timeout. L2CAP permits higher level protocols and applications to transmit and receive 
L2CAP data packets up to 65531 Bytes long. The structure of the L2CAP PDU is given in 

Figure 7.4. 

0 .6 
1L2CAP 

04 

Le ngth 
Channel Control ID Information Payload FCS 

l6bit 16bit l6bit 0-6553IB31c 
-16hit 

Figure 7.4 L2CAP PDU format 

7.2.7 Coding schemes for error detection and correction 

Since Bluetooth is a wireless communication system, the system is considered inherently 

unreliable in poor RF environments. To counteract this, the system providcs levels of 

protection at each layer. The header of a baseband packet uses FEC coding to allow crror 

correction by the receiver and an 8-bit HEC to detect any remaining errors after correction. 
For the payload, certain Baseband packet types include FEC for the payload (e. g. DM 

packets) and a 16-bit CRC is applied for error detection. 

The resulting reliability gained by this ARQ error retransmission scheme is only as 
dependable as the ability of the HEC and CRC codes to detect errors. In most cases this is 

sufficient, however it has been shown that for longer packets, the probability of an undctcctcd 

error is too high to support data applications [104], especially those with a large amount of 
data being transferred. 

The L2CAP layer provides an additional level of error control that is designed to detect 

the occasional undetected errors in the baseband layer and request retransmission of the 

affected data. Another 16-bit CRC code named FCS is employed by L2CAP to chcck for 

errors in each L2CAP PDU. This provides the level of reliability required by most data 

applications. 



7.3 Baseband ACL Packet Error Probability 

As discussed in [117], the probability of retransmission can be determined for any 
instantaneous bit error rate (Pb) according to the real-time signal-to-noise ratio. For any given 
ACL packet, error occurs when any of the following five events occur [117]: 

A: the destination radio fails to synchronize with the access code of the forward packet; 
B: the header of the forward packet is corrupted; 
C: the payload of the forward packet is corrupted; 
D: the source is unable to synchronize with the access code of the return packet (1-slot 

Baseband acknowledgement) 
E: the header of the return packet is corrupted. 

An ACL packet is in error and has to be retransmitted if any of the events A-E occur. For 

any given bit error rate OfPb, the packet error rate is: 

p= A(pb) + B(Pb) + C(Pb) + D(Pb) + E(Pb) (7.1) 

where A(pb), ..., E(Pb) are the possibility of events A, ..., E respectively. 
Synchronization between master and slave is achieved by correlating the 72 bits access 

code with a stored copy of the access code. Since the demodulation circuit needs time to 
initialisc, the output of the first few bits is often lower than the signal detection level. In the 

analysis, the circuit is assumed to require 10 bits to initialise. Thus, the effective access code 
is 62 bits. The packet is synchronized only if the output of the correlator exceeds the 

synchronization threshold (Sy,, ). Sy, is chosen according to the desired sensitivity level of the 
false alarm. A packet can be successfully synchronized when no more than (62-Sy,, ) errors are 
in the received access code. The probabilities of event A and D are: 

62-S, 
yn 62 

)62-i A(Pb) = D(pb)=I- 1: (7.2) (Pbi Q- Pb 
i=O i 

where i stands for the number of error bits. 
The hcader payload is 18 bits and encoded by the (3,1) Hamming coding resulting in a 54 
bits header [104]. Since the (3,1) code can correct one error for every 3-bit encoded block 
(triplet), a triplet is erroneous only if 2 bits or more are incorrect. The header of a packet is 

corrupted if any of the 18 encoded triplets are decoded incorrectly: 

B(pb) = E(Pb) =13 Pb(I-Pb )2 + (I _ Pb)3) 

18 

=I- (3pb(I - Pb )2 + Pb )3)18 
2 

(7.3) 
The most likely error event is type C. For the DH packets, event C occurs if any of the 

payload bits is received incorrect and thus: 

C(Pb) : -- 10- Pb)IBs (7.4) 
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where IBs is the data field size of a Baseband packet, as shown in Table 7-1, IBS=240bits for 

DH 1, IBs = 1496bits for DH3, and IBs =2744bits for DH5. 

The payload of DM packets is protected by the (15,10) Hamming coding, which is 

capable of correcting one error bit per 15-bit encoded block. The payload is corrupted if any 

of the code blocks contain more than one error: 

15 
)14 )15 

Q 

=I_ )14 )IS Q 
C(Pb): --'- 14)Pb('-Pb 

Pb 
(1 5Pb (1 - Pb Pb 

(14 

(7.5) 

where Q-- lBs115. Q---16 for DMI, Q---100 for DM3, and Q--183 for D115. 

7.4 L2CAP throughput modelling 
The challenge of transmitting a large higher layer packet is considered in the analysis. A 

L2CAP PDU is to be fragmented and transmitted in many Baseband packets. To derive tile 

L2CAP throughput for a Bluetooth station, a saturation case is considered. In this case, there 
is always a L2CAP PDU ready to be sent from the master to a slave, and the slave only 

acknowledges the incoming packet and has no data to send back to the master. The Bluctooth 

transmission model is illustrated in Figure 7.5. 

L2CAP PDU 

L2CAP 

Baseband -. ). 

p 

I 23 90 
N 

" 
"1. 

I 
I 

r 

A: Baseband packet acknowledgement Ack: L2CAP packet acknowledgement 
P: Baseband packet error probability NI: number of Baseband packets for one L2CAP 
EN: number of retransmission before Flush timeout expires 
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Figure 7.5 Bluctooth transmission model 

A Baseband packet will be retransmitted until it is successfully delivered or the Flush 

timcout has expired. The possibility (p) of having an erroneous Baseband packet in the 

transmission has been derived in section 7.2. If the Flush timeout of the Baseband packet 

expires, the Baseband packet will be discarded. Subsequently the L2CAP PDU to which the 
discarded Baseband packet belongs will also be discarded. The Bluetooth Baseband therefore 
has to retransmit the whole L2CAP PDU if any of its Baseband packets are discarded. 

As shown in Figure 7.5, the average time to transmit one Baseband packet should take 
into consideration all the possible retransmissions. By including a I-slot acknowledgement, 
the average time to transmit one Baseband packet is given by: 

N 
TBs=a, 3+aSZp'=aS 1+ (7.6) 

H I-P 

) 

where a is the number time slots for transmitting different Baseband packets: a--2 for 

DIII&DMI, a=4 for DH3&DM3 and a--6 for DH5&DM5, S is a single time slot 

( (5=625x 10-6S ), N is the number of retransmissions before expiration of the Flush 

Timeout (ITO), thus N has the value of N 'To]-' 
- a5 

The error detection scheme of L2CAP identifies errors due to the failures of the HEC or 
CRC error checks on the bascband packets. L2CAP retransmits the whole PDU if any error 
occurs. 

As discussed in [127] [128], CRC is not infallible. For an n-bit checksum, 1 of 2n random 
blocks will have the same checksurn for non-equivalent data blocks. Thus, for the n-bit error 
checking coding, 1 in 2' errors cannot be detected. L2CAP employs another 16-bit FCS for 
the error checking. The probability of having undetected errors in HEC (8 bits) and CRC (16 
bits) of a Baseband packet is given as follows: 

.1 
Pun = 

(B(Pb) + E(Pb 
8+ 

C(Pb 
6 (7.7) 

Yf V21 

When a Baseband packet is retransmitted more than N times, tTo expires. It causes the whole 
L2CAP PDU, which the Baseband packet belongs to, to be discarded and L2CAP will 
retransmit the PDU. By considering the probability of L2CAP retransmýission, Figure 7.5, the 
time to successfully transmit a L2CAP PDU with 1,2,3,. .., n Baseband packets is derived: 

T(1) = 
TBS + pN+'T(l) 

TBS 

(7.8) 
P 

N+1 
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T(2) = T(l) + TBS + plv+'T(2) = 
T(l) + TBs 

(7.9) 
I-P N+l 

T(3) = T(2) + TBS + plv+'T(3) = 
T(2) + TBs 

(7.10) 
I-P N+l 

T(n) = T(n - 1) + TBs+p N+l T(n) = 
T(n-l)+TB, 5 

I-P N+l 

where n is a positive integer larger than I (n=2,3, ... ). 

Since the acknowledgement of L2CAP is only the L2CAP header, a I-slot Bascband 

packet is enough to carry the L2CAP ack. Due to the small size of the L2CAP 

acknowledgement packet, its transmission is assumed to be error free. By including the 
Baseband acknowledgement, as shown in Figure 7.5, two time slots are needed for a L2CAP 

ack (T,,, k = 28 = 1.25ms ). Taking into account the probability of undetected errors (p ) in a 

Baseband packet, for a PDU that is fragmented into M packets, the average time to 

successfully transmit the L2CAP PDU and receive the L2CAP ack is given by: 

T(M - 1) + TBS 
TL2CAP(M)= (T(M) + Tack)(I + MPun) =( I-P N+l +Tack 0+ mplin) 

(7.12) 

where M 
'L2CAP +I IL2CAP 

IL2CAp and I'L2cAparc the payload and the 8 Bytes header of IPL 

II 

the L2CAP PDU respectively, IpL is the payload size of a Baseband packet as shown in Table 

7-1. 
Finally, the Bluctooth throughput at the L2CAP layer can be derived as: 

F= 
'L2CAP 

TL2CAP(M) 
(7.13) 

As a data application saturation case is considered in the above analysis (only L2CAP PDU is 

transmitted), the derived throughput F is the maximum throughput of the Bluctooth data 

application for one Bluctooth station (either master or slave). 

7.5 Model validation and effects of the flush timeout and L2CAP size 

7.5.1 Simulation program for Bluetooth protocol stacks 
In order to examine the accuracy of the derived mathematical modelling at the Bluctooth 

L2CAP layer level, a set of simulation programs is developed to emulate the Bluctooth 
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protocol stacks (ill) to tile L2CAP laycr) by using MATLAB-l". The SOLIrCC Code Of' tile 

lVo9r, "Ills Is pl-c-Sclited Ill Appendix Ill. As shown III FIgUrc 7.6, the simulation progranis 

CMISIst 01,2 (1111crent *agents, lor the 1,2CAP and Bascband respectively, as well as a random 

cl-ror gencrator acting as tile Bluctooth physical channcl. A brief' description of' difTcreffl 

'ýHIIH136011 1110(JUIC'ý IS pro%rlded Ill tile J`olloWIlIg SCCtIoIJS. 

1111lefooth Phv%ical C11.11111cl: 

I Linctioll IJY: ý I-caliscs the Bluctooth physical layer. Based on tile average bit error 

probability, 111C sylichroill/ation threshold, the Icngth and the type ol'the Bluctooth packct, it 

randomly gcncra(cs errors Ill ORICI- to CIIILIlate tile lIatLII-C of' radio communication channel. 

Three 01' (lie possible cri-or CN, cnts are considcred In (lie I'Linction. Tile I'Linction returns a 

Boolean value where 0 Indicates (lie packet transmission crror Free and I Indicates the packct 
is Corrupted. 

B111clooth Baseband: 

I unctiOll 1 1. ý; 1'' 1 1., the Bluctooth Bascbmid laycr imitating the beliavIOL11- 01' both 

Bluctooth masters and slavcs. It calculates the time to transmit one Bascbmid packet and 
kccl)s track ol'ilic staws oftlic 11LIS11 t1111COL11.13Y L[Sillg the function phys i ca I, Bise-harid 

C()Ilsl(lcl..,, (lie clialincl crror aild 111CILRICS 111 the possible retransmission. I-lie function retunis 

the 11111c necded to transmit the given bascbmid packet. 

Master Slave N 

1.2( kil 
Agents 

Baschaild 
%gellf 

Random Error 
(. 'elleralor 

---------------- 

1.2CAP Sender 

Np,,, A, 
'L2CAll, lpl) 

F 

---------------------- * --------------- 

L2CAP 
Receiver/ 

Sink 

A 

1,2CAP Sender 

Npark, ILRAP, lpl) 

I Bluetooth Baseband Layer 
( (5, packet type, ITO) 

------------ 
------------------- -------------- 

L1 

I ----------------- 

------------------ Physical Channel (B"ll, lb, DM or Dif packets?, ý,,, ) 

S1111111,1tiOll MOdUle () Module Parameters 

Figure 7.6 StRiCtIll-C OftlIC S1111LIlation program for BILIctooth protocol stacks 

Bilicloolli sender: 

1,2CAP 
Receiver/ 

Si nk 

Bluetooth Basehand Layer 
( 5, packel type, tjýo) 
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Function 12capsender is the L2CAP PDU sender. It calculates the time to (ransnuit it 

L2CAP PDU with sizeOf IL'(Ap. By using the function baseband and I 2cdpl (, ('(, I vi, I 

12capsender includes all the possible retransmissions by considering (he possible 
Baseband timeout and the undetected errors in Baseband packets. The I'Linction r0tirlis thc 

transmission time of the given L2CAP PDU (Tl2capsender). 

Bluetooth receiver: 
Function 12capreceiver is the L2CAP receiver. It calculates the time to tran. "nul a 
L2CAP ack and also decides if there are any undetected Baseband packet errors. Tlic 1`1111c(I'011 

returns the transmission time of a L2CAP acknowledgement. 

7.5.2 Comparison with simulation 
In Figure 7.7, the L2CAP throughput of six different type ACL packets is plottcd agall"O 

bit error rate in the range of 10-' to 10-'. L2CAP PDU size ol'65531 Bytes (111,1ximUM 

PDU size [ 104]), synchronization threshold of 60-bit and Flush TiMCOUt 1/,, 01' 0.1 S at-c 

used. The simulation results are also plotted in Figure 7.7 to compare with file analytical 

results. The mean ( x) of the difference between the analytical and (he simulation results, 

well as the standard deviation ( or ) of the difference arc also calculated I'M- each type of' 

Baseband packets by using equations (3.17)-(3.19). 
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Figure 7.7 L2CAP throughput for 6 types of Baseband packet in the BFR rangc ofI V-10 1 
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x=0.30 and a=0.32 for DH 1, x=0.74 and a=0.86 for DH3, x=1.46 and a=2.66 for 

DH5, x=0.55 and (T=1.29 for DMI, x=0.59 and u=0.77 for DM3, x=1.04 and 

a=1.49 for DM5. The unit is kbps. 

The simulation results show very good agreement with the analytical results by observing 

tile values of x and a, as well as the 'si mulati on-analyti cat' curve pairs. This verifies the 

accuracy of our mathematical model. At the low BER, the L2CAP throughput for each 

corresponding packet type converges to the maximum data rates (shown in Table 7-1). All the 

throughputs drop significantly with the increasing BER and approach 0 when BER> 10-2 - 
Without the FEC mechanism, the DH packets are more susceptible to error. Although the 

performance of DH packets is poor at the high BER, they yield much better throughput in the 

low BER than the DM packets without the FEC overhead. 

7.5.3 Effect of the Flush timeout on L2CAP throughput 

By varying t7-() frorn I 0-'s to 0.1 Is, the throughput of 6 different types of Baseband packet 

is plotted in Figure 7.8. The following parameters are used: 1L, (-4P=65531 Bytes, S,, =60bits, 

BER= 10-". 
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Figure 7.8 L2CAP throughput for 6 types of Baseband packet when tTO is in the range of 

10-3S_O. IS 
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If ITO expires, the Baseband packet is discarded and the related L2CAP PDU is flushed 

from the buffer. Consequently, L2CAP has to retransmit the PDU. When ITO is small, the 
ý! To 

number of possible Baseband packet retransmissions is limited to N 
[a8j- 

I and L2CAP 

PDU's are dropped and retransmitted more frequently. As shown in Figure 7.8, the D11 

packets have a poor performance when ITO is small. The throughput of the DM packets is 

however not significantly affected by t, -o. Because the DM packets are more resistant to crrors 
due to the FEC protection, they do not need to be retransmitted frequently. On the contrary, 

the DH packets arc susceptible to error and thus rely more on the Bascband packct 

retransmission. In summary, a large ITO (tTo>O. I s) is required for the D11 packets to achicvc 

good throughput. tTohas only a minor effect on the DM packets compared to the cffcct on the 

DH packets. 

7.5.4 Effect of the L2CAP PDU size on L2CAP throughput 

The effect of L2CAP PDU size 1L2C-4P on the L2CAP throughput is illustrated in Figure 

7.9. The following parameter values are used: ITo =0. Is, Sy, =60bits, BER= 104. When 1L2CAj' is 

small, the PDU is divided into a small number- of Baseband packets, especially for tile large 

packets (DH/DM3, DH/DM5). The last Baseband packet, which may not be filled, has a 

significant effect on the throughput for a small PDU. The throughput therefore fluctuates 

when 1L2CAP is small, Figure 7.9. Despite the fluctuation, the trend of the throughput incrcascs 

with 1L2CAp. The throughput increases significantly With 1L2CAP when 1L2CAp is small. For a 

larger 1L2CAP, the increment of the throughput slows down (IL2CAP"*"10 KBytcs) and the 

throughput gradually converges to the data rate limit of BER=I 04. 
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Figure 7.9 1-2CAP throughput for 6 types of Baseband packet when 11,2(,,. Ip in the range of 65- 

65000 Bytes 

7.6 Analysis of the Baseband ACL packet and L2CAP PDU Delay 

7.6.1 Average ACL Baseband packet delay 

In (his analysis, it is assumcd that all the slaves have finished the connection procedures 

and are connected to the piconet master. Since the master takes full control of and schedule 

the network traffic, there is no access delay for any stations. The average delay DBs for 

transmitting an ACL Baseband packet is defined as the time interval from the time an ACL 

packet is loadcd into the Baseband buffer to the time when a positive ack for this packet is 

received. DIs is given by: 

DBS : i5AIISt (7.14) 

where A, is the average number of transmissions (including retransmissions) required to 

transmit tile ACL Baseband packet and S, is the average number of time slots required for 

each ACL Baseband packet transmission. 

fly adding tile first packet transmission and N possible retransmissions, A, is given by: 
N PN+l 

I-P 

where N has the valUe of 
17'() 1-I- 

(5st 

(7.15) 
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The master schedules the transmission based on traffic demands to and from different 

active slaves. It also reserves time slots for SCO links and supports regular transmissions to 
keep parked slaves synchronized to the channel. Thus, St should include the time slots needed 
to transmit the ACL packet, the delay of ACL traffic from other active slaves, and other 
network activities (to be discussed later). S, depends on the number of active slaves 
the probability of starting ACL packet transmission for each time slot and the number 

of time slots (a) needed for the ACL packet transmission. 
A saturation case is considered, where there arc always ACL packets ready to send 

between the master and each of the active slaves. Since no traffic scheduling policy is 

prescribed in the Bluetooth specification [104], masters can manage the traffic by using any 

scheduling algorithm. The performance of different scheduling algorithms has been analyzed 
through discrete event simulation techniques in [129] and [131]. In the following analysis, we 

assume the master manages the ACL traffic by polling the active slaves scqucntially and 
cvcnly, thus, the piconct is equally shared by all the active slaves. St is givcn by: 

St =a Pstart 
I= aNative 

IN,,, Iive 

Pstart (7.16) 

where a--2 for DHI&DMI, a=4 for DH3&DM3 and a--6 for DIIS&DM5. Up to 7 active 

slaves are supported in one piconet, thus Na, &, < 7. As described in section 7.1, B luctooth 

masters use odd time slots for transmission, while the slaves use even time slots. Thus, for 

each time slot, a master sends an ACL packet with probability of Pt,,,,, /2 . Ilcncc, the 

probability of a master sending an ACL packet to a spccif ic active slave is P,,,,,, I 2N,,,,,,,, for 

a piconet with Nati,, active slaves. Similarly, an active slave has the probability of 

P, ta,. t12N,,, tj,, of sending an ACL packet to the master. Therefore, for each time slot, the 

possibility of starting an ACL Baseband packet transmission, either from the master to a 

specific active slave or from an active slave to the master, is P, IN. 
, as given in sta t il e 

equation (7.16). 

In order to derive S,, P,, is to be identified first. Pta,., is related to the status of piconct 

which is affected by two other network activities: A) SCO traffic; B) the transmission of 
beacon train and access windows for parked slaves. For each piconct time slot, there arc four 

possible events: 1) starts an ACL packet transmission with probability P"a,; 2) being in the 
duration of an ACL packet transmission with probability Pd,,,; 3) starts or being in the 
duration of a SCO transmission with probability Psco; 4) starts or being in the duration of a 
transmission of beacon trains and access windows with probability of Ppak. The following 

equation always holds true: 
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Pstarl + Pdur + PSCO + PPark '-- 1 (7.17) 

Pd,,,, Psco and Pp,,, k have to be idcntif ted in order to derive P,, a,. First, the relationship of P.,.,, 

and Pdu,. is to be examined. 
P, t,,,, and Pd,,, can be subdivided into: 

Pstart ý Pstarti + PstarO + Pstar15 (7.18) 

Pdur = Pdurl + Pdur3 + Pdur5 (7.19) 

Pstartiq Pstarl3q P,,,, rs are the probabilities of starting a 1,3,5-slot packet transmission 

respectively. P4,,,, Pd,,,. 3, Pd,, r5 are the probabilities of being in the duration (excluding the 

'starting' slot) of 1,3,5-slot packet transmission respectively. 

I -slot packets always start and finish transmission within one time slot, thus, Pdurl = 0.3 

and 5-slot packets last more than one time slot. Therefore, for any given time slot, only 3 and 
5-slot packets can be in the duration of a packet transmission. By excluding the 'starting' slot 
(Pv ij and P,,, 5), there are two and four 'duration' slots for 3 and 5-slot packets respectively, 
thus: 

2pstart3 
p 

Pdur3 2pstarl 
3+ 

4Pstar, 
5 

dur 

2pstart3 

4pstart5 
p 

Pdur5 2pstart3+4pstarl5 dur 

4Ps, 
a, 5 

From (7.19), (7.20) and (7.2 1), Pd,,,. is givcn as: 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

Fdur ý-- PAO + Fdur5 : -- 2-pstart3 + 4pstart5 (7.22) 

To determine the relationship between Pd and Ps,,,, we need to identify P,, a, 3 and P"a,. 5 
respectively. In this analysis, the simplest scenario is considered: the probabilities of 
transmitting 1,3 or 5-slot packets are the same, thus the probabilities of starting the 

transmission of 1,3 or 5-slot packets are the same: 

1 
Pstart 1 "2 Pstart 3 2-- Pstarl 5- PStart (7.23) 

3 

It should be noted that, the delay model is not limited by this assumption. Ptarth Psta? 13 and 
P,,,, 

r, 3 can be set to any value according to the percentages of 1,3 and 5- slot ACL packets 
being used in the real situation. 

By substituting (7.23) into (7.22), Pd,, r becomes: 

Pdur = 2Pstart (7.24) 
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By substituting (7.24) into (7.17), P,,,,,, is: 

Pstart 1- (Pdur + PSCO + PPark 

I- (2Pstar, + PSCO + Ppark 

1- (PSCO + PPark ) 

3 
In the following section, Psco and Pp,,, k are to be identified. 

(7.25) 

7.6.1.1 The probability of transmitting SCO traffic (Psco) 

- When a piconet is used by a voice application, an SCO link is established between the 

master and the slave. The master will send SCO packets to the slave at regular intervals (Tsco) 

in the reserved master-to-slave slots. The SCO packets HVI, HV2 or HV3 will be used. By 

considering duplex voice applications (i. e. telephone) for the SCO transports, the same IIV 

packet type is assumed to be used by both the master and the slave. 
When HVI packets are used for one SCO transport, all the time slots are reserved and no 

other traffic can be carried by the piconet. When HV2 packets are used for one SCO 

transport, the master reserves half of the time slots for the SCO and uses the rest for ACL 

traffic. When HV3 packets are used for one SCO transport, the master also supports ACL 

links after reserving one third of the time slots for the SCO. To summarize, a piconct can 

simultaneously support the maximum of one, two and three SCO transports respectively for 

HVI, HV2 and HVI When a SCO link is established, the piconet can carry ACL traffic only 
if HV2 and HV3 are used. Therefore, the probability for a time slot that is used by SCO links 

is given by: 

I for HV I 

pj--, 3LU 

A sco for HV2 (7.26) 
Ar--- 

=ýI sco for HV3 
AT 

3 

where Nsco is the number of the established SCO links. Nsco :! ý 2 for HV2, Nsco :53 for 

HV3. 

7.6.1.2 The probability of transmitting beacon train and access windows (Pp,,, k) 
When a slave does not need to participate in the piconet channel, but still wants to remain 

synchronized to the channel, it enters Park mode. Park mode is a state with little activity. 
There is no limit on the number of parked slaves in a piconet. To support parked slaves, the 

master establishes a beacon train when one or more slaves are parked. The beacon train 
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consists of one beacon slot or a train of equidistant beacon slots which is transmitted 

periodically with a constant time interval. The beacon train is illustrated in Figure 7.10. A 

train of Ng ( NB ; -> I) 
beacon slots is defined with an interval of TB,,,,,,,,. The beacon slots in the 

train are separated by AB slots. NB and arc chosen according to the channel 

characteristics such that there are sufficient beacon slots for parked slaves to synchronize. 
Following the beacon train, an access window is sent where the parked slaves can send 

requests to be unparked, Figure 7.10. To increase reliability, the access window can be 

repeated NA times (NA ý: I ). In the access window, master polls for each parked slave in the 

master-to-slavc slot. The slave-to-master slot is divided into two half time slots of 312.5ps. 

In each half slot, a parked slave is allowed to respond according to its access request address 
(AR_ADDR). The slave shall only send an access request in the proper slave-to-mastcr half 

slot if it has been pollcd in the preceding master-to-slave slot. Thus, there arc 2FNp,, k /21 

time slots in the access window for a piconct that has Np,,, k parked slaves. 

be- access %indow I 
04 
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Figure 7.10 beacon train and access window 

As shown in Figure 7.10, the time to transmit a beacon train is given by: 

TB = 5x AB x N. 

The time spent on the access windows for a time span of TB,,,,,, is: 

TA = 28 x[2]X NA 

time 

. D. 

(7.27) 

(7.28) 

The probability for a time slot that is either transmitting Bcacon trains or in the duration of 
access windows is: 

PPark ý-- 
TA + TB 

TBeacon 

I 

wI access 
Fm121 window: 

rms STM NA 

cc 

(7.29) 
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P,,.,, is identified by substituting (7.26) and (7.29) into (7.25). The average number of 

required time slots is also derived for each ACL Baseband packet transmission St in cquation 
(7.16). Finally, the average ACL Baseband packet delay DBs is identified by substituting 
(7.16) into (7.14): 

7-N 
- 

39aNarlive (1 -P ]V+l ) 
J-JBS ; -- 

p)(I - Psco - 
TA + TB 

TBeacon 

(7.30) 

7.6.2 Average L2CAP PDU delay 

By replacing TBs as DBs in equations (7.8)-(7.11), with consideration of all the possible 

piconet activities, the times to successfully transmit a L2CAP PDU with 1,2,3, ..., n 
Baseband packets are: 

D(l) = DBS+pA'+'D(l) =ý 
DBS 

I-P N+l 

D(2) = D(l) + DBS + plv+'D(2) = 
D(l) + Dns 

I-P N+l 

D(3) = D(2) + DBS +p 
NA D(3) = 

D(2) + D, 9,5 
I-P NA 

D(n)=D(n-l)+DBS+p NA T(n) = 
D(n - 1) + D, 9,5 

I-P NA 

(7.31) 

(7.32) 

(7.33) 

(7.34) 

Similar to equation (7.12), for a L2CAP PDU that is fragmented into Af Bascband packets, the 

average delay to successfully transmit the L2CAP PDU is: 

DL2CAP (M) = D(M) + Tck + (D(M) + T,, 
ck 

)Mp,,,, = (D(M) +T 
ck 

)(I + Afl),,,, 

(7.35) 

7.7 Delay Result Analysis 

In this section, the delays of both Baseband packets and L2CAP PDU arc cxamincd by 

the analytical results. In Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12, the delay of six types of ACL bascband 

packets is plotted against the BER in the range of 10-6 to 10-2. Nactj" =2 and IV,.,,. k =2 arc 

used in Figure 7.11, while N,,,, i,, =7 and Np,,,, k = 15 arc used in Figure 7.12. ITYP Is and 

S,,. =60bits are used in both figures. In the piconct physical channel, a slavc may losc 

synchronization if it does not receive a packet from the master at least every 250 ms. In this 
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work the value offil .......... 
is set to 250 ms. The following parameters arc used to calculate Ppa, k: 

AB 2, NB = 3, N.,, = 2. To calculate Ps(.,,, one SCO link Ns(, () =I and the packet type of 

IIV3 arc considered. Unless otherwise specified, t7,, )=Is, ý,, =60bits and the same parameters 
for calculating and arc used for all the results in this section. 

As shown in Figure 7.11, the delay ofBaseband packets stays the same for the low BER 

'R when BER> 10-4 . Due to the frequent retransmission, and increases significantly with the BE 

the inci-cinciii oftlic DII packets' delay is more significant than for the DM packets. DH3 and 
D115 rcach the Flush Tinicout (Is) constantly when BER> 10-3. In Figure 7.12, a congested 

piconct scenario is examined (7 active and 15 parked slaves). The delay for Baseband packets 
is much longer compared to the less congested sccriario in Figure 7.11 at the same BFR. 

Similarly to Figure 7.11, the delay increases significantly at the high BFR especially for the 

DI I packcts. 
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Figure 7.11 avcragc ACL bascband packet delay against BER. N,,,, i,, =2 and Npa, k=2 
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The delay of Baseband packets is plotted against the number of activc slavcs (up to 7). 

Different BER values of 10-6 and 10-2 are used in Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14 rcspectIvOy. 

Two parked slaves are considered ( Npark ý2). 
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Figure 7.14 average ACT baseband packet delay against BER= 10-3 and Npark=2 

As shown in tile result figures, the delay of Bascband packets increases linearly with the 

number of' active slaves. In Figure 7.13, there is no difference in delay between the DH and 
DM packets for the sarric slot packets. Since low BER (BER=10-6) is used, the Baseband 

packct crror rate is low cvcn for the unprotected DH packets and the benefit of the FEC 

protcction is not significant. In Figure 7.14, significant delay is observed for DH3 and DH5 

packets at the BFR of' 10-'. Without the protection of FEC, DH packets are more transmission 

error prone at thc high BER, especially for the large packets (DH3 and DH5). As tile 

consequence, frequent retransmission is required for the DH packets resulting in long packet 
delay. In contrast to DH packets, the DM packets have very short packet delay even at BER 

as 111 gh its 10 

In Figure 7.15 and Figure 7.16, the average L2CAP PDU delay is plotted against tile 

BFR. N,, 11, -- 2 and Npark =2 are used in Figure 7.15, while =7 and Npark = 15 

are used in Figure 7.16. The maximurn specified PDU size of 65531 Bytes is used in all cases. 
As shown in both Figure 7.15 and Figure 7.16, the delay of L2CAP PDU stays the same 

I'o r the low BF. R and increases significantly with the BER when BER > 10-4 . The PDU's 

carried by DH packets arc more susceptible to the high BER's. Since the DH packets reach 
OIC Flush t1111COLIt it( high BER's, as shown in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12, the DH packets are 

I rCLjucntly dropped by Baseband and L2CAP has to retransmit the PDU repeatedly. 

Therefore, significant delay is observed for the DH packets at high BER's. Moreover, the I- 
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slot Baseband packets (DH I and DM 1) have a long delay to carry the PDU of'64 Kby(es even 
for the low BER in both figures. This proves that I -slot packets are not suitable for carrying 
large size L2CAP PDU's. Since a more congested piconet is considered in Figure 7.16, tile 
PDU delay shown in Figure 7.16 is much longer than in Figure 7.15 at the sanic HER. 
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Figure 7.15 average L2CAP PDU delay against BER. Ný,,,, =2 and Nl,,,, k 2. 
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The average delay of' L2CAP PDLJ is plottcd against the number of' active slaves. 

DWICIVIlt BER Values 01' 10" and 10-' arc used in Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18 respectively. 

PD( J size ol'6553 I Bytes and two parked slaves arc considered (=2). 
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Figure 7.17 averagc L2CAP PDU dclay against BFIR= 10-6 and Npark=2. 
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The delay of L2CAP PDU increases linearly with the number of active slaves in both figures. 

In Figure 7.17, DH packets have longer delay than DM packets. Since the Baseband packet 

error probability is low when BER= 10-6, the benefit of having FEC for the DM packet is not 
significant. Compared to DM packets, without the FEC overhead, DH packets can carry more 
data per packet with better efficiency. As shown in Figure 7.18, the DH packets have a much 
longer delay compared to Figure 7.17 since higher BER of 10-3 is used. The DM packets 
bowever still have relatively short delay due to the protection of FEC. 

7.8 Summary of the Chapter 

In this chapter, a comprehensive mathematical analysis is carried out for the Bluctooth 

L2CAP layer. The throughput equation of L2CAP is derived and subsequently vcriricd by 

simulations by including the effect of the Baseband layer and taking into account the presence 

of bit errors. A number of analytical results are produced based on the derived throughput 

cquation and show that a Flush Timeout larger than Us and a L2CAP PDU larger than 10 
KBytes are required to achieve good system throughput. Simple equations are also derived for 

the average delay of the six types of Baseband ACL packets and the L2CAP PDU's. The 

effects of different network parameters on the delays of the Baseband packets and the L2CAP 

P-DU are examined. The results show that the DH Baseband packets have relatively short 
delay in the low BER compared to the DM Baseband packets, while the DM packets have a 

much shorter delay than the DH packets in the high BER environments. 
Conclusions of the thesis and suggestions of future research are to be presented in the 

next chapter. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research 

8.1 Summary of the thesis 
This work focuses on the link layer design of the outdoor (FSO) and the indoor QrDA) 

infrared systems, as well as the performance of the higher layers of two major WAN 

technologies: IrDA and Bluetooth. A number of mathematical models are developed and 

verified by simulations for different communication layers of FSO, IrDA and Bluetooth. 

Based on the derived mathematical models, the system performance at different layers is 

examined and optimized for different bit error rate environments. Several implementation 

issues for the higher layers of IrDA and Bluetooth have been discussed. In addition, a numbcr 

of design guidelines are proposed. The following protocol stack layers have been studied in 

the thesis: 

ARM mode of HDLC as the full-duplex FSO link layer protocol 
IrDA Link Access Protocol (IrLAP) 

IrDA Tiny Transport protocol (TinyTP) 

Object Exchange protocol (OBEX) 

IrDA Burst protocol (IrBurst) 

IrDA Financial Messaging profile (IrFM) 

IrDA Simple Connection profile (IrSC) 

Bluctooth Logical Link Control and Adaptation Layer Protocol (L2CAP) 

The main contributions of the thesis are: 

" The derivation of the mathematical equation which allows calculation of the FSO link 

layer throughput. The performance of the FSO link layer is also improved by 

optimizing the link layer parameters. 

" The derivation of the throughput equations for different IrDA protocol stack layers 

(from the data link layer to the session layer) by considering a variety of differcnt 

performance metrics, as well as the derivation of the optimum equations for various 

protocol parameters to maximize the system performance. 

"A number of implementation issues on the higher layers (OBEX, IrBurst, IrFM and 
IrSC) are studied and analysed. Based on the analysis, a set of design guidelines is 

proposed to maximize the overall system performance as well as kccping the 
hardware requirement to the minimum. 

" Derivation of equations to calculate the L2CAP throughput, the Baseband packct 
delay and the L2CAP PDU delay. 

The thesis provides a comprehensive analysis to the protocol stacks of IrDA and Bluctooth. 

As shown in the analytical results, the system performance, including throughput and packet 
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delay, can be improved significantly by adopting the optimum protocol parameters and 

choosing the appropriate hardware. This work is very beriefitial for both researchers and 

manufacturers who work in the field of WPAN. The developed and verified the mathematical 
models for different layers of IrDA and Bluctooth can serve as the mathematical framework. 

Thus, other researchers who arc interested in carrying out research in the area of WPAN can 

make use of and extend the mathematical models to examine a perticular system aspect from 

their own angles. As for the manufacturer, the product developers can design the IrDA and 
Bluctooth chipscts according to the design guidelines provided in this thesis and optimize the 

performance for different applications. 

8.2 Conclusions for the FSO link layer analysis 
A mathematical model for the full-duplcx FSO links is presented by using the ARM modc 

of IlDLC as the link layer protocol. Based on the model, optimum window and frame sizes 
are obtained. The analytical results show that significant improvement on link throughput can 
be achieved by utilizing the optimized parameters. Furthermore, a simple and efficicrit 
adaptive algorithm has been developed to implement the optimum parameters in the real time. 

The protocol component tasks that affect link performance are examined. The analytical 
results show that the time interval (Tws) spent on waiting for S-franies from the receiver has a 
significant effect on the throughput for the long distance links due to long propagation delays. 
The results also show that the propagation delay has a significant effect on the link 

performance, and the effect is likely to be even more severe if higher data rates are applied in 
the future. However, by adopting the optimum values, the FSO system can still achieve high 
link throughput even if it operates in a high bit error rate environment. 

8.3 Conclusions for the IrDA protocol stacks analysis 
8.3.1 Data link layer-IrLAP 

The performance of IrDA IrLAP protocol operating at Gbit/s data rates is examined. A 

systematic analysis of IrLAP protocol has been carried out by including the effect of link 

propagation time. Bit error rate (BER) dependent optimization equations of the IrLAP 

window and framc sizes are derived and also vcrificd for the maximum link layer throughput. 
The cffccts of propagation delay and minimum turnaround time on the link throughput at 

different data rate has been studied by using both optimum and non-optimum IrLAP window 
and framc size for comparison. The analytical results show that the throughput efficiency is 

much higher when the optimum link parameters are implemented. The effect of propagation 
delay Qý) becomes significant when the IrLAP minimum turn around time (t,,, ) has a small 
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value (t la :5 107S ) at very high data rates (Cý: I OGbit /s). To achieve good throughput 

cfficiency, ta Of 10-8S should be used when the link data rate is 10 Gbit/s. Furthermore, 

different protocol tasks of IrLAP have been studied at the data rate of 10 Gbit/s. The results 
indicate that propagation delay, even for the distance of 2m, does not significantly reduce the 

throughput until the data rate reaches 10 Gbit/s for the indoor short distance IrDA links. 

From the analytical results, one can conclude that the IrLAP protocol is not a limitation 

even for the data rates as high as 10 Gbit/s if a small enough minimum turnaround time 

(t 
la 10-8S ) is used and the optimum IrLAP window and frame sizes are implemented. 

8.3.2 Transport layer-TinyTP 

A comprehensive mathematical model for the IrDA TinyTP protocol is developed by 

including the effects of the multiple IrLMP connections and the underlying IrDA protocol 

stacks. In order to examine the accuracy of the derived mathematical model, a set of 

simulation programs based on MATLAB TM is developed. By using the simulation programs, 

the mathematical model is subsequently verified. Analytical results are produced to comparc 

the throughput efficiency by implementing different receiver window size, IrLAP window 

and frame sizes. The results show that the system always achieves its best performance when 

the receiver window size is at least twice as large as the IrLAP window size ( Bw ý: 2NLAp ). 

Good TinyTP throughput is also obtained when the receiver window size is largcr than tile 

IrLAP window size but smaller than two times the IrLAP window size 

NLAp < Bw < 2NLAp ). For the resource limited devices, in order to improve system 

performance and resource requirement, TinyTP can use a receiver window size in the range of 

NLAp < Bw < 2NLAp since this range achieves good throughput as well as requiring relatively 

small buffer size. 
In order to optimize the system performance, several optimization equations for the major 

protocol parameters, including the receiver window size, IrLAP window and frame sizes, arc 

derived as a function of bit error rate and later validated by the exact numerical method. By 

comparing the analytical results, one can see that significant improvements in the throughput 

can be achieved by implementing the optimized protocol parameters. Finally, the cffcct of the 

IrLAP minimum turnaround time on the TinyTP throughput is examined. An IrLAP 

turnaround time in the order of 104s is suitable for the 16 Mbit/s IrDA links. 

8.3.3 Session laYer-OBEX and JrBurst 

In order to optimize the overall performance of a system, it is also important to make sure 

the upper layer (i. e. session layer) is efficient and compatible with the lower layer. In this 

work, the performance of the two session protocols of IrDA, OBEX and IrBurst, is examined. 
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OBEX has been widely implemented in the wireless object exchange applications for 

both IrDA and Bluctooth communications. The thesis examines the performance of OBEX 

protocol, investigates the interaction between OBEX and the lower IrDA protocol stacks, and 

also optimizes different parameters to achieve the maximum system throughput. 
An analytical model is developed to derive the OBEX throughput equation. Based on the 

model, the effects of the OBEX packet size, and the IrLAP window and frame sizes on OBEX 

throughput is investigated. The system has a very poor performance at the high BER with the 

non-optimizcd protocol parameters. 
In order to maximize the throughout and improve the system performance at the high 

BER, an optimization study is carried out for the OBEX size and the IrLAP parameters. The 

study concludes that the OBEX throughput always benefits by using a large OBEX size, 
IrLAP frame size should be reduced gradually with the increasing BER, and the optimum 

IrLAP window size is independent of BER until BER>2.6x 10-7 . The optimization 
equations for the IrLAP window and frame sizes are derived and then verified by the exact 
numerical method. The analytical results show that the significant improvements on the 
throughput can be achieved by applying the optimized parameters. 

To further improve the OBEX performance, a study of the effects of the maximum OBEX 

packet size (PREQ) and the OBEX turnaround time (ToBF-x) is carried out. Based on the 

analytical results, the conclusion is given as follows: for the 100 Mbit/s links, PREQ of I Mbits 
is required to achieve good throughput efficiency. PREQ of 500 Kbits and 100 Kbits are 
sufficicnt for 16 Mbit/s and 115.2 Kbit/s respectively. For the 100 Mbit/s links, TOBEx of less 

than 10-4 s is necessary, while for 16 Mbit/s or less, an OBEX turnaround time Of 10-3 S is 

sufficient to achieve good throughput efficiency. 
The other IrDA session protocol, IrBurst, is also investigated. IrBurst recently has been 

proposed by IrDA in order to provide a complementary capability to OBEX It is designed to 
fulfil the requirements for transmitting bursts (low delay) of information data. The analysis of 
IrBurst shows that the derived mathematical model for TinyTP is also applicable for IrBurst. 
Subsequently, the performance of IrBurst and OBEX are compared when the transmission of 
large size objects is considered. The analytical results are produced for both 16 Mbit/s and 
100 Mbit/s links. IrBurst shows an excellent performance compared to that of OBEX when 
transmitting large size files. For instance, when the data rate is 100 Mbit/s, IrBurst takes less 
than 0.5 second to transmit a4 MBytes file, which is the typical size of an MP3 song. 

8.3.4 IrDA applications-IrFM and IrSC 

Two rapidly developing IrDA applications, IrFM and IrSC, are studied in this work. 
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In order to improve efficiency of payment process, to integrate various incompatible 

financial transaction schemes and eliminate cumbersome safekeeping of paper receipts, a 

novel approach to replace the traditional payment is essential. Two factors, the maturity of 

personal digital devices and the awareness and capability of consumers using such devices, 

establish the environment for a digital payment system. 

- IrFM, proposed by IrDA, is one of the most promising candidates for the digital payment 

system. The thesis carries out an inclusive analysis of IrFM. Several design guidelines arc 

proposed for the link data rate, the IrLAP minimum turnaround time and the XID sending 
interval to achieve fast IrDA connections while keeping the hardware requirements at tile 

m inimum. Other important issues in designing the digital payment system are carefully 

examined for the IrFM system including security, reliability, simplicity and intcropcrability. 

Additionally, the current market status of IrFM is presented and the competing digital 

payment technologies are compared with IrFM. The study shows that IrFM is an excellent 

approach that addresses almost every aspect of the requirements of a desirable digital 

payment system. 
IrSC is a protocol dedicated for fast connection and instant data transmission between 

IrDA devices and is still under development by an IrDA SIG. A typical IrSC application is to 

download a picture from a mobile phone and display it on a TV screen. In the analysis, two 

technical approaches for IrSC (IrSC I and IrSC2) are investigated. 

Analytical equations for calculating the transmission delay for the unchanged IrDA 

standard, IrSC1 and IrSC2 are derived. Based on the equations, the transmission delay of 

different approaches is examined and compared. The analytical results show that the SIR (less 

than 576 Kbit/s) is not a good option for IrSC and 4Mbit/s or higher is required. IrSC2 is the 

fastest and cheapest option but it is likely to be low quality due to lack of error correction, and 

could cause annoyance to users. However, for low capacity devices (where only a small 

buffer is available), IrSC2 can still maintain a very high performance by bypassing the 

negative effect of the IrLAP turnarounds. IrSC I has a good performance for IrLAP frame size 

of 16 Kbits and window size of 7. Reducing IrLAP frame size to I Kbits and window to I 

(cheaper to implement) makes it unworkable for transmitting pictures. 

8.4 Conclusions for the Bluetooth L2CAP layer analysis 
Bluetooth L2CAP layer bridges the data applications and the Bluetooth Bascband layer 

by providing services including channel multiplexing, packet segmentation and rcasscmbly, 

and error retransmission. In order to have a good overall performance for the Bluctooth 

system, it is important to optimize the performance of L2CAP. A systematic analysis for 

L2CAP is carried out in the analysis. The throughput equation of L2CAP is derived by 
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considering the effect of the Baseband layer and taking into account the presence of bit errors. 

The mathematical model is then verified by the developed MATLAB TM simulation programs. 

The effects of the Baseband Flush Timeout and the L2CAP PDU size are then investigated. 

The analytical results show that a Flush Timcout larger than Us and a L2CAP PDU larger 

than 10 KBytcs are required to achieve good system throughput. 

This work also carries out a delay analysis for the Baseband ACL packets and the L2CAP 

PDU's by considering all the possible Bluctooth network activities. By including the presence 

of bit errors, simple equations are derived for calculating the average ACL packet and L2CAP 

PDU delays. Based on the delay equations, the effects of different network parameters on the 

delays of the six Baseband packets and the L2CAP PDU are examined. The results show that 

the DII Bascband packets have relatively short delay at low BER compared to the DM 

Bascband packets. However, the DH packets are very susceptible to BER and the delay of the 

DII packets increases significantly with BER when BER ý,, 10-3. With the protection of FEC, 

the DM packets have a much shorter delay than the DH packets in the high BER 

environments. 

8.5 Suggestions for future research 
To Investigate the 100 MbIt/s IrDA standard: IrDA recently started the development of a 

new IrDA physical layer specification (UFIR) that can support data rate up to 100 Mbit/s. For 

such a high speed infrared link, a new modulation scheme and possibly a new error detection 

scheme are required. In order to develop a stable and easy to implement high speed IrDA 

physical layer, it is essential to have a suitable modulation and error detection scheme. 

Therefore, to investigate the performance and the stability of the 100 Mbit/s IrDA standard 

should be one of the future research topics in the area of IrDA communication. 

To provide the "zero delay" service: With the upcoming UFIR standard, the IrDA data rate 
is to be increased significantly in the near future. Small size objects, such as IrFM instructions 

and business cards, can be transmitted almost instantly through a connected high speed IrDA 

link. It is advantageous to be able to provide near instant data delivery, known as "zero 

delay", for time sensitive applications. The bottleneck for providing "zero delay" would be 

the connection delay. In order to reduce the connection delay, a modification to the existing 
IrLAP standard is required. 

To Investigate the OBEX performance on the Bluetooth protocol stacks: OBEX is 

adopted as the object exchange framework for not only IrDA but also Bluetooth 
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communications. For the Bluetooth protocol stacks, OBEX is layered above the Radio 

Frequency Communications protocol (RFCOMM), which emulates the scrial ports over the 

L2CAP protocol. It is of interest to examine the performance of OBEX over the Bluctooth 

protocol stacks. The analysis of OBEX can be carried out based on the derived and vcrified 

mathematical model of L2CAP presented in the thesis. 
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Appendix I 

Common equations used in the derivation: 

LAP tS, tI= 
ILAP +1 ILAP 

,P Pb)li'P+I'LAP + cc 

I-P (I p)NLAP) FLAp = 'L4P 
P NLAPtl + tack + 2tp + p(tF,,,,, + t, + 2tp) 

1. Derive optimal value for ILApwhen NLApis fixed 

Approximations: 

AppO p=I- (I - 
pb) 

1ý4P+"L- 

A_-I 
I-P II_. I 

lippi -=--I 

- YLAP +1 OLAP)Pb) "2 YLAP +1 IL4P)Pb 

ppp 

FLAP becomes: 

FLAP =I110- 
(IL4P + I'LAP)Pb )N,., 

YL4P +1 tLAP)Pb NLAp 
'LAP + "UP 

+ (IL4p + I'LAp)pbtF 
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(ILAp + I'L4p)pbt, + 2(IL, 
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Thus, we have rearranged FLAp as 
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Appendix 11 

The source code of the developed MATLAB TM IrDA protocol simulation modules arc 

presented in this section. It should be noted that the source code is annotated. The line starts 

with a percentage mark (%) is the comments. 

IrDA Physical Layer: 
% Function 'physical' is the IrDA physical layer. It is a random error generator based on the given error 
% probability and the length of the packet. 

% Two parameters are expected: error probability (pb) and IrLAP packet length (L). It returns a 
%boolean value. 0 indicates error free, while I means error is occurred. 

function err--physical(pb, L) 

x=round(rand(I, L)/pb); 
if find(xý2) 

err-- 1; 
else 

err--O; 
end 

IrLAP Sender: 
% Function 'irlapsender' is the IrLAP sender. it calculates the time to transmit the IrLAP window. By 
%using the function 'physical', 'irlapsender' considers the channel error and includes the possible 
%supervision frame transmission. 

% Parameters N, ILAP, C, tta and pb are expected. The function returns the IrLAP window 
%transmission time (Tlapsend) 

function Tlapsend=irlapsender(N, ILAP, C, tta, pb) 
ILAPmax=16384; 
LLAP=72; 

% time to transmit the IrLAP window with length of N 
frametime=(ILAP+LLAP)/C; 
Tlapsend=frametime*N+tta; 

% the time to transmission the supervision frame when error occurs in the last IrLAP frame 
if physical(pb, ILAP+LLAP) 

Tlapsend=Tlapsend+(ILAPmax+LLAP)/C+2*tta; 
while physical(pb, LLAP) 

% when the supervision frame is in error, resend the S-packet 
Tlapsend=Tlapsend+(ILAPmax+LLAP)/C+2*tta; 

end 
end 

IrLAP Receiver: 
% Function 'irlapreceiver' is the IrLAP receiver. It calculates the time to transmit the IrLAP ack and 
%erroneous frame number if the transmission is in error. 

% Parameters N, ILAP, C, tta and pb are expected. The function returns the IrLAP acknowledgement 
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%transmission time (TIapsend) and the corrupted frame number if the transmission is erroneous. 

function [Tlapack, Nerr]=irlapreceiver(N, ILAP, C, tta, pb) 
ILAPmax=16384; 
LLAP=72; 

% Time to transmit the IrLAP ack including any possible retransmission 
Tlapack=LLAP/C+tta; 
while physical(pb, LLAP) 

Tiapack=Tlapack+(ILAPmax+LLAP)/C+2*tta; 
end 

% The number (Ncrr) of the first corrupted frame. Nerr--O if error free 
Nerr--O; 
for Ns= IN 

if physical(pb, ILAP+LLAP) 
Nerr--Ns; 
break 

end 
end 

TlnYTP Buffer Calculator: 
% Function 'ttpbuffer' is the TinyTP buffer calculator. It calculates the new TinyTP buffer size (Wnew) 
%and the length of TinyTP packets in the buffer (numberb) on each TinyTP connection base. 

% Parameters W, m, ILAP, numberb, B and Tpre are expected. The function returns new TinyTP 
%window size (Wnew), bits remain in buffer (numberb) and processing time (Tprocess) 

function [Wnew, numberbN, Tprocess]=ttpbuffer(W, m, ILAP, numberb, B, Tpre) 

% 11caders of TinyTP and IrLMP (bit) 
LTTP=8; 
LLMP=16; 
L=LTTP+LLMP; 

% Processor speed (11Z) 
v= I e7; 

% Calculate the bits that have been processed during Tpre 
% assuming each TinyTP connection is euqally devided the CPU processing power 
q=round(Tpre*4*v/B); 
m=m/B; 
if q>=numberb 

Wnew--W-m; 
numberbN=m*(ILAP-L); 

else 
Nb=(numberb-q)/(ILAP-L); 
Wnew=W-Nb-m; 
numberbN--numberb-q+m*(ILAP-L); 

end 

% Time to processthe TinyTP packet if the TinyTP buffer is empty (the primary can not send more 
%TinyTP segment) 
if Wnew 

Tprocess=O; 
else 

Tprocess=numberbN/(4*v); 
Wnew--W; 
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. numberbN=O; 
end 

TinyTP Sender: 
% Function 'ttpsender' is the TinyTP sender module. It calculates the time to transmit a TinyTP 

. 
%window with length of rn 

% Parameters m, ILAP, C, tta and pb are expected. The window transmission time (Tttpsend) is 
%returned. 

function Tttpsend=ttpsender(m, ILAP, C, tta, pb) 
Tttpsend=O; 
while m>O 

Tlapsend=irlapsender(m, ILAP, C, tta, pb); 
[TIapack Nerr]=irlapreceiver(m, ILAP, C, tta, pb); 
if Neff 

m=m-Neff+l; 
else 

m=O; 
end 
Tttpsend=Tttpsend+Tlapsend+Tlapack; 

end 

TinyTP Receiver: 
% Function 'ttpreceivee is the TinyTP receiver module. It calculates the time to transmit the TinyTP 
%acks and the TinyTP buffer size at the receiver side. 

% Parameter W, m, numberb, B, C, tta, pb, ILAP and Tpre is expected. The TinyTP ack transmission 
%time (Tttpack), the new TinyTP window size (Wnew) and the size of the TinyTP packet remained in 
%the buffer (numberbN) are returned. 

function [Tttpack, WnewN, numberbN]=ttpreceiver(W, m, numberb, B, C, tta, pb, ILAP, Tpre) 
% Headers of TinyTP and IrLMP (bit) 
LTTP=8; 
LLMP=16; 
L=LTTP+LLMP; 

% Time to transmit the TinyTP ack 
Tttpack=O; 
x=B; 
while x 

Tlapsend=irlapsender(x, L, C, tta, pb); 
Tttpack=Tttpack+Tlapsend; 
[Tlapack Nerr]=irlapreceiver(x, L, C, tta, pb); 
X=O; 
if Nerr 

Tttpack=Tttpack+Tlapack; 
x=x-Nerr+ 1; 

end 
end 

% Calculate the new TinyTP buffer size (Wnew) and the length of TinyTP packets in the buffer 
%(numberb) in the function 'buffee If the TinyTP buffer is empty, the secondary will take some time 
%(Tprocess) to process the incoming TinyTP packet 

for y-- I: B 
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[WnewN(y) numberbN(y) Tprocess(y)]=ttpbuffer(W, m, ILAP, numberb(y), B, Tpre); 

end 

Tpro=sum(Tprocess); 
Tttpack=Tttpack+Tpro; 

OBEX Sender: 
% Function 'obexsendee is the OBEX sender module. It calculates the time to transmit an OBEX 
%packet window with length of lobex 

% Parameters m, ILAP, C, tta, pb and lobex are expected. The packet transmission time (Tobexsend) is 
%returned. 

function Tobexsend=obexsender(W, B, N, ILAP, C, tta, pb, lobex) 
%LOBEX=48; 
LLMP=16; 
LTTP=8; 
L=LTTP+LLMP; 
a=B*Iobex/(ILAP-LLMP-LTTP); 
%[TTPTPE Tobexsend]=ttp(W, B, N, ILAP, C, tta, pb, a); 

% Initialisation. for the first TinyTP window transmission 
Tpre=O; 
numberb(I: B)=O; 
Ttotal=O; 

while a>O 
if a<=B*W 

Wnew=a; 
else 

Wnew=B*W; 
end 
% Length of the current TinyTP window (m) 
if N>Wnew 

m--Wnew; 
else 

m=N; 
end 
Tttpsend=ttpsender(m, ILAP, C, tta, pb); 
[Tttpack WnewN numberbN]=ttpreceiver(W, m, numberb, B, C, tta, pb, ILAP, Tpre); 
Wnew=sum(WnewN); 
numberb=numberbN; 
if sum(numberb) 

Tpre=Tttpsend+Tttpack; 
else 

Tpre=O; 
end 
a=a-m; 
if a>O 

Ttotal=Ttotal+Tttpsend+Tttpack; 
else 

Ttotal=Ttotal+Tttpsend; 
end 

end 
Tobexsend=Ttotal; 
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OBEX Receiver: 
% Function 'obexreceiver' is the OBEX receiver module. It calculates the time to transmit the OBEX 
%Acks. 

% Parameter W, m, numberb, B, C, tta and ph is expected. The OBEX ack transmission time 
%(Tobexack) is returned. 

function Tobexack=obexreceiver(W, B, C, tta, pb) 

% Headers of different layers (bit) 
LTTP=8; 
LLMP=16; 
LOBEX=48; 
L=LTTP+LLMP+LOBEX; 

% Time to transmit the OBEX ack 
Tobexack=O; 
x=B; 
while x 

Tlapsend=irlapsender(x, L, C, tta, pb); 
Tobexack=Tobexack+Tlapsend; 
[Tlapack Neff]=irlapreceiver(x, L, C, tta, pb); 
X=O; 
if Neff 

Tobexack=Tobexack+Tlapack; 
x=x-Neff+l; 

end 
end 
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Appendix III 

The source code of the developed MATLAB Tm Bluetooth protocol simulation modules are 

presented in this section. It should be noted that the source code is annotated. The line starts 

with a percentage mark (%) is the comments. 

Bluetooth Physical Layer: 
% Function 'physical' is the Bluetooth physical layer. It is a random error generator based on the given 
%error probability and the length of the Baseband packet. 

% Four parameters are expected: error probability (pb) and Baseband packet length (lbs), Bascband 
%packet type (type), Synchronization threshold (Ssyn). It returns a boolean value. 0 indicates error 
%free, while I means error is occurred. 

function err=physical(pb, lbs, type, Ssyn) 

% event A 
pl=l; 
for i=O: (62-Ssyn) 

pl=pl-factorial(62)/(factorial(i)*factorial(62-i))*pb^i*(I-pb)A(62-i); 
end 

% event B 
p2=1-(3*pb*(I-pb)^2+(I-pb)A3)^l 8; 

% event C 
Q=Ibs/15; 
if type==l 

p3=1-(I-pb)A lbs; 
else 

p3=1-(15*pb*(I-pb)A 14+(I-pb)AI5)AQ; 
end 

% baseband packet error rate 
p=2*pl+2*p2+p3; 

% Decision 
x=ceil(rand(l)/p); 
if XýI 

err-- 1; 
else 

err--O; 
end 

Bluetooth Baseband Layer: 
% Function 'Baseband' is the Bluetooth Baseband layer imitating the behaviour of both master and 
%slave. It calculates the time to transmit one Baseband packet and signify any timeout. By using tile 
%function 'physical', 'Baseband' considers the channel error and includes the all tile possible 
%retransmission. 

% Parameters pb, lbs, type, t, Ssyn and tTO are expected. The function returns the timcout value and 
%the Baseband packet transmission time 

function base=baseband(pb, lbs, type, t, Ssyn, tTO) 
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tl=625*le-6; 
T=t+tl; 

% the time to transmission the supervision frame when error occurs in the last IrLAP frame 
while physical(pb, lbs, type, Ssyn)&T<tTO 

T-T+t+t 1; 
end 

% if the time out expires, notify the L2CAP layer and set the packet transmission time to tTO 
base(l)=O; 
if T>--tTO 

T=tTO; 
basc(l)=I; 

end 

basc(2)=T; 

L2CAP Sender: 
% Function '12capsendeeis the L2CAP PDU sender. It calculates the time to transmit a PDU. By using 
%the function 'baseband', '12capsendee includes all the possible retransmissions by considering the 
%possible Baseband timeout and the undetected errors in Baseband packets. The transmission time for 
%L2CAP ack is also included. 

% Parameters pb, lbs, type, t, Ssyn, tTO, l2cap, lpl, Nactive, Nsco and Npark are expected. The 
%function returns the L2CAP PDU transmission time (Tl2capsender) 

function T12capsender--12capsender(pb, lbs, lpl, type, t, Ssyn, tTO, l2cap, lpl, Nactive, Nsco, Npark) 
L2cap=16*4; 
T=O; 
receiver(l)=I; 
base(l)= 1; 
a=O; 
M=floor((12cap+L2cap)/Ipl); 
1=12cap+L2cap-lpl*M; 
while (receiver(I)jbase(I))&a<5 

% M+ I is the number of Baseband packets to transmit for one L2CAP PDU 
forn=I: M 

base=baseband(pb, lbs, type, t, Ssyn, tTO); 
T=T+base(2); 
if base(l) 

a=a+l; 
break 

end 
end 
if base(l) 

continue 
end 
base=baseband(pb, 1, type, t, Ssyn, tTO); 
T=T+base(2); 
receiver--12capreceiver(pb, lbs, type, Ssyn, tTO, M+I); 
T=T+receiver(2); 

end 

if aýS 
T=(M+I)*tTO*5; 

end 

T12capsender--T; 
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L2CAP Receiver: 
% Function '12capreceiver' is the L2CAP receiver. It calculates the time to transmit a L2CAP ack and 
%also decides if there're any undetected Baseband errors 

% Parameters pb, lbs, type, Ssyn, tTO and M are expected. 

function receiver--12capreceiver(pb, lbs, type, Ssyn, tTO, M) 

%event B 
p2=1-(3*pb*(I-pb)A2+(I-pb)A3)AI8; 
% event C 
Q=Ibs/15; 
if type== 1 

p3=1-(I-pb)^Ibs; 
else 

p3=1-(15*pb*(I-pb)AI4+(I-pb)A 15)"Q; 
end 

p=M*((2*p2)/(2^8)+p3/(2 A 16)); 

% to see if there's any undetected error in Baseband packets 
x=ceil(rand(l)/p); 
if x==2 

receiver(l)=I; 
else 

receiver(l)=O; 
end 

% work out the time to transmit the L2CAP ack 
1=16*4; 
base(l)=I; 
a=O; 
while (base(l)) 

base=baseband(pb, 1, type, 625* 1 e-6, Ssyn, tTO); 
a=a+base(2); 

end 
receiver(2)=a; 
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